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Preamble

The IP protocol suite has been initially designed to providebest effort reachability
among the nodes of a network or an inter-network. The goal wasto design a set
of routing solutions that would allow routers to automatically provide end-to-end
connectivity among hosts. Also, the solution was meant to recover the connectivity
upon the failure of one or multiple devices supporting the service, without the need
of manual, slow, and error-prone reconfigurations. In otherwords, the requirement
was to have an Internet that "converges" on its own.

Along with the "Internet Boom", network availability expectations increased,
as e-business emerged and companies started to associate loss of Internet connec-
tivity with loss of customers... and money. So, Internet Service Providers (ISPs)
relied on best practice rules for the design and the configuration of their networks,
in order to improve their Quality of Service.

The same routing suite is now used by Internet Service Providers that have to
cope with more and more stringent Service Level Agreements (SLAs). These new
SLAs are justified by the increasing use of IP networks to transport voice, video,
TV broadcast, and Real-Time online Business traffic accrosstheir networks.

Such SLAs generally define upper bounds on the packet loss ratio and on the
duration of losses of connectivity. To ensure that these constraints are respected,
and reach the five 9’s network availability target, resilient IP technologies are re-
quired.

The goal of this thesis is to complement the IP routing suite so as to improve
its resiliency.

The Internet is organized as a set of interconnected Autonomous Systems (AS),
which are managed by autonomous domains such as organizations and companies.
The technology used to establish connectivity inside an AS (intra-domain routing)
is not the same as the one used to provide inter-domain connectivity (inter-domain
routing). Hence, the recovery process upon a topological change is different, and
will be improved in different ways in this thesis.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In this chapter, we brielfy review the main concepts of intradomain and interdo-
main routing, and their dedicated protocols used on today’sInternet. Readers who
are familiar with intra-domain an inter-domain routing canskip this first section.
Next, we introduce the key characteristics of the convergence of both intra-domain
and inter-domain routing protocols in the case of topology changes.

1.1 IP Routing

The Internet Protocol (IP) is a connectionless datagram protocol used to convey
data from one host location to another in a network or inter-network. Host locations
are identified with an IP address. IP Routing can be seen as theset of protocols
and state machines, implemented in dedicated hardware called “routers”, that are
used over a network or an inter-network to rule the “forwarding” of IP packets.
Forwarding is the action performed by routers, which consists in transmitting an IP
packet that is received on an incoming interface to another router via an outgoing
interface. Routing is supposed to let routers forward IP packets in a consistent
fashion so that IP packets emitted by a source actually reachtheir destination.

Routing in the Internet is architectured around two main components, intrado-
main and interdomain routing. Intradomain routing protocols or interior gateway
protocols (IGP) rule the forwarding of packets within the network of a company, an
organization, or an Internet Service Provider (ISP). An Interdomain routing proto-
col rules the forwarding of packets among a set of interconnected networks or
Autonomous Systems (AS). There is only one interdomain routing protocol used
in the Internet, the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) [RLH06].

Intra- and Inter-domain routing are not performed by using the same routing
mechanisms for multiple reasons. First, the objectives arenot the same. While
intra-domain roughly tries to achieve shortest path routing, inter-domain routing
tries to achieve best commercial routing. Second, the knowledge of the topol-
ogy is different. Disseminating the whole topology within an ISP network is not
a problem, while ISPs are reluctant to disclose all the properties of their internal

3
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topologies to their peers and concurrents. Finally, the size of the problem are dif-
ferent. While the IGP routing mechanisms generally deal with a few tens to a few
thousands of destination prefixes, a BGP router currently has to cope with up to
250.000 prefixes [APN], not counting the Virtual Private Network (VPN) routes
that are also maintained with BGP in ISP networks.

1.1.1 An IP router

An IP router can be considered as the combination of two main elements. The
“control plane” drives the decision of a router about where to forward an IP packet
that reaches a router. The control plane of a router feeds a Routing Information
Base (RIB). Based on this information, a process feeds the “forwarding plane” of
the router, made of a table or tables downloaded to dedicatedhardware, used to
perform an efficient forwarding.

Figure 1.1: Two routers

Figure 1.1 gives a simplified view of two routers, whose control plane processes
exchange routing information to build forwarding states. The control plane of a
router executes routing protocol processes, e.g. a BGP process and an IGP process.
Based on the routing messages that it receives from its peers, via its forwarding
plane, a router maintains a Routing Information Base. A process managing the
RIB is in charge of reflecting its changes to the Forwarding Information Base (FIB)
which is replicated in the linecards hosting the interfacesof the router. When a
data packet reaches an interface of the router, the linecardhosting the interface
performs a lookup for the destination address of the packet in its locally stored
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FIB, and forwards the packet to an outgoing interface corresponding to the result
of this lookup.

1.1.2 Intradomain Routing

Intra domain routing consists in the set of operations performed by the control
plane to provide end-to-end connectivity within a set of devices such as lines and
routers owned or leased by a given organization or company, often referred to as a
routing domain or Autonomous System.

It allows routers to “find their way towards” an exit point forpackets destined to
hosts that are beyond the borders of the network. Note that finding the appropriate
exit point for a packet is a task supported by the inter-domain routing protocol.

In this thesis we will focus on “Link-State” intradomain routing protocols such
as OSPF [Moy91] and IS-IS [ISO02]. We made this choice simplybecause these
protocols are widely used in the Internet at the time of this thesis. Such protocols
are referred to as Interior Gateway Protocols (IGP). Other IGP were used at the
early days of the Internet, such as Cisco’s proprietary EIGRP [RWS00] and RIP
[Hed88]. Now, such protocols are mostly deployed in enterprise networks, but
were abandoned by ISPs.

According to link-state routing protocols, each router is configured to

• Establish and maintain adjacencies with direct neighbors

“Neighbors” are supposed to be able to reach each other at thelink-layer.

• Distribute information about the state of these adjacencies through the net-
work

That is, a router constantly checks its ability to reach its configured neigh-
bors using Hello messages [Moy91, ISO02] or independent failure detection
mechanisms such as BFD [KW03]. This ability is summarized ina Link-
State Packet (IS-IS), or Link-State advertisement (OSPF).Such information
is reliably spread through the network, using flooding in IS-IS and OSPF1.
Routers also distribute in those advertisements reachability information (IP
prefixes) assigned to locally connected Local Area Networks(LANs).

• Maintain the information flooded by other routers of the network in a data-
base, called Link-State Database (LSDB)

Based on this flooded information, routers (nodes) build a complete repre-
sentation of the network as a weighted directed graph.

• Compute shortest paths across the network

Based on the content of the LSDB, each router computes the best paths from
itself towards all the other nodes of the network. In order totranslate the

1In this thesis, we will consider IS-IS as the reference IGP. Unless specified, what is said about
IS-IS also applies to OSPF
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operator requirements into shortest paths, the operator ofan IS-IS network
configures the metrics of the links adjacent to each router. Under the graph
terminology, an operator configures the weight of each edge of the graph.
Delay, bandwidth, or more complex Traffic Engineering (TE) techniques
taking both components into account are the inputs for the setting of such
metrics. The goal is to set metrics in order to have the shortest possible end-
to-end delays, while avoiding link saturation, w.r.t. the current end-to-end
traffic matrix [FRT02]. The shortest paths from a nodeR are path obtained
by applying the well-known Dijkstra Shortest Path First algorithm [Dij59]
on the network topology, usingR as the root.

• Build a Forwarding Information Base (FIB)

For a routerR, the first hop on the shortest path towards a destination nodeD
is the neighbor to which a packet destined toD must be forwarded byR. So,
based on the computed shortest paths, the router can build the basic infor-
mation required to perform forwarding. This information issummarized and
downloaded to the linecards of the router under the form of a datastructure
optimizing the lookup efficiency [Var04].

When the network is stable, the computation of the shortest paths is consistent
among the routers, so that packets reach their destination or their exit point in the
network by being forwarded hop by hop by intermediate routers.

Let us illustrate how the IGP works based on the Abilene network depicted in
figure 1.2. Each node will establish an adjacency, using a simple Hello mechanism,
with its neighbours. For example,KC will maintain adjacencies withIP , HS,
andDN . Each node floods a summary of its adjacencies through the network in
a link-state packet, by associating a configured metric (or weight) with each of its
adjacencies.

The flooding mechanism is reliable and lets each node builds aweighted graph
representing the network based on the latest link-state packet flooded by each node
of the network (see figure 1.2), and stored in its Link-State Database.

Each node computes the shortest paths from itself to all the nodes in this graph.
From this set of paths, the Forwarding Information Base can be computed. In our
example,IP will build a FIB which reflects thatKC,DN,SV, ST,LA andHS
must be reached via its attached linkIP → KC, AT must be reached via its
attached linkIP → AT , andCH,NY, andWA must be reached via its attached
link IP → CH.

All the nodes build such a FIB, so that when these are up to date, the forwarding
of packets is consistent and lets each packet follow the shortest path to its desti-
nation, w.r.t. the metrics and the status of each link of the network. Note that a
specific metric value, calledMAX_METRIC can be configured on a link. This
prevents nodes in the network from considering the link whenthey compute their
Shortest Path Tree.
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Figure 1.2: The Abilene network

1.1.3 Interdomain Routing

Interdomain routing rules how packets are forwarded between Autonomous Sys-
tems to reach their destinations. Above all, BGP aims at providing reachability
throughout the Internet while respecting the business relationships and policies of
all the ASes of the Internet.

BGP is a path vector protocol. That is, each BGP node propagates to its peers,
for each destination (an IP Prefix) originated by an ISP, the path that it selected as
best to reach the destination prefix. Each node selects a bestpath towards a prefix
based on the set of paths that it received, and a set of policies and rules that translate
its Business relationships with the neighboring networks.Among other attributes,
the BGP AS-path of a route is the sequence of ASes that a packetwould cross if
the route is used.

Figure 1.3 illustrates an internetwork where each cloud represents an Autonomous
System.

The functions of interdomain routing are split into two mainfeatures [RLH06].
Firstly, neighboring ASes exchange reachability information (BGP routes) by

establishing sessions between their directly connected Autonomous System Border
Routers (ASBRs). Such sessions are referred to as external BGP (eBGP) sessions.
In figure 1.3, eBGP sessions are depicted as plain edges between nodes at the
borders of neighbouring ASes.

Secondly, BGP paths received at the borders of an AS must be propagated
through the AS. This is performed by establishing a set of BGPsessions between
the routers of the AS, referred to as internal BGP (iBGP) sessions. iBGP peers are
not necessarily directly connected routers, so that the IGPmust provide end-to-end
connectivity in the AS to support the transmission of BGP messages. There are
multiple ways to establish this iBGP topology [RLH06, BC96,TMS01], we will
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discuss these specificities in chapter 7. In our illustration, the iBGP sessions are
depicted as dashed edges.

Roughly, there are two types of peerings between neighboring ASes [GR00].
Each reflects a typical business relationship between the AS.

One type of peering is called Customer-Provider peering. Inthis case, the
customer buys connectivity towards the rest of the Internetfrom this Provider. This
type of relationship is depicted in figure 1.3 by plain edges marked with the “$”
symbol. For example, “Stub AS 1” buys connectivity from its provider “ISP 1”.
A “stub” AS is an AS that does not provide an Internet Service to other ASes. In
other words, stubs are “leaves” in the Internet topology. When the customer is
itself a transit AS, i.e., when this customer is a provider ofsome other ASes, it
will advertise reachability information about its own customers to its provider. The
provider may select this peering as the exit point for IP packets destined to some
customers of this customer.

Another type of peering is referred to as Shared-Cost peering. Such a type
of peering is typically established between two ASes that find it convenient from
a financial perspective to afford the cost of a direct connectivity using a private
interconnection or an interconnection at a public InternetExchange Point. Such
peerings are depicted by using the “==” symbol in our illustration. If the customers
of two ASes exchange a lot of data, it can be interesting for these not to use their
(costly) providers to transit the traffic, and afford the price of a direct connectivity.
Such peerings are usually established between ASes of equivalent size.

There is no “free lunch” on the Internet [GR00]. That is, an ASwill not pro-
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vide a transit service between neighboring ASes without a return on investment.
Precisely, an AS will only propagate a BGP path selected as best to a provider or
a shared cost peer if this path is via a customer. For example,routers of “Stub AS
2” will not propagate paths towards destinations within “Stub AS 3”, to “ISP 1”.
Indeed, such paths are not interesting from a financial perspective for “Stub AS 2”.
The feasible paths in our illustration thus contain at most one edge marked with a
“==”.

To allow a translation of business relationships in controlplane decisions, the
BGP routing suite features import filters, export filters, and a set of rules for the
selection of a best path towards a destination prefixp. An illustration of a BGP
process is provided in figure 1.4.
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Neighbor 2 Neighbor 2

Neighbor N Neighbor N

......

Forwarding table

BGP routing table

Decision Process

1. Prefer highest Local-Pref
2. Prefer shortest AS-Path
3. Prefer lowest Origin
4. Prefer lowest MED
5. Prefer eBGP over iBGP
6. Prefer nearest next-hop
7. Prefer lowest router-ID

Input filters

Attribute
 manipulation

Input filters

Attribute
 manipulation

Ouput filters

Attribute
 manipulation

Ouput filters

Attribute
 manipulation

Ouput filters

Attribute
 manipulation

Input filters

Attribute
 manipulation

BGP sessions BGP sessions

Figure 1.4: The decision process of a BGP router

Import filters

Import filters can be configured for each iBGP and eBGP sessions established by a
“BGP speaker”.

Import filters can be used to ignore paths received from some BGP peers. For
example, a path received from an external peer which contains the AS number of
the current AS in its AS path must be removed from consideration in order to avoid
routing loops. In an iBGP hierarchy, a similar rule is applied to avoid routing loops
among iBGP clusters.

Import filters can also be used to filter out paths that containan AS that is not
trusted by the current AS.

Import filters are also used to tag path received from an eBGP peer with a
community value [QB02] that describes the type of business relationship associated
with this eBGP peer.

Those filters can also be set up to perform some operations based on the com-
munity values that have been attached to the received routes.
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Decision process rules

The BGP decision process is made of a set of rules that dictatethe selection of the
best path towards an IP prefix, among the set of paths were not dropped by the
import filters configured on the current node. These rules areapplied in their order
of presentation. At each step of the process, some paths willbe removed from
consideration, and the process terminates when one single path top remains.

1. Ignore paths with unreachable next hops

This rule is aimed at preventing the current node from selecting a path via a
given peering link if the underlying IGP does not consider the peering link to
be reachable from the current node. This prevents the BGP decision process
from selecting a path that is not usable.

2. Prefer paths with the highest Local-Pref

The local pref is an attribute of a path that is set by a router that receives
the path from a neighboring AS. Typically, paths received from a customer
will be set with a higher local pref than paths received from ashared cost
peer, which have themselves higher local-pref values than the paths received
from a provider. This attribute translates the preference of an exit point in
the local Autonomous System, for a given destination IP prefix.

3. Prefer paths with the shortest AS-PATH

The AS-PATH of a path represents the sequence of ASes that a packet des-
tined to the prefix will follow, if the router selects that path. The length of
this path can be artificially increased by routers [QUP+03], as these can ma-
nipulate this attribute by for example adding the number of the current AS
multiple times.

4. Prefer paths with the lowest Multi Exit Discriminator (MED)

The MED is an attribute of a path that is set by an ASBR when it propagates
the path to an ASBR of a neighboring AS. Its goal is to drive theselection of
the peering link over which packets will be forwarded, in order to perform
incoming traffic engineering. Typically, a customer will beallowed to set
different MED values for the paths to a prefix that are propagated over a set
of redundant eBGP peering links with the provider. The idea is that providers
are paid to carry the bits of their customers, so that these are given a mean
to select the incoming point for packets to a given destination. There are
multiple means of applying this rule, as explained in chapter 8.

5. Prefer paths received over an eBGP session over ones received over an iBGP
session

When multiple paths remain after the application of the previous rules, a
router will prefer paths which would let packets directly goout of the current
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AS via one of its external link. This is actually the first stepof the “hot
potato” rule [TSGR04].

6. Prefer paths with the nearest BGP next-hop (hot potato)

The remaining paths are all equivalent from a business perspective. It is thus
recommended for a router to select the one(s) that would consume the less
ressources in the current AS. When shortest path routing is applied in the
IGP of the network, this turns to select the path whose exit point (the BGP
next-hop) is the nearest from the current router, in terms ofthe IGP distance
computed by the IGP process of the router.

7. Apply an arbitrary, stable, rule

From this stage, the tie-breaking is roughly an implementation choice, which
is aimed at selecting a path and ensuring the stability of this selection when
the set of paths received by the router does not change anything on the appli-
cation of the previous rules. Some implementations let the router select the
paths that has been present in the set of available paths for the longest time.
Some implementation select the path based on a numerical ordering of the
IP address of the nexthop [RLH06].

Export filters

Export filters are configured for each iBGP and eBGP sessions established by a
BGP speaker.

Based on the community attached by the ASBR which describes the business
type of a path, an ASBR will be able to decide wether the path selected as best in
the decision process can be propagated to some other eBGP peers. These filters
will typically prevent an AS from serving as a transit AS between two providers or
two shared cost peers or between a provider and a shared cost peer.

These filters can also be used to set MED values, or tag the routes advertised to
a peer with some communities to drive the decision process ofthe routers that will
process the propagated route.

1.2 Routing Convergence

Routing convergence is the transition from a routing and forwarding state to an-
other state. Convergence is triggered by a change in the topology of the network
or inter-network. Such changes can be caused by two main types of events.

First, events can besudden physical failures of a lower layer transmission
media such as fiber cuts and power failures. Note that when thetransmission media
comes back into service, the corresponding event can also beconsidered as sudden,
even though it is a “good” event for the network.

Second, events can be manual reconfiguration of the network and maintenance
operations that affect the routing and forwarding process.These are justified by
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software and hardware upgrades, removal, or installation of a link or a node of
the network. These events arepredictable as they are planned in advance by the
operators. Such events are frequent in ISP networks [MIB+04].

Sometimes, a planned maintenance of hardware can be perceived as sudden by
an AS. For example, a maintenance performed on a leased line or in an Internet
eXchange Point can be seen as an urgent event by the routers that are using these
ressources.

1.2.1 Intra-domain convergence

Inside a domain, a routing convergence will take the form of amodification of
the Link-State information of the nodes that are adjacent tothe affected link(s) or
node(s). This information will be flooded and routers will have to recompute their
shortest paths and adapt their FIB according to these new paths.
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Figure 1.5: A link failure in the Abilene network

Let us illustrate an intra-domain convergence in the Abilene topology depicted
in figure 1.5. Let us assume that the link betweenIP and KC fails. IP and
KC will both trigger the generation of an update of their link state packet which
respectively prune the linkIP → KC andKC → IP from the topology. Upon
the reception of one of these link state packets2, a router recomputes the shortest
path tree rooted on itself, and download the consequent updates of FIB entries to
its forwarding engines.

2Due to the “two-way connectivity” check rule applied in common IGPs, the absence of a link
A → B prevents the reverse linkB → A from being used, whatever its current state.
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IP andKC will probably be the first nodes to update their FIB, as they are
the first nodes to be aware of the event.IP will update its FIB for the destinations
KC,DN,SV, ST,LA andHS. All these destinations will be “rerouted” toAT .
AT , NY , andWA will also perform some FIB updates to reflect the new shortest
paths in the network, once they receive one of the link-statepackets describing
the failure. Due to the distributed nature of the convergence process, some routers
can be transiently inconsistent. For example, the packets destined toDN that are
rerouted byIP towardsAT will loop back from AT to IP until AT also has
updated its FIB entry forDN . Some distant forwarding loops can also occur, for
example, betweenWA andNY .

The recovery upon a failure in traditional IGPs is a thus distributed process,
where distant nodes are also in charge of restoring the connectivity within the net-
work. We will see in chapter 2 that this aspect of the convergence process prevents
us from ensuring a very low upper bound on the convergence time of the IGP.

1.2.2 Inter-domain convergence

In the global Internet, events triggering a convergence modify the set of paths on
which adjacent routers base their best path selection. The resulting best path se-
lection may change, so that BGP updates will be advertised totheir peers. Due
to its path-vector nature, the routing information in a nodeis incomplete so that
the information about the failure is not necessarily sufficient to perform the right,
definitive, update in the FIB of a router. An “exploration” isthus performed during
the convergence of BGP [LABJ00].

Let us illustrate this exploration with an example based on figure 1.6. If the
usual business relationships among ISPs are applied, the BGP speakers ofISP 1
initially select ISP 2 as the neighbouring AS to which packets destined an IP
prefixp homed inStub AS 3 must be forwarded.

Let us assume that the peering link ofR12 in ISP 1 with router R22 in
ISP 2 goes down. As a result,R12 will run its BGP decision Process to select
another path for prefixp, advertised byStub AS 3. It will select its external path
ISP 5, ISP 2, Stub AS 3. R12 will send a “BGP path update” message towards
R10 andR13 so as to reflect the change.

R10 will rerun its decision process and select this path as its best path forp.
It will thus send a path update message over its peering link with Stub AS 1 to
update the information relative to the path it uses to reachp.

R13 will also apply its decision process, but it will prefer its own external
path forp via ISP 4 upon the application of the fifth rule of the decision process
described in the previous section. As a result,R13 will itself send a path update
message towards its iBGP peers.

R10 may change its decision about its best path forp again. Indeed,R13 could
for example be closer thanR12 according to the IGP metrics, so thatR10 will
once again update its routing tables and send a new path update message towards
Stub As 1.
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Worst convergence scenarios can occur, where some routers transiently lack of
a path towards a given IP prefix and drop traffic. Let us for example consider in
figure 1.7 the failure of the peering link ofR30 in ISP 3 with R20 in ISP 2.
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At the failure time, neitherR30 nor R32 know the path towardsp via ISP 5.
Indeed,R33 did not propagate this provider path as it was less prefered compared
to the initial path via the failing shared cost peering link.As a result,R30 will
start dropping packets destined top, andR32 will do the same upon the reception
of the BGP “withdraw” message fromR30. R32 will propagate this withdraw
message towardsStub AS 4, which will start dropping packets as well. When
R33 processes the withdraw message, it will finally propagate the path viaISP 5
towards its iBGP peers, so that the forwarding of packets destined to p will be
recovered.

These aspects of the convergence (path exploration and transient lack of alter-
nate paths), and the number of IP prefixes potentially affected by one single event
renders a BGP convergence an order of magnitude slower than aLink-State IGP
convergence [WMW+06].
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Thesis Road Map

Our goal is to reduce at most the packet losses that are due to the IP routing proto-
cols and their convergence upon topological changes. To achieve our goals, we rely
on a separation between the recovery process following a topological change and
the transition to the new optimal forwarding state in the (inter-)network, according
to this change. This approach will be followed in the second and third part of the
thesis.

The second part of this thesis is dedicated to intra-domain routing.
We start our work with a simulation-based evaluation of the convergence time

of Link-State Routing protocols like OSPF or IS-IS (chapter 2). This study is
based on white-box measurements performed on high-end routers to evaluate the
impact of hardware and software on the components of the convergence. Then,
we injected those measurements in a simulator to evaluate the convergence time in
large ISP networks. We propose configuration rules and potential modifications to
the behaviour of routers to improve the convergence time. The conclusion of this
part is that, by essence, the convergence of intra-domain routing protocols currently
used on the Internet allows a sub-second convergence, but hardly meets a sub-50
msec recovery requirement. Thus, such protocols must be complemented by other
techniques to achieve this goal, which motivates the approach of the thesis.

After that, inchapter 3, we analyse in detail IP Fast Reroute techniques aimed
at protecting links from sudden failures. The main idea underlying such techniques
is to prepare routers tolocally recover the reachability among hosts once a device
surrounding them in the topology suddenly fails. The actions performed by the
routers will let packets reach their destination by following paths around the failed
component, ensuring that packets will not be looped back to the node that activated
the protection. For example, in our illustration of figure 1.5, IP will be prepared
to perform a simple operation when it detects the failure ofIP → KC, so that
packets will be deviated around the failed link without suffering from transient
loops. Note that the resulting end-to-end paths might differ from the end-to-end
paths that the routing system would provide with respect to the new topology and
the configuration of the routing system. Such “Fast Reroute”techniques have been
proposed for MPLS networks in [LYN+04] and for IP networks in [AZ07, Atl06,
BFPS05, BSP06]. We present an analysis of the coverage and the stability of such
techniques based on real ISP Topologies, and propose enhancements to some of
them.

17
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In a second step, the routing system will be adapted so as to allow a packet
loopfree and lossfree transitionfrom the recovered state of the network provided
by the “Fast Reroute” mechanisms to the post-convergence state dictated by the
new topology and the configuration of the routing system. Forexample, the so-
lution allows a transition of the recovered path fromNY to DN upon the failure
of the protected linkIP → KC which prevents loops from occuring along the
link NY ↔ WA for packets destined to the west part of the topology. We mo-
tivate such solutions inchapter 4 by providing an analysis of ISP topologies that
illustrates the conditions under which such transient inconsistencies occur, and that
gives insights on the amount of transient forwarding loops that can occur during
the convergence in real ISP networks.

We will propose two different solutions to the problem.
In chapter 5, some modifications to the IGPs will be proposed to avoid tran-

sient forwarding loops and losses. Loop avoidance techniques were already pro-
posed for shortest path routing system in the litterature, especially for distance
vector protocols, notably in [GLA89, JM82, SCK+03]. Actually, current state of
the art of transient loop avoidance in link-state routing protocols were transposi-
tions of such solutions to link-state routing protocols. But these thus missed a very
nice property of link-state protocols; the nodes of such systems know the whole
topology. Given a topological change, which can be explicitely identified in link-
state routing systems, nodes are able to perform the final, post-convergence updates
to their FIB. This property allowed us to define a much simplerloopfree ordering,
which dramatically reduces the computation and signallingoverhead of its imple-
mentation. At the early stages of the project3, people from Cisco Systems came up
with a rank-based implementation of such an ordering, wherenodes computed a
time at which they were allowed to update their FIB without introducing forward-
ing loops, while we came up with a fully distributed implementation of the same
ordering. The solution that is depicted inchapter 5 is a mix of both solutions, that
we decided to push forward as it gives a very fast implementation of the ordering
while ensuring its robustness.

In chapter 6, we propose another technique to avoid forwarding loops, which
relies on sequences of link metric reconfigurations that permit routers to adapt to
a topological change without introducing forwarding loops. An evaluation of the
time required to adapt to a topological change is presented for both solutions. Its
main advantage is that the solution does not require a singlemodification to the
routing protocol itself, as reconfiguring a IGP link metric is a “feature” that exists
by essence in a link-state routing protocol implementation. This solution avoids
the long lasting standardization process that is required by protocol modification
proposals, and it would also allow different vendors to implement different flavors,
optimizations, or simplifications of the proposed solution.

The third part of this thesis is dedicated to inter-domain routing.
Fast Reroute Solution as described for intra domain routingdo not apply to

3Improving the convergence of the Igp (ICI)
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protect BGP peering links. We will propose such a feature forBGP in chapter
7. Basically, we will introduce a new type of BGP route that would let an ASBR
discover alternate peering links that can be used to protectits own eBGP peering
links. We will illustrate the problem by showing that BGP peering links fail as
often as intra domain links. Then, we will present the requirements associated
with the protection of peering links, such as the respect of policies. We will then
present the solution in details, from the design of a FIB thatsupports the solution,
to the messages that routers need to exchange to establish the protection. We will
also discuss its applicability of the solution to differentkinds of peering links,
and introduce the problem of the transition to the post-convergence state after the
activation of the local protection.

In chapter 8, we propose modifications to BGP that allows the shutdown of
an inter-domain peering link without introducing transient unreachability of nodes
accross the network. We also describe maintenance practices that operators can
apply to avoid transient unreachabilities. Solutions relying on modifications to
BGP can also be applied in the case of a sudden failures of links, provided that
they are protected with the techniques proposed in chapter 7.





Part II

Improving the convergence of
intra-domain routing protocols
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Chapter 2

Achieving sub-second
convergence in an ISP network

In this chapter, we describe and analyze in details the various factors that influence
the convergence time of intra domain link state routing protocols. This conver-
gence time reflects the time required by a network to react to the failure of a link
or a router. To characterize the convergence process, we first present the results of
detailed measurements performed on router platforms that are currently deployed
in ISP networks. We determined the time required to perform the various oper-
ations that are required by the convergence process of a linkstate protocol. We
then build a simulation model based on those measurements and use it to study
the time required to recover intra domain end-to-end reachability after a failure in
large ISP networks. Our measurements and simulations indicate that sub-second
link-state IGP convergence can be conservatively met on an ISP network without
any compromise on stability.

2.1 Introduction

OSPF and IS-IS are the link-state (i.e. LS) Interior GatewayProtocols (i.e. IGP)
that are used in today’s IP networks [Moy91, Ora90]. Those protocols were de-
signed when IP networks were research networks carrying best-effort packets.
Their initial goal was to allow the routers to automaticallycompute their rout-
ing and forwarding tables without consuming too much CPU time during network
instabilities. This explains why, until recently, the typical LS IGP convergence in
Service Provider networks used to be in tens of seconds [AJY00, Mar02].

Today, IP-based networks are used to carry all types of traffic, from the tradi-
tional best-effort Internet access to traffic with much morestringent requirements
such as real-time voice or video services and Virtual Private Networks. Most net-
work providers are currently deploying or have already deployed converged net-
works that enable them to offer all types of data and multimedia services over a
single IP-based infrastructure.
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Some of those services have strong requirements in terms of Quality of Service
(QoS) and restoration time in case of failure. QoS received alot of attention from
the research community and the equipment vendors since the late nineties. To-
day, ISPs can deploy QoS mechanisms inside their own networkto protect mission
critical services [FE05]. Much tighter Service Level Agreements (SLA) are now
required in terms of service restoration in case of failures, leading to LS IGP con-
vergence requirements from sub-3-second to sub-second [ICBD04, Fil04a]. This
chapter shows that sub-second LS IGP convergence can be conservatively met on
a SP network without any compromise on stability1.

The chapter is structured as follows: we firstly provide an overview of a typ-
ical IS-IS convergence. While for ease of reading we use the IS-IS terminology
throughout the chapter, the analysis equally applies to OSPF. We then character-
ize in Section 2.3 each of the components of the convergence on a single router
in terms of its rapidity of execution and robustness againstunstable network con-
ditions. Next, in Section 2.4 we build a simulation model based on those mea-
surements and use it in Section 2.5 to evaluate the convergence time in two large
SP networks and the influence of the characteristics of the network itself on the
convergence.

2.2 Link-State IGP Convergence

A brief overview of IS-IS can be found in chapter 1. A more detailed description
of IS-IS can be found in [Ora90, WR03]. IS-IS supports a multi-level hierarchy,
but as most large ISPs running IS-IS use a single level, we do not consider it in this
chapter.

The overall operation of an IS-IS router can be sketched as follows. First,
the router will exchange HELLO PDUs with its neighbours to determine its local
topology. The router will then describe its local topology inside a link-state packet
(LSP) that will be reliably flooded throughout the network. This LSP will contain
at least the identifier of each neighbour, associated with the metric of the directed
link from the router to this neighbour. Note that a mechanismcalled two-way con-
nectivity check allows routers to use a link (i.e. to consider it as being part of a
path to a given destination) only if both adjacent routers describe it as being up
and running [Ora90]. The LSP will typically also contain information about the
IP addresses attached to the router as well as various optional parameters such as
the Traffic Engineering information [WR03]. When broadcastnetworks, such as
Ethernet LANs, are used, the situation is slightly different. On each broadcast net-
work, the IS-IS routers attached to the network will elect a designated router. This
router will "represent" the broadcast network and will generate a LSP describing
this network and the routers attached to it. Thus, an IS-IS router attached to several
broadcast networks may generate several LSPs.

1A part of this chapter has been published in [FFEB05]
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With IS-IS, two types of events can force a router to flood a newLSP. First,
a new LSP is generated and flooded each time the information contained in the
LSP (neighbours, IP addresses, metrics, TE information, ...) changes. Timers can
be configured to throttle the rate at which such changes are flooded through the
network. Bandwidth thresholds have also been made configurable to control the
rate at which TE information updates are flooded by routers [AGK99]. Second,
to avoid problems in case of undetected memory or transmission errors, each LSP
has a lifetime. Upon expiration of the LSP’s lifetime, its parent router must flood it
again. While the IS-IS specification did mention a default lifetime of 20 minutes,
in practice, large SP’s usually set it to its maximum value (i.e. 18 hours) to reduce
the background flooding noise.

To ensure that LSPs are reliably flooded throughout the network, each LSP is
acknowledged on each link. When the IS-IS specification was written, the link
speeds were much lower (i.e. T1) and the CPU’s were much slower. Hence, in
order to prevent LSP packets from congesting links and overloading neighbours’
CPU’s, a pacing timer of 33ms was specified between any two consecutive LSP
transmissions on the same link.

Once a LSP describing a topology change has reached a router,this router up-
dates its Link State Database (LSDB) which triggers a request to update the routing
table (i.e. commonly called Routing Information Base, RIB). To update its RIB, a
router must compute is Shortest Path Tree (SPT) based on the information stored
in the LSDB. The RIB update itself triggers the update of the Forwarding Infor-
mation Base (FIB). The FIB is a copy of the RIB that is optimised for forwarding
efficiency. On distributed platforms, the convergence process ends with the distri-
bution of the FIB modifications to the various linecards of the router.

In summary, a typical IS-IS convergence after a link failurecan be character-
ized asD + O + F + SPT + RIB + DD whereD is the link failure detection
time,O is the time to originate the LSP describing the new topology after the link
failure, F is the complete flooding time from the node detecting the failure (i.e.
Failure node) to the rerouting nodes that must perform a FIB update to bring the
network in a consistent forwarding state,SPT is the shortest-path tree computa-
tion time,RIB is the time to update the RIB and the FIB on the main CPU andDD
is the time to distribute the FIB updates to the linecards in the case of a distributed
router architecture.

2.3 Components of the convergence time

This section characterizes each convergence component in terms of its rapidity of
execution and its robustness against unstable network conditions.

The measurements presented here have been obtained by instrumenting a Cisco
12000 router with a GRP2 processor and Eng2 PoS linecards. To perform measure-

2In reality, most such types of routers are now equipped with PRP2 processors which are more
than twice as performant as the GRP and with more recent linecards with much faster LC CPU’s. This
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ments, the unit under test was inserted in an emulated IS-IS network of 700 nodes
and 2500 prefixes. It was running BGP with 160000 routes. SNMPprobes were
sent to the UUT to obtain an average 5-min CPU utilisation of 30% (it is rare for
such routers to have an average CPU utilisation higher than 10%). On top of this
excessive load, 16 BGP flaps per second were continuously sent to further stress
the router.

2.3.1 Router Architecture, Processor Performance, Operating system

A distributed router architecture with hardware packet processors is very well
suited for faster IS-IS convergence as it dedicates all its CPU power to the sole
control plane operation: the central CPU (also called RP) handles all the routing
protocol operations (IGP, BGP, RIB, FIB) and downloads the FIB update to the
CPU’s on the linecards which write them into the hardware packet processors.

The operating system run by the RP and LC CPU’s implements a process
scheduler with multiple priorities and preemption capabilities. This allows for ex-
ample for the IS-IS process to be scheduled immediately uponlink failure even if
a process of lower priority was running at that time (e.g., a maintenance process).

During a convergence on a distributed platform, at least twoprocesses of the
same priority must share the CPU: the IS-IS process to updatethe RIB and FIB,
and the so-called IPC process to distribute the resulting FIB modifications to the
LC CPU’s. The RIB update being the key bottleneck, prioritization techniques have
been developed to ensure that IS-IS starts the RIB update with the most important
prefixes. To ensure that these most important modifications are immediately dis-
tributed to the linecards, a small process quantum is often used (i.e. 50ms). In
practice, this leads to the following operation: immediately after completing SPF,
IS-IS starts updating the RIB with the most important prefixes. When the50ms
quantum is over, the IPC process is scheduled and these most important updates
are distributed to the linecards. When the50ms quantum is over, the IS-IS process
is rescheduled and the RIB updates continues followed by theIPC distribution and
so forth. In the worst-case, in very large networks with lotsof IS-IS prefixes, ten
or more such rounds may be required which would lead to worst-case convergence
time for the last prefix over the second. The use of this RIB update prioritization
technique and the parallelism between the RIB update and theFIB distribution
to the linecards ensure that the most important prefixes are updated well under a
second as we will see later.

2.3.2 Link Failure Detection

The dominant use of Packet over SDH/SONET (POS) links in SP backbones and
hence the ability to detect a link failure in a few tens of milliseconds is a major
enabler of sub-second IGP convergence.

slower hardware combination was chosen to emphasise the conservative property of the analysis.
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Inbuilt mechanisms in SDH and SONET (Loss of Signal (LOS), Loss of Frame
(LOF), Alarm Indication Signal (AIS) etc.) allow the linecard hardware to detect
the failure in less than 10 milliseconds. Immediately thereafter, a high-priority in-
terrupt is asserted on the LC CPU which causes a POS routine tobe executed. This
routine enforces a user-specified hold-time which, if configured, delays the com-
munication of the failure to the central CPU to allow for the SONET/SDH protec-
tion to occur (sub-50ms in most cases, sub-110ms in extreme conditions)[VPD04].
If such protection is not provided by the SONET/SDH network,then the user will
not configure any such delay and the failure will immediatelybe signalled to the
common CPU [Cisc]. This latter will update the interface status and hence sched-
ule IS-IS for reaction. We repeated 5000 POS failures and measured the delta time
between the high-priority interrupt on the LC CPU and when the IS-IS process is
scheduled on the main CPU.

The objective of the test is to characterize, in a loaded distributed-architecture
router, how much time is added by the software infrastructure to the sub-10ms
failure detection provided by the SONET hardware. In the lab, the measured
Percentile-90 was8ms (for a total worst-case detection of10 + 8 = 18ms). The
measured percentile-95 was24ms and the worst-case measurement was51ms.

This confirmed the theoretical expectation: in almost all the cases, the rapid
SDH/SONET hardware detection on the LC is complemented witha prompt sig-
nalling from the LC CPU to the main CPU leading to an overall detection of less
than20ms. When the control plane load increases, although very rare as confirmed
in our test results, it becomes possible that another process was owning the CPU
when the detection occurred on the LC. In the worst-case, this process is, first,
of the same priority as IS-IS (i.e. BGP); second, it was scheduled just before the
failure occurred; third, it is busy enough to consume its full quantum of50ms.

While POS represents the vast majority of link types betweenrouters, the same
sub-20ms property was confirmed for two other common link types: back-to-back
Gigabit Ethernet and Spatial Reuse Protocol (SRP).

When SONET/SDH link or path alarms are cleared (indicating alink or node
recovery), timers are used to hold the interface down for an additional 10s before
the routing protocols are informed to ensure robustness against unstable situations
such as flapping links. Router vendors have generalised the interface state damp-
ening concepts to non-POS links and have extended it with adaptive timers, which
can change their rate of responsiveness based upon the stability of the interface
[Cisa]. This "dampening" of good news protects the routing protocol from net-
work instability, caused by flapping links for example.

For link-layers which do not have such a link management capability, the
worst-case time to detect a failed neighbour is dependent upon the hello mecha-
nism of the IGP. With the use of faster IGP hellos [PMA01], theworst-case time
to detect neighbour failure can be much reduced, resulting in improved conver-
gence times. The IGP Hello protocol has been however built mainly for adjacency
discovery and parameter negotiation and is most often supported on the central
processor card of a distributed-architecture router. It isthus unlikely that very fast
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failure detection may be achieved, as it would require an intensive use of the central
processor.

To implement faster hello’s, Bidirectional Forwarding Detection (BFD) can be
used [KW06]. The main advantage of BFD over the Hello messages of IS-IS is
that BFD can be easily implemented on the linecards themselves. Thus, shorter
time limits can be set and a fast detection is possible without major impact on the
main CPU.

In conclusion, the majority of the routers benefit from such very fast failure
detection (sub-20ms) mechanisms without any compromise on stability.

2.3.3 LSP Origination

A rapid dissemination of updated Link State Packets is essential for rapid conver-
gence. But an unstable device can lead to the generation of anexcessive number
of LSPs.

Traditionally LSP generation timers have been statically defined, that is they
were set to fixed values [Ora90]. Those statically defined timers have been set to
limit the routing protocol overheads incurred during timesof network instability,
more precisely when links flap. This consequently also impacts the convergence
times that can be achieved in a stable network.

To overcome this problem and to achieve both rapid and stableconvergence,
dynamic, rather than static, timers have been introduced tocontrol the LSP gener-
ation process [Mar02]. The concept of dynamic timers is thatthey can adapt their
duration and hence responsiveness depending upon the stability of the network.
When the network is stable, the timer is short and ISIS reactswithin a few millisec-
onds to any network topology changes. In times of network instability, however,
the timer exponentially increases in order to throttle the rate of IS-IS response to
network events. This scheme ensures fast exchange of routing information when
the network is stable (down to a fewms to 10’s ofms) and moderate routing pro-
tocol overhead when the network is unstable, thus allowing the network to settle
down.

The duration between when ISIS is scheduled and the LSP generation is fin-
ished was measured on the previously described testbed: themeasured percentile-
50 and -100 were8ms and12ms.

In conclusion, the origination time is extremely fast (<= 12ms) without any
compromise on stability.

2.3.4 Flooding

The flooding time from the Failure node to the Rerouting nodesis the sum at each
hop of the bufferisation, serialization, propagation and the ISIS processing time.

Serialization, the time taken to clock the packet on the link, is negligible on a
SP backbone (1500 bytes are sent in less than 5µs at OC48 speed). Bufferization is
also negligible: most SP networks are capacity planned outside congestion [Cas01]
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and routers prioritize routing updates through input and output buffers, as proposed
notably in [SVKD00].

We will evaluate the impact of the propagation delay on the IGP convergence
with the simulation model in section 2.4. We focus the remainder of this section on
optimizations for fast flooding time per hop [Cisb] and theirlab characterisation.

First, a single-threaded IS-IS implementation must ensurethat the LSP is flooded
before the RIB is updated. Indeed, this latter can take several hundreds of millisec-
ond and such a delay would jeopardize the overall network convergence when the
local node is not the sole rerouting node.

A second important optimization enabled with fast flooding behaviour is re-
lated to the pacing timer. The value of33ms suggested by the IS-IS specification
[Ora90] is outdated by current link speeds (40G nowadays vs T1 15 years ago) and
processor performance. Using this timing is potentially quite damaging to the IS-
IS convergence time. Indeed, upon a node failure, in the worst-case, all the LSP’s
of the neighbours of the failed node are required to compute the correct alternate
path(s). Assuming a node with 10 neighbours, we see that withthe default pac-
ing timer suggested by the IS-IS specification, the last LSP could be unnecessarily
delayed by300ms.

Fast flooding has been introduced to overcome the effects of pacing on con-
vergence. Its ideal implementation bypasses pacing on LSPsthat describe a new
link-state change event, and applies pacing on Refresh and TE LSPs. Such an
implementation requires that link flaps do not trigger bursts of LSP origination de-
scribing unstable link states. More conservative implementations of Fast Flooding
let routers bypass the pacing on the same kinds of LSPs, but the burst size is con-
trolled and pacing is re-applied by routers detecting that aconfigurable amount of
LSPs have been fast flooded within a configurable amount of time [Cisb].

In order to characterize the resulting fast-flooding behaviour, we send a LSP
to the previously described UUT and measure the time until the same LSP is seen
on its other interfaces. The measured Percentile 90, 95 and 100 for 1000 measure-
ments were respectively2ms, 28ms and52ms. As for the link failure detection,
this worst-case is measured very rarely as it requires the combination of two con-
ditions: a process of the same priority as IS-IS was scheduled just before the event
and was busy enough to consume its entire process quantum. Inpractice, the prob-
ability of occurrence will even be smaller and this worst-case should be neglected.
Indeed, due to the meshing of the networks, several parallelpaths exist between
the failure and rerouting nodes and hence for the worst case to really occur, the
conditions must occur at the same time along all the parallelpaths.

In conlusion, we have shown that the time to flood one LSP is negligible com-
pared to the sub-second convergence objective.

2.3.5 SPT Computation

The dynamic timers described in the context of controlling LSP generation in sec-
tion 2.3.3 have also been applied to control the occurrence of SPF recalculations
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[Cis04b]. This allows IGPs to be tuned such that when the network is stable, their
timers will be short and they will react within a few milliseconds to any network
topology change. In times of network instability, however,the SPF timers will
increase in order to throttle the rate of response to networkevents. This scheme
ensures fast convergence when the network is stable and moderate routing protocol
processing overhead when the network is unstable.

The computational complexity of a typical implementation of the SPF algo-
rithm is O(nlog(n)) wheren is the number of nodes [Dij59]. Therefore, in a net-
work designed for fast IGP convergence it is best practise tominimise the number
of nodes in the topology. For example, Ethernet connectionsused as point-to-point
links between routers should be modelled by the IGP as point-to-point links rather
than multi-access links to avoid introducing too many pseudo-nodes in the topol-
ogy.

Incremental SPF (iSPF) [MRR79] is an important algorithmicoptimization to
SPF computation and hence should be considered for a faster IGP convergence
[AJY00]. iSPF analyses the impact of the new LSP/LSA on the previously com-
puted SPT and minimises the amount of computation required.For example, if
the change only involves "leaf" information, e.g., a new IP prefix has been added
to node X, then the previous SPT is still correct and all that is required is to read
the best path to node X and add an entry in the routing table forthe prefix via
that path. This operation is called partial route calculation and is notably described
in [Cal90]. Another straightforward example relates to link deletion. When the
topological change does belong to the previous SPT, iSPF determines the subset
of nodes impacted and restarts the SPT computation from there, reusing the non-
impacted region of the previous SPT. The further away the failure, the smaller the
impacted subset and hence the bigger the iSPF computation gain compared to a
full SPF. Last but not least, if the link does not belong to theprevious SPT then the
whole SPF computation may be skipped, as the old SPT is still valid.

We varied the size of the IS-IS network connected to our UUT from 500 to
10000 nodes and measured the duration of a full SPT computation for each network
size. The obtained distribution showed a good linearity(R2 > 0.99) with the cloud
size: Full-SPT(PRP2 processor)∼45µs per node. A network of 700 nodes (large
by current standards) is thus computed in the worst-case in31.5ms. In practice, the
computation will often be much faster than this thanks to theiSPF optimization.

In conclusion, we have shown that the SPT computation is executed very fast
(tens of milliseconds) and without any compromise on stability (dynamic throttle
timers).

2.3.6 RIB and FIB update

The RIB/FIB update duration is linearly dependent with the number of modified
prefixes3.

3Routers have been improved to only modify the impacted prefixes. In the past, in some cases,
the full FIB was rewritten [SG01]
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Our UUT is once again used and a link failure is created such that all the 2500
prefixes from our topology are impacted by the failure. Packet generators create
11 streams, each of 1000 packets per second. The 11 streams are equally spread
across the full table size (position1, 250, 500. . . 2500).
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Figure 2.1: Minimum, Percentile-50, Percentile-90 and maximum RIB+FIB up-
date time with PRP1 processor and Eng4+ linecards

We repeated the measurement 100 times and plot in figure 2.1 the percentile-
0, 50, 90, 100 and the average update time. We repeated these tests with various
processor speeds (GRP, PRP1, PRP2), various linecard types, local versus remote
failure types and load balancing or not prior to the failure.Fig 2.1 provides the
results when the UUT is equipped with a PRP1 processor, Eng4+linecards, the
failure is remote from the UUT and the UUT was not load-balancing before the
failure.

As expected, the results primarily depend on the main processor performance
(i.e. a PRP1 is twice more performant than the GRP. A PRP2 is faster than the
PRP1) as this is the key bottleneck in the convergence process. The type of failure,
the type of linecard, the load balancing state have a very moderate impact on the
measured convergence and hence can be neglected in the remainder of this analysis.
A linear regression on the percentile-90 indicated a cost per routing table update of
∼146µs. This is the cost per RIB/FIB update.

Three approaches exist to minimize the RIB/FIB update component: network
design rule to minimise the number of IGP prefixes, protocol and implementa-
tion optimisation to allow the prioritization of some prefixes above others dur-
ing RIB/FIB update and finally the intrinsic optimization ofthe table management
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code. We will discuss here the two first approaches.
At the extreme, a designer could recognise that the only important prefixes that

should be present in the IGP are those tracking premium content destinations (e.g.,
subnets with VoIP gateways) and BGP next-hops. All the otherprefixes only track
links interconnecting routers and this information could be advertised in iBGP. Un-
fortunately, many networks have not been designed like thisas historically people
did not care a lot about convergence. It is thus likely to see several thousands pre-
fixes in the IGP of a large SP network while only a small fraction of them are really
important. We thus face a problem where the RIB/FIB update component linearly
scales by a number of several thousands while this number should in reality be
much smaller.

Introducing prefix prioritization solves this problem: theimportant prefixes are
updated first and hence the worst-case RIB/FIB update duration now scales based
on a much smaller number (the number of important IGP prefixesas opposed to
the total number of IGP prefixes). Prefix prioritization for IS-IS has been defined
in [Cis03]. It introduces three priorities (high, medium, low) and guarantees that
the routing table is always updated according to these priorities. A default heuristic
classifies the /32 prefixes as ’medium’ priority and the otherprefixes as ’low’ pri-
ority. The /32 prefixes are indeed likely more important thanother prefixes as they
characterize BGP speakers and tunnel termination services(i.e. L2VPN). Finally,
a customization scheme based on IS-IS tagging is provided (e.g. subnet with VoIP
gateways can be classified as ’high’ importance and hence will always be updated
first).

2.3.7 Distribution Delay

As we saw previously, the router implementation is optimized to allow for the par-
allel execution of the routing table update on the central CPU and the distribution
of these modifications to the linecards.

The distribution of this information may be further optimized with for example
the use of multicast transport between the central CPU and the linecard CPU’s.

Reusing once again the same testbed, we measured the delta time between
when a prefix is updated on the central CPU and when the relatedentry is updated
on the LC. As expected, this ’distribution delay’ was measured to be on average
less than50ms and in the worst-case less than70ms.

2.4 Simulation Model

The previous sections identified all the factors that influence the convergence time
inside each router. In a large SP network, the total convergence time will also
depend on factors that depend on the network itself. To evaluate those factors, we
modified an OSPF implementation [Jac] for the SSFNet Simulator [Ren] to take
into account the particularities of IS-IS and the white-boxmeasurements presented
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earlier.

2.4.1 Router model

The measurements analysed in section 2.3 show that there arevariations in the
measured delays. Those variations are due to several factors such as the physical
architecture of the router, the scheduler of the router’s operating system, . . . To take
those variations into account, we modified the simulator to use a delay within a
[min,max] range each time an event duration is considered in the simulator. The
simulator randomly chooses a delay within the provided bounds. Although the
measurements reveal a non-uniform distribution of the FIB update time, matching
this distribution in the simulations would not provide moreaccurate simulation
results because the position of a prefix in the RIB/FIB variesfrom one router to
another, so that the time at which a prefix entry would be updated tends to be
homogenized.

The first component of our model is the time required to detectthe failure of a
link. For a low delay link, we use the lab measurements presented in section 2.3.
For long delay links such as trans-oceanic links, we randomly select one location
and take into account the time to propagate the failure detection signal from this
location to the two routers. In both cases, the two routers attached to a link will not
detect its failure exactly at the same time.

Once a simulated router has detected a failure, it will originate a new LSP. We
do not model the LSP generation timers in the simulator and allow the router to
flood its LSP immediately. Doing this matches the recommended policy of not
delaying the propagation of “bad news” about the state of links.

When a simulated router receives an LSP, it processes this LSP in [2,4]ms.
Our router model supports both normal pacing and fast flooding as described in
section 2.3.4.

After the arrival of a LSP indicating a failure, a simulated router needs to decide
when to perform the SPT computation. We model the exponential backoff mech-
anism described in section 2.3.5. This mechanism is configured with three parame-
ters :spf_initial_wait, spf_exponential_increment andspf_maximum_wait.

In our simulations, we model the SPT computation time as a function of the
number of nodes in the network with some jitter to take into account the other
processes that may be running on the router’s CPU. We only consider the full SPT
computation and do not model the incremental variants. To model the time required
to update the FIB of a router, we first compute the number of prefixes whose FIB
entries have changed. The FIB update delay is then obtained by multiplying the
number of FIB entries to be updated with the time required to update one entry.
Our simulator models two types of FIB updates :staticandincremental. With the
static FIB update, the simulated router updates the FIB entry of each prefix after
a recomputation of the SPT. This corresponds to routers suchas those analysed in
[SG01]. With the incremental FIB update, the simulated router only updates the
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FIB entries for the prefixes whose nexthop has been modified after the recomputa-
tion of the SPT. This corresponds to the measurements discussed in section 2.3.6.

2.4.2 Convergence time

In section 2.3, we evaluated the convergence time of a routerby sending packets
through it and measuring the delay between the failure and the transmission of
the first packet on a new interface after update of the FIB. This approach is not
applicable for a large simulated networks because up to a fewhundred of routers
must be considered and sending packets is expensive in the simulator. Furthermore,
sending packets as used by [PLM+03] only samples the routers’ FIBs at regular
intervals.

To evaluate the convergence time of a network after a failurewe use an ap-
proach similar to the one used by Kerapula et al. in [KCIB04].When there are
no failures inside the network, the routing is consistent, i.e. any router is able to
reach any other router inside the network. After a link failure, the routers that were
using the failed link need to update their FIB. Each router will update its FIB at its
own pace, depending on the arrival time of the LSPs and its configuration. While
the FIBs are being updated, the routing may not be consistentanymore. To deter-
mine the convergence time, we check the consistency of the FIBs of all simulated
routers after the update of the FIB ofany router. To do this, our simulator follows
all the equal cost paths that a packet sent by a routerS with D as destination could
follow. If there is a forwarding loop for anySource − Destination pair or if a
router is forwarding packets on a failed link, then convergence is not reached. We
define theinstant of convergenceas the last moment at which the routing becomes
and remains consistent. Note that it is possible to find situations where the net-
work converges transiently, then goes back into an inconsistent forwarding state,
to finally reach a consistent forwarding state. This is the reason why we say we
consider the last transition to a consistent forwarding state.

2.5 Simulation Results

In this section, we used the simulation model described in the previous section
to first evaluate whether sub-second convergence after linkand router failures is
possible in large SP networks. We analyse the impact of the flooding component
on the convergence time. We show that the RIB/FIB Update component is the
determinant one and explain why fast-flooding is required toquickly converge after
a router failure.

We use two representative, but very different SP topologies. The first one,
GEANT, is the pan-European Research Network [GEA]. It connects all the Na-
tional Research networks in Europe and has interconnections with research net-
works in other continents. GEANT is composed of 22 routers, 21 in Europe and
one in New-York, USA. The network topology is highly meshed with a lot of re-
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dundancy in the core (Germany, Switzerland,France, UK, Netherlands) and fewer
redundancy in the other parts of the network. Each POP is composed of a single
router. It mainly contains continental links, which means that link delays are gen-
erally very low, except links that connect the network to theaccess router in New
York.

The second studied network contains the backbone nodes of a worldwide Tier-1
ISP. The backbone of this network has about 200 routers routers in Europe, Amer-
ica and Asia. It is representative of a large commercial SP network. Each POP
is usually composed of two core routers as well as several aggregation and access
routers. In each POP, the core routers terminate the high bandwidth inter-POP links
and are interconnected with redundant links.

To ease the comparison between the simulation results, we selected the same
parameters for each network. Table 2.1 reports the values ofall the relevant para-
meters. The only differences between the two networks are the SPF computation
time that is function of the number of nodes and the number of prefixes advertised
by each router, obtained from an IS-IS LSP trace.

Table 2.1: Simulation parameters

lsp_process_delay [2,4]ms
pacing_timer {6, 33, 100}ms
fast_flooding on/off
spf_initial_wait {10, 25, 50, 100}ms
spf_exponential_increment {25, 50, 100}ms
spf_maximum_wait 10000ms
spf_computation_time [20,30]ms in Tier-1 ISP

[2,4]ms in GEANT
rib_fib_prefix_update_delay [100,110]µs/prefix
rib_fib update type incremental/static

2.5.1 IGP convergence after link failures

We begin our simulation study with link failures, the most frequent event that can
occur in the topology of a network [MIB+04]. For GEANT, we simulated the
failures of all links. For the Tier-1 ISP, we simulated the failures of the 50 most
loaded links.

When a link fails, the two routers attached to it detect the failure and originate
a new LSP. Thanks to the two-way connectivity check [Ora90],a link is considered
as having failed as soon asoneof the two LSPs containing the link has been re-
ceived by a rerouting router. This implies that the first LSP received after a failure
is sufficient to allow any rerouting router to update its FIB.
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We first used simulations to check that the sub-second IGP convergence target
could be met in the GEANT network. We simulated the failure ofeach link. In fig-
ure 2.2, each curve shows the sorted simulated convergence times for the failure of
each of the 36 links in GEANT. For the simulations, we set thespf_initial_wait
to 10ms or 100ms and evaluated the impact of the type of FIB update. The sim-
ulations show that the sub-second convergence after link failure is easily met in
the GEANT network. This was expected given the propagation delays in the net-
work, and its size. A closer look at the four curves in figure 2.2 shows that a lower
spf_initial_wait reduces the convergence time. The simulations also show the
benefits of performing an incremental FIB update. The gain isimportant because
when a link fails, only a small portion of the prefixes are reached via the failed link,
and hence must be updated.
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Figure 2.2: Convergence time for the link failures of GEANT,Initial Wait value
set to10ms and100ms, Static and Incremental FIB Updates

Achieving sub-second IGP convergence in Tier-1 SP networksis more chal-
lenging given the number of nodes, prefixes and the larger link delays found in a
worldwide network.

Figure 2.3 shows that with all the considered parameters sub-second conver-
gence is achieved. The simulations have been performed for the 50 links carrying
the largest amount of source-destination paths. The overall convergence time in
the Tier-1 SP is larger than in GEANT. This difference is mainly due to three fac-
tors. First, the link delays are larger in the Tier-1 SP. Second, the Tier-1 SP contains
more IGP prefixes than GEANT. Third, the larger number of nodes in the Tier-1 SP
leads to a longer SPF computation time. As for the simulations with GEANT, us-
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ing a lowspf_initial_wait and incremental FIB updates reduces the convergence
time. Note that in the Tier-1 SP, the benefit of using incremental FIB updates is
much higher than in GEANT. This is because the total number ofprefixes in the
Tier-1 ISP is ten times larger than the number of prefixes in GEANT.
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Figure 2.3: Convergence times for 50 link failures of Tier-1ISP, Initial Wait value
set to10ms and100ms, Static and Incremental FIB Updates

To evaluate the impact of the topology on the IGP convergence, we performed
simulations with several modifications to the topology of the Tier-1 ISP. We used
the best simulation settings obtained from figure 2.3, i.e.10ms spf_initial_wait
and incremental FIB updates.

First, to evaluate the impact of the link propagation delayson the convergence
time, we built a new topology with all link delays set to one millisecond. Figure 2.4
shows that the IGP convergence times are only slightly reduced with this modifica-
tion. This is mainly because first the SPF and FIB update timesare the key factors
in the IGP convergence of the studied network. Second, the IGP weights in this
network, as in most SP networks, were set to favour reroutingclose to the failure.
This implies that rerouting occurs close to the failed link and hence the propagation
time of the LSPs is a small component of the overall convergence.

Second, we modified the Tier-1 SP topology and set all link weights to one
instead of the weight configured by the operator. The simulations show that this
setting increases the IGP convergence time. This is becausewith such weights
the rerouting routers can be farther from the failure than with the IGP weights
configured by the network operators. Another consequence ofthis weight setting
is that the FIB of more routers needs to be updated after each failure.
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We obtained the most significant improvements in the convergence times by
reducing the number of prefixes advertised by each router. When each router ad-
vertises a single prefix, convergence times are halved for nearly all the considered
failures in the Tier-1 ISP. This shows that the number of advertised prefixes is one
of the most important components of the convergence time.

Similar results were obtained with similar modifications tothe GEANT topol-
ogy.

2.5.2 IGP convergence after router failures

Besides independent link failures, ISP networks also need to face correlated link
and router failures [MIB+04]. To model such failures, we consider that all the
links attached to a router fail at the same time. There are other types of SRLG
failures (e.g. all links using the same optical fibre), but wedid not have enough
information on the physical structure of the simulated networks to correctly model
those failures. For GEANT, we considered the failures of allrouters while for the
Tier-1 ISP we only simulated the failures of the 23 routers attached to the 50 links
carrying the largest number of source-destination paths through the network.

The main difference between the failure of a single link and the failure of mul-
tiple links is that in the latter case, the first LSP received by a router is not always
sufficient to describe the entire failure. In the case of a router failure, all the LSPs
of the neighbours of the failed router might be necessary to correctly update the
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FIB.
To evaluate the convergence time in the case of a router failure, we first con-

sider a configuration that corresponds basically to IS-IS routers that have not been
optimised for fast convergence :33ms pacing timer without fast-flooding and static
FIB updates.
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Figure 2.5: Convergence time for the router failures of GEANT, Static FIB Up-
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The simulations performed in GEANT (figure 2.5) show that this parameter
setting allows to achieve sub-second convergence in case ofrouter failures. In
GEANT, the worse convergence time after a router failure wasless than250ms.
Surprisingly, the convergence time for some router failures was0ms. In fact, ac-
cording to the IGP weights used by GEANT, those routers act asstub and do not
provide any transit. When such a stub router fails, the reachability of the other
routers is not affected. A closer look at the simulation results reported in figure 2.5
shows that the value of thespf_initial_wait parameter does not have the same
influence as with the link failures. For some router failures, the GEANT network
can converge faster with a100ms spf_initial_wait than when this parameter is
set to25ms. The simulation traces revealed that with a25ms spf_initial_wait
some routers in the network had to update their FIB twice to allow the routing to
converge. Those recomputations increase the convergence time.

We used the same parameter setting for the Tier-1 SP. Figure 2.6 shows that, in
this case, the sub-second convergence is not achieved for router failures. We can
see that for only 60% of the router failures, the convergencetime is between 200
and400ms. For the other router failures, the convergence time can be as high as
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Figure 2.6: Convergence time for 23 router failures of Tier-1 ISP, Static FIB Up-
dates, Fast Flooding off, Pacing33ms

1400ms. A closer look at the simulation traces revealed the reasonsfor those large
convergence times.

The main problem is that some routers update their FIB beforehaving received
all the LSPs of all neighbours of the failed router. Unfortunately, this first update is
not sufficient to allow the router to compute a correct FIB anda second, and some-
times third, update of the FIB is necessary. Given the numberof prefixes advertised
in the Tier-1 SP, those multiple static FIB updates explain around660ms of the to-
tal convergence time. The remaining600ms for some router failures are due to
a cascading effect. With a single-threaded IS-IS implementation, a router cannot
participate in the flooding of LSPs while it is recomputing its SPT or updating its
FIB. With the standard pacing timer of33ms and aspf_initial_wait of 25ms, a
router can only receive one LSP from each of its direct neighbours before deciding
to recompute its SPT. In some cases, corresponding to the left part of figure 2.6,
those early LSPs are sufficient to correctly compute the finalFIB and allow the
network to converge. However, for the router failures corresponding to the right
part of figure 2.6, the router spends almost250ms to recompute its SPT and update
its FIB. During this time, it does not flood LSPs and thus routers downstream do
not receive updated LSPs and compute incorrect SPTs and FIBs. We verified this
by analysing the traces and by setting the pacing timer to100ms. In this case, the
convergence time was much larger. When thespf_initial_wait is set to50ms or
100ms, the convergence time is reduced but still rather large.

To solve this problem, we must configure the routers to ensurethat the routers
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only trigger their SPT computation once they have received all the LSPs describing
the failure. This is possible by using the fast-flooding mechanism described in
section 2.3.4.
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Figure 2.7: Convergence time for 23 router failures of the Tier-1 ISP, Static FIB
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Figure 2.7 shows that when fast-flooding is used together with the static FIB
updates, the sub-second convergence objective is easily met for all considered
router failures in the Tier-1 SP. For 60% of the router failures (left part of fig-
ure 2.7), thespf_initial_delay only has a limited influence on the convergence
time. For the remaining router failures (right part of figure2.7), aspf_initial_wait
of 100ms provides the lowest convergence time. With a25ms or50ms spf_initial_delay,
the simulation traces reveal that some routers are forced toperform more than one
update of their FIB, leading to a longer convergence time.

Besides the utilisation of fast-flooding, another possiblemodification to the
configuration of the router would be to use incremental FIB updates. For the link
failures, the improvement was significant.

Figure 2.8 summarises the simulations performed with fast-flooding and in-
cremental FIB updates in the Tier-1 SP network. These simulations show that
sub-second convergence is conservatively met also for the router failures in this
network4. As explained earlier, the main benefit of using incrementalFIB updates
is to reduce the time required to update the FIB in all routers. When a failure affects
only 10 prefixes on a given router, the FIB update time is around 1ms compared

4Note that they scale changed in figure 2.8 compared to figure 2.7.
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to the220ms static FIB update time. This implies that even if a router triggers its
SPT computation too early, it will block the LSP flooding for ashorter period of
time. Furthermore, if a router needs to update its FIB twice,then fewer prefixes
will be modified during the second update and this update willbe faster.
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Figure 2.8: Convergence time for 23 router failures of Tier-1 ISP, Incremental FIB
Updates, Fast Flooding on

We also used this simulation scenario to evaluate how the convergence time
was affected by the configuration of the exponential backoffmechanism associated
to the SPT trigger. The simulation results shown in figure 2.8reveal that the most
important parameter is thespf_initial_wait. As explained earlier, it should be set
to ensure that for most failures, all LSPs have been receivedby all routers before the
computation of the SPT. Our simulations do not indicate an optimal setting for the
spf_exponential_increment. Finally, the setting of thespf_maximum_wait
depends on the acceptable CPU load on the routers during network instabilities.

We also performed simulations with fast-flooding and incremental FIB updates
in the GEANT network. The simulation results reported in figure 2.9 show that a
low spf_initial_delay combined with a lowspf_exponential_increment pro-
vide the best IGP convergence times. A lowspf_exponential_increment is suf-
ficient in this network given the small number of nodes and prefixes.

Our simulations clearly show that sub-second IGP convergence can be con-
servatively met in large SP networks with an appropriate tuning of the IGP con-
figuration. First, the pacing timer should not be applied to urgent LSPs. Second,
routers must flood urgent LSPs before recomputing their SPT and updating their
FIB. Fast-flooding is thus recommended for fast convergence. Third, the router
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should need to modify the FIB entries only for the prefixes affected by the failure
(incremental FIB Updates), and prefix prioritization should be used to let the most
important ones be updated first. Fourth, using an incremental algorithm to update
the SPT would also reduce the convergence time. Finally, in alarge network, the
configuration of thespf_initial_delay on all routers in the network depends on
the types of expected failures. If only individual link failures are expected, then
thespf_initial_delay can be set to a very low value such as2ms. If the network
must converge quickly after router or SRLG failures, then our simulations show
than in the Tier-1 SP network, aspf_initial_delay of 50ms is appropriate. In
operational networks, we would advice a more conservative value such as150ms.
This value will allow the network to meet the sub-second IGP convergence objec-
tive with a sufficient margin to take into account various delays that could occur in
the network and that cannot be accurately modelled in a simulator.

2.6 Guidelines to improve convergence time

Our simulations show that sub-second convergence is feasible in large SP networks.
By taking care of some configuration guidelines, it is possible to bring an SP IP
network back to a consistent IGP state within less than half asecond, and within
much less time in many cases. In this section, we summarize guidelines to achieve
the fastest possible convergence with current IS-IS implementations. Also, we
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introduce potential ways to further improve the convergence time.

2.6.1 Failure detection

Failure detection should not be perfomed using Hello messages handled by the con-
trol plane. Indeed, tuning the sending rate of Hello messages to low values tends
to increase CPU utilization on the control plane and hence harm the router perfo-
mances. Instead, a failure detection mechanism built in thelinecards themselves
should be preferred. This can be done by using SONET alarms [Cisc], or by imple-
menting BFD in the linecards [KW06]. When such mechanisms are used, control
plane operations are only required when a failure is reported by the linecard.

2.6.2 LSP origination

Delaying the origination of LSPs describing an urgent topological change is harm-
ful to the convergence time. However, allowing routers to generate and flood new
LSPs at any rate can be harmful to the stability of the network, and trigger bursts
of SPT recomputation and FIB udpates. Ideally, a router should prevent itself from
spreading the instability of one of its adjacent links through the network. To do so,
a link failure should directly trigger the flooding of an updated LSP, but a link-up
event could be considered as a non urgent event triggering a delayed generation of
an LSP.

Delaying the propagation of information concerning link-down events is obvi-
ously harmful for the forwarding of traffic, so that the stability goal can only be
achieved by delaying the propagation of link-up events. However, delaying the uti-
lization of a link being brought up could also be considered dangerous in the case
of a congested network.

Requirements for the generation of LSPs could thus be summarized by the
following .

• Avoid the delaying of bad news

• Avoid the propagation of flapping link-state information

• Avoid to keep a link artificially down for too long

A possible mean to achieve these goals is to associate a timerwith each IGP
link of a router. The value of this timer defines the time between the detection of
a link-up event and the flooding of the LSP describing the linkas up. The value
of the timer associated with the link would then adapt to its stability. To do that,
an exponential back-off mechanism similar to the one used tocontrol the SPF re-
computation rate could be used. When a link goes down, an updated LSP is directly
flooded through the network, but the value of the timer associated with this link is
increased, up to a configured maximum value. When the link is up and remains up
for a configured value, the value of the timer is decreased. Ifthe link returns into
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down state before the timer has elapsed, the timer is reset toits current back-off
value.

2.6.3 LSP flooding

To achieve better convergence, pacing of urgent LSPs shouldbe avoided. Imple-
mentations should distinguish urgent LSPs, describing a topological change and
refresh LSPs, so that the relevant ones can be flooded withoutdelay.

In order to avoid that bursts of LSPs originated by a set of routers or a mis-
behaving router continuously trigger SPT re-computationsin all the routers, these
could monitor the rate at which each router generates its ownLSPs, and espe-
cially those describing non urgent good news. Alarms shouldbe triggered once an
irregular behaviour is detected. Note that this task could also be performed by an
IS-IS/OSPF listener placed in each area of the network. Suchmonitoring can allow
to use more aggressive timings while ensuring the stabilityof the network.

During the detailed analysis of our simulation results we found out that some-
times, routers delay the flooding of urgent LSPs because their IS-IS thread is cur-
rently recomputing an SPT, or performing a RIB/FIB update, so that it does not
process and flood incoming urgent LSPs. To solve this problem, multi-threaded IS-
IS processes could be used so that incoming LSPs could be processed and flooded
during SPT recomputations and routing tables updates.

If we look closer at some long convergence time cases, we can see that they can
sometimes be explained by topological constraints; the rerouting router is some-
times far from the failure. We indeed showed that the topology of a network, the
delay of its links and their associated metrics can have an important impact on
the convergence time of the IGP, by influencing the LSP propagation time compo-
nent. One way to improve the convergence time in a network is thus to take it into
consideration during the network design and evolution.

2.6.4 SPT computation

We consider the SPT computation component from two different aspect. The first
aspect is the delay between the reception of a link-state change and the time at
which the SPT recomputation is actually started. The secondaspect is the compu-
tation of the SPT itself, i.e., the time between the beginning of the SPT recompu-
tation and the time at which FIB updates are being sent to the linecards.

We showed that SRLG failures could lead to bad convergence times if too
reactive configurations are deployed on routers that perform static FIB updates,
within a single threaded IS-IS process. For those cases, conservative configurations
help to obtain sub-second convergence times. However, these configurations tend
to be suboptimal in the case of link failures, which are the most common events
occuring in a network. Exponential back off mechanisms wereintroduced to face
this problem. However, tuning the parameters of the back-off is not an easy task as
the delay between LSPs arrivals at a router can vary according to the SRLG failure.
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Ideally, a router should react immediately to a link failurewhen the network is
stable, i.e. when no topological change occured for a long period of time. Then,
if the router receives an LSP describing another link-statechange, it should only
update its FIB once it knows that it received all the LSPs describing the SRLG
failure. Indeed, we noticed in our simulations that large convergence times can
occur because routers have to perform 3 or more SPT re-computations and FIB
updates to reach their post-convergence state. This is due to the fact that these were
not aware of the whole topological change in the early reroute processes. In such
scenarii, the exponential back-off can reach a state such that the delaying becomes
very important and not required to perform the correct FIB update. To do that,
the delay between the first and second execution of the rerouting process should
be set according to a detailed analysis of the flooding behaviour in the considered
network.

Once the re-computation of the SPT has been started, the results of the SPT
computation should lead to FIB updates as soon as possible. Introduction of in-
cremental shortest path computation helped in achieving this goal, although such
optimizations sometimes take longer to complete, especially when the topological
change is close to the root of the updated SPT. Another way to reduce the delay is
to start feeding the FIB with updateswhile the SPT is being performed. Indeed,
SPF finds shortest paths to further and further nodes, so thatwhen a shortest path
has been found with a distancex, all the shortest paths towards nodes at a distance
y < x have been found, and the corresponding FIB updates can be sent to the
linecards.

2.6.5 RIB/FIB update

We also discovered by simulation that, in the core of an ISP backbone, where the
network topology is highly meshed, rerouting routers are rarely far from the failure,
and the number of prefix to update becomes the critical component.

Convergence time is thus greatly improved by reducing the number of pre-
fixes that are advertised by the routers. The use of BGP next-hop-self option can
help to achieve this goal, as it allows BGP speakers not to advertise prefixes as-
sociated with their peering links. However, not using next-hop-self favours fast
inter-domain convergence upon BGP peering link failures. Though, BGP aggre-
gate withdraws could be used in order to achieve fast inter domain convergence in
BGP systems with next-hop-self enabled.

Similarly, the use of unnumbered links is also to be recommended in order not
to advertise IP adresses associated with intra-domain links whose IP addresses are
never used to send traffic.
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2.7 Related work

The convergence of IGP protocols has been studied by variousauthors. Alaet-
tinoglu et al. present in [AJY00] an analysis of the convergence of ISIS and ex-
plore changes to the ISIS specification and propose some improvements to routers
implementations. Since the publication of this internet draft, the IETF and router
manufacturers have significantly improved the convergenceof IGP protocols. The
fast ISIS hello timers proposed in [AJY00] have been replaced by a new protocol
defined by the IETF : BFD [KW06]. In [AJY00], the SPF computation was consid-
ered as a major performance bottleneck. With the implementation of incremental
SPF algorithms, this is not an issue anymore. Our measurements indicate that the
main component of the IGP convergence, at the router level, is the FIB update time.

Shaikh and Greenberg present in [SG01] a detailed black-boxmeasurement
study of the behaviour of OSPF in commercial routers. Compared to this study,
our measurements show in details the various factors that affect the performance of
ISIS and take into account the multiple improvements to the ISIS implementations
since the publication of [SG01].

Finally, Iannacone et al. evaluate in [ICBD04] the feasibility of providing faster
restoration in large ISP networks. This feasibility was evaluated by using rough
estimates of the possible IGP convergence time in a large ISPnetwork. In this
analysis, we have shown quantitatively that fast IGP convergence is possible by
using measurement based simulations.

Cain proposed in [Cai00] to use the multicast forwarding facilities on routers
to reduce the time required to flood link state packets. Our simulations show that
ignoring the pacing timer for urgent link state packets is sufficient. Furthermore,
in the Tier-1 ISP, the convergence time did not change significantly when we per-
formed simulations with the link delays set to one millisecond.

2.8 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have presented a detailed study of all thefactors that affect the
convergence time of link state IGP protocols in large ISP networks.

We have first presented a detailed measurement study of all the factors that,
on a single router, influence the convergence time. This timecan be characterised
asD + O + F + SPT + RIB + DD where the detection time (D), the LSP
origination time (O) and the distribution delay (DD) are small compared to our
sub-second objective. The flooding time (F ) depends on the network topology
and thus on the link propagation delays. TheSPT computation time depends on
the number of nodes in the network, but can be significantly reduced by using
an incremental SPT computation. Finally, theRIB time that corresponds to the
update of the RIB and the FIB is the most significant factor in our testbed, as it
depends linearly on the number of prefixes affected by the change. Note that by
using prioritization techniques, it is possible to providefaster convergence for the
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most important prefixes.
We have then used simulations to evaluate the IGP convergence time in large

ISP networks. Our simulations show that, in the case of link failures, a convergence
time of a few hundred of milliseconds can be achieved by usinga low initial wait
timer for the SPF computation and incremental FIB updates. We also show that
advertising fewer prefixes in the IGP significantly reduces the convergence time.
When considering router or SRLG failures, the convergence time is only slightly
larger provided that the pacing timer is disabled for urgentLSPs and that the initial
wait timer is not too low. Handling SRLGs introduces a tradeoff.

Overall, our analysis shows that with current router technology sub-second IGP
convergence can be conservatively provided without any compromise on stability.
As explained in section 2.6, more precise, topology dependent, timing configu-
rations and advanced implementation optimizations could help in reaching even
lower convergence times.

In order to reach a much lower convergence time target, complimentary tech-
niques whose convergence time does not depend on the topology should be used.
Such techniques are discussed in the following chapter.



Chapter 3

IGP IP Fast ReRoute

Commercial IP networks supporting mission critical services must be capable of
rerouting traffic very quickly in case of link failures. Due to its nature, the link-
state IGP has limitations on its convergence time. We saw in chapter 2 that the
IGP convergence time within an ISP can be up to a few hundreds of milliseconds,
scaling with the the number of prefixes advertised in the IGP.In order to provide
a faster restoration, the IGP must be complemented with other techniques. Such
techniques prepare routers to the failure of the links they are directly connected to.
They only require action from these directly connected routers to restore end-to-
end connectivity through the domain. These are called Fast Reroute Techniques
[VPD04].

In this chapter, we first describe in details the main IP-based Fast Reroute tech-
niques that have been considered by the IETF : loop-free alternates [AZ07], U-
turns [Atl06], protection tunnels [BFPS05] and “NotVia” addresses [BSP06]. We
then use simulations to evaluate the network coverage of each technique by consid-
ering the network topologies of five very different InternetService Providers (ISP)
networks. Our simulations show that several techniques must be combined to allow
an ISP to fully protect all its links. We also show that, when faced with distant link
failures, the IP-based fast reroute techniques are as stable as the traditional MPLS-
based techniques. Then, we discuss the practicality of these solutions, and their
ability to protect LDP traffic. From this discussion, we conclude that loop-free
alternates combined with NotVia addresses is the most realistic IP Fast Reroute
technique. Finally, we propose improvements to the NotVia scheme that dramati-
cally reduce the memory usage of such a solution.

3.1 Introduction

Some researchers have argued for achieving millisecond convergence after a fail-
ure [AJY00]. In practice, achieving this goal is difficult, due to the dynamics of the
IGP, and the time required to update a FIB. As illustrated with white box measure-
ments and simulations in chapter 2 and [FFEB05], and using black box measure-
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ments in [ICBD04], a more realistic estimate of the convergence time of a typical
intradomain routing protocol in a large network is a few hundred of milliseconds.

For some mission critical services like voice or video over IP or PWE [XMP04],
achieving a restoration time in the order of a few tens of milliseconds after a fail-
ure is important. In this chapter, we first present several techniques that can be
used to achieve such a short restoration time. While most of the work on fast
restoration has focussed on MPLS-based solutions [VPD04],recent work indi-
cate that fast restoration techniques can also be developedfor pure IP networks.
Several researchers have proposed fast-reroute techniques suitable for IP networks
[NST99, NLYZ03, LYN+04]. Recently, the RTGWG working group of the IETF
started to work actively on this problem [SB07] and several fast reroute techniques
are being discussed.

This chapter is aimed at comparing these solutions and studytheir behaviour
and their practical applicability in ISP networks. The chapter is organized as fol-
lows. First, we provide a detailed overview of fast restoration techniques suitable
for pure IP networks in section 3.2. We focus on link failuresthat are the most
common unplanned events in IP networks [MIB+04, WJL03, SIG+02]. We use
MPLS-based techniques as a reference and focus our evaluation on pure IP-based
techniques. In section 3.3 we evaluate by simulations how many links can be pro-
tected by each technique in large ISP networks based on theiractual topology.
This coverage is an important issue as some techniques cannot protect all links
from failures. Then, we extend our simulations in section 3.4 to evaluate the sta-
bility of each protection technique. For this, we simulate all possible single link
failures to determine whether each protection can remain active when distant links
fail. In section 3.5, we discuss the applicability of the various solutions. We review
the main issues of the proposals and we argue in favor of a solution combining
Loop-free alternates and NotVia addresses. Next, we identify the key issues and
potential solutions to achieve protection of LDP traffic using IP-FRR techniques.
Finally, we discuss related work in section 3.6.

3.2 Fast reroute techniques

In this section, we describe the various protection techniques that can be used in
IP networks. We first briefly present the protection techniques based on MPLS
RSVP-TE as a reference since they are already deployed in several IP networks
and then we present in details the IP-specific techniques under investigation at the
IETF, that do not require the utilization of MPLS. Note that other solutions have
been proposed in the literature [LYN+04]. We do not discuss these in details in
this chapter. We will comment them in section 3.6.

Before describing the protection techniques, it is necessary to introduce some
terminology common to many protection techniques. We only consider protection
techniques that are able to protect intradomain links, as not all of them have a node
protection feature. The network that we consider is modelled as a graphG(V,E)
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whereV is the set of routers andE the set of links. We assume that the network is
at least bi-connected. Providing an intra domain protection for a link whose failure
disconnects the network is meaningless. Each link is modelled in the graph as two
directed weighted edges. We will consider paths from a source routerS towards a
destination routerD (S → . . . → D). Cost(P ) is a function that returns the cost
of pathP , i.e. the sum of the metrics of the links that compose the path. SP (S,D)
is the (set of) shortest path(s) between sourceS and destinationD. SPT (S) is
the shortest path tree rooted at routerS. This is the tree capturing all the shortest
paths from routerS to all the other routers of the network. Similarly,rSPT (S)
is the reverse shortest path tree rooted at routerS, i.e. the tree capturing all the
shortest paths from the routers of the network to routerS. N(I) is the set of direct
neighbours of routerI.

To protect a link, we will need to consider the two directed edges that compose
the link. A router can only protect or quickly reroute the packets that it sends on a
link, not the packets that it receives on this link. When considering the protection
of link I → J between routersI andJ , we will call routerI the protection router
andJ the primary nexthop.

An IP-based fast-reroute technique aims at recovering the reachability of desti-
nations by the sole reaction of the protection router, i.e.,the head-end of the failing
link. When this router detects the failure of one of its protected links, it must
quickly update its Forwarding Information Base (FIB) to protect the affected pack-
ets by sending them over another link. Note that in current router architectures,
the FIB is replicated in the linecards, so that the control plane of the router has to
download FIB updates to each linecard. To perform this update within the sub-50
milliseconds target, some tuning of the FIB is required.

Conceptually, the FIB of a router can be considered as being equivalent to a
two-column table (figure 3.1). On each line of the table, the first column indicates
the destination prefix and the second the outgoing interface(OIF) to be used to
forward a packet towards a destination. The OIF can be eithera physical interface
or a logical interface such as a tunnel.

This kind of FIB organization is not suitable to allow a router to quickly recover
the reachability through the network after a failure. Its main drawback is that each
FIB entry affected by the failure must be updated after the failure. As shown in
chapter 2, high-end commercial routers require around 110µsec to update a FIB
entry [FFEB05, Fil05]. Given the large number FIB entries onthe routers in large
ISP networks, it would be impossible to update all FIB entries affected by the
failure one after the other within the 50ms target.

A second possible organization of the FIB is to rely on pointers. Such an orga-
nization is illustrated in the middle part of figure 3.1. The FIB is now conceptually
composed of two tables. The first contains all destination prefixes and pointers to
the outgoing interfaces used to reach those destinations. The second table contains
one flag and two data structures. Each datastructure contains all the information
required by the router to forward packets over this interface (e.g. layer 2-framing
to be used, layer-2 address of nexthop, encapsulation in case of virtual interfaces,
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. . . ). When the flag is set to “Up”, the first outgoing interfaceis used and otherwise
the second.

The main advantage of this FIB organization compared to the previous one is
that when a link fails, it is possible to quickly reroute all the destinations affected
by the failure by simply changing the flag of the corresponding line in the interface
table. Also, the memory requirements of this technique are low as they scale with
the number of interfaces on the router.

A third possible organization of the FIB, illustrated in thebottom part of figure
3.1 is to store pointers to the primary as well as to the secondary outgoing interfaces
used to reach each destination in a first table. In a second table, we only store
the datastructures required to forward the packets over this interface and a flag
corresponding to the current interface state. When a packetis to be forwarded using
that FIB design, the router performs a lookup on the packet destination, it then
selects a primary outgoing interface for this packet. When the flag of this interface
is found to be down in the second table, the router uses the backup interface that is
stored in the first table.

The main advantage of this FIB organization compared to the previous one is
that two destinations reached via the same outgoing link canbe protected by using
distinct protections. We will see in section 3.5.2 that it also eases the use of IP Fast
Reroute to protect LDP traffic. Note that with this third solution, the FIB memory
requirements to support Fast Reroute scale with the number of prefixes stored in
the FIB.

Figure 3.1: Three different organizations of the FIB for router A

To illustrate the various fast restoration techniques, we will use the six-routers
topology shown in figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: Simple network topology

3.2.1 MPLS-based protection techniques

The first technique proposed, implemented and deployed to quickly reroute IP
packets when a link fails is to use MPLS [VPD04]. Several mechanisms have
been proposed in the last years. In MPLS networks, two techniques are possible to
protect Labelled Switched Paths (LSPs) : fast reroute and bypass tunnels. In both
cases, each segment of a LSP is protected by pre-establishing a secondary LSP
that is disjoint form the resource being protected and merges with the primary LSP
downstream of the protected resource.

In IP networks that are not using MPLS to forward IP packets, it is possible to
use MPLS only to provide protection [SP03]. In this case, pure IP forwarding is
used when the network is stable and MPLS is only used to transiently forward the
packets around the failed links. Formally, a MPLS protection tunnel that protects
link I → J is defined as the shortest path between routersI andJ on the network
topology after having removed linkI → J . A router can easily compute the path of
the protection tunnel required to protect each link by usingthe Dijkstra algorithm
on the reduced topology. The MPLS protection LSP is established by the protection
router by using RSVP-TE.

In figure 3.2, routerW could protect linkW → E by establishing an MPLS
LSP over theW → N → E or theW → S → E.

If the network is bi-connected, then those MPLS LSP can be used to protect any
single link failure. Thus the coverage of this technique is 100%. Its main drawback
is that it forces the ISP to deploy both MPLS and RSVP-TE only to support fast
restoration.

3.2.2 Equal Cost Multipath (ECM)

A first IP-based solution to protect a link that could fail is to ensure that a router
is not usingonly this link to reach a given destination. One possibility is toinstall
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parallel (and preferably physically disjoint) links between each pair of routers. This
technique is used by some ISPs for some important links, but using it to protect all
links would be too expensive.

With current implementations of link-state routing protocols (OSPF and ISIS),
another solution is possible [AZ07]. When a router uses the Dijkstra algorithm to
compute its shortest-path tree, it may find several equal cost paths to reach desti-
nationd. As those paths have exactly the same cost, the router may select any of
them to reach destinationd. Today’s routers are also able to install all those paths
in their forwarding table and rely on a hashing algorithm to select the packets that
must be sent over each path. From a restoration viewpoint, the main advantage of
using ECM is that when one path becomes unavailable, then if the other paths are
completely disjoint, they are still active. Thus, the traffic can be quickly protected
by updating the forwarding table and simply removing the entries corresponding
to the failed link. Discussions with large network operators indicate that ECM is
often enabled and used in their network to better load-balance the traffic [ICBD04].

Formally, the directed link between routersI andJ , I → J , is protectable by
link I → K for destinationd if Cost(I → J . . . d) = Cost(I → K . . . d).

In figure 3.2, router A can use two paths to reach destinationsE andN : A →
W → E andA → B → E. If router A detects a failure of linkA → B, it
simply stops using the second path and the packets towardsE andN are no longer
affected by the failure.

However, the main drawback of relying on ECM is that it cannotprotect all
destinations and all links. This is the case in our example for destinationB. When
link A → B fails, routerA must wait until the convergence of the IGP to be able
to use the alternate path via routersW andE. More generally, relying on ECM to
achieve fast restoration in case of failure is very impractical. An ISP that relies on
such a technique has to design its topology to have at least two Equal Cost Shortest
Paths from each node to all the other nodes. ECMP is used by some ISPs for some
important links, but protecting all the links of a topology using ECMP would be
too expensive.

3.2.3 Loop-free alternates (LFA)

Principle

Besides parallel links and ECMP, the first IP-based protection technique being
considered within the IETF is the utilization of loop-free alternates [AZ07]. If
router I is using link I → J to reach destinationd, then a loop-free alternate
is a direct neighbor, say routerN , of router I that is able to reach destination
d without using link I → J . This means that if linkI → J fails, routerI
can deviate the packets towardsd to N instead ofJ . These deviated packets
will reach d and will not loop on linkI ↔ N . Formally, a loop-free alter-
nate for destinationd at routerN is defined in [AZ07] as a routerN such that
Cost(N → . . . d) < Cost(N → . . . I) + Cost(I → . . . d). Since routers use
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Link Loop-free alternates
W → E N
E → W S
S → W E
N → E W

Table 3.1: Links protectable via a loop-free alternate in figure 3.2

shortest path routing, an equivalent condition is that(I → J) /∈ SP (N, d).
To understand the utilization of loop-free alternates, letus consider linkA →

W in figure 3.2. This link is used by routerA to reach destinationsW,S,E andN .
When this link fails, routerA can quickly reroute the affected packets by updating
its FIB and sending them to routerB. To understand this protection, we have
to consider theSPT computed by routerB. This router uses linkB → E to
reach destinationsE andN . For destinationE, routerB is a loop-free alternate
sinceCost(B → E) < Cost(B → A) + Cost(A → W → E) (1 < 1 + 2).
Unfortunately, for destinationsW andS, due to the utilization of ECM, routerB
is not a loop-free alternate.

If we consider linkW → E in figure 3.2, we can find several loop-free al-
ternates. First, routersN andS are loop-free alternates to reach respectively des-
tinationsN andS. Second, routerA is a loop-free alternate to reach destination
B. Unfortunately, there is no loop-free alternate that can beused to reach routerE
after the failure of linkW → E.

Coming back to figure 3.2, it is easy to see that routerE can act as a loop-free
alternate for all destinations using linkS → W as routerE does not use this link
to reach any destination. 4 directed links carrying traffic can be fully protected by
using loop-free alternates. Table 3.1 provides for each fully protectable link the
possible loop free alternates.

LFA modes

Loop Free Alternates can function on a per destination basisor on a per link basis.
In per destination mode, a routerI protecting the linkI → J tries to find a
neighborN that does not use the link to reacheach destination thatI initially
reaches viaI → J .

In per link mode, a routerI protecting the linkI → J tries to find a neighbor
N that does not use the link to reachall the destinations thatI initially reaches via
I → J .

The per destination mode offers a better coverage, as sometimes a per link loop
free alternate does not exists for a given link although there are loop free alternates
for some destinations reached via the protected link. For example, in figure 3.2,
there is no per link LFA to protect linkA → W , because the link is used byB to
reachW . However,B is a valid LFA for destinationE. Note that if there does not
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exist a per link LFA for a linkI → J , thenI will not find a per destination LFA
for each destination reached via this link. Indeed, if thereis no per link LFA, all
the neighbors ofI have linkI → J in their SPT, so that there is no per destination
LFA for at least destinationJ .

These two modes introduce a tradeoff between coverage and computational
complexity. Indeed, under per prefix mode a nodeR tries to find a neighborN that
does not use a particular linkR → X to reach each destinationd by looking at the
paths fromN to d, in SPT (N). Under per link mode, only the presence of the
link R → X in SPT (N) has to be checked.

3.2.4 U-turns

As illustrated above in figure 3.2, a loop-free alternate does not always exist in real
networks. A closer look at ISP topologies showed then when there is no loop-free
alternate neighbour to fully protect a link, there is often arouter two hops away
that does not utilize the link to be protected. This motivated the introduction of
U-turns in [Atl06].

To understand intuitively the behaviour of a U-turn, consider again the network
topology shown in figure 3.2. It was shown above that linkA → B cannot be
completely protected by a loop-free alternate. When linkA → B fails, if routerA
decides to forward all its packets on theA → W link, routerW will forward the
packets towardsE correctly, but will unfortunately forward the packets destined to
B on theW → A link. This is unfortunate as if routerW , being informed about
the failure of linkA → B, had forwarded the packets to routerE instead, then the
link would have been protected.

More precisely, a neighbourU of routerI can act as a U-turn to protect link
I → J if one of its neighbours, say routerR, does not utilise linkI → J inside its
SPT .

U ∈ N(I) andR ∈ N(U) and(I → J) /∈ SPT (R)

When routerI does not find a loop-free alternate to protect linkI → J , it can
compute theSPT of the neighbours of its neighbours to determine whether a U-
turn is possible. This increases the number ofSPT to be computed by each router
after each topology change. To serve as a U-turn alternate, routerU must be able
to support two types of forwarding. When the network is stable, routerU uses its
normal FIB to forward packets. For the packets affected by the failure that areu-
turnedby routerI, routerU must detect that these are affected packets and forward
them directly to the alternate router, routerR without using its normal FIB. Several
solutions are possible to detect that a packet was affected by a failure [Atl06]. The
first solution is that routerU performs an RPF-like check for each received packet.
If the packet is currently following the normalSPT , it is forwarded by using the
normal FIB. Otherwise, the packet is considered to be an affected packet and is
forwarded directly to the alternate (routerR). A second possible solution would be
that routerI explicitly marks the affected packets, for example by usinga special
DiffServ Code Point.
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Link U-turns
W → A E → B
W → S E → S
A → W B → E
A → B W → E
E → N W → N
E → B W → A
B → A E → W
B → E A → W

Table 3.2: Links protectable via a U-turn in figure 3.2

Compared with the loop-free alternates, the main drawback of the U-turns is
that they require a cooperation of the neighbours and some modifications to the
router’s interfaces.

In the topology shown in figure 3.2, 8 directed links carryingtraffic that can-
not be protected by using loop-free alternates can be protected by using U-turns.
Table 3.2 provides for each protectable link the possible U-turns.

3.2.5 Protection tunnels

The loop-free and U-turn alternates discussed in the previous section are not suffi-
cient to provide a full coverage in large networks. This coverage can be improved
by using IP tunnels as proposed in [BFPS05]. Besides MPLS that was discussed
earlier, several tunnelling schemes are used in IP networks: L2TP [LTG04], GRE
[FLH+00], IP in IP, . . . . These tunnelling schemes can be used to create virtual
links between routers. While in the past packet encapsulation and decapsulation
was performed by the central CPU with a limited performance,interfaces on cur-
rent high-end routers are now able to encapsulate and decapsulate tunnelled packets
at wire speed.

IP tunnels can be used to efficiently complement the loop-free alternates de-
scribed above. With a loop-free alternate, the packets affected by a failure where
rerouted to a neighbour that does not utilise the failed linkto reach the affected
destinations. By using tunnels, it is possible to expand theloop-free alternate to
utilise virtual neighbours. The principle of the utilization of protection tunnels can
be sketched as follows. To protect directed linkI → J , routerI must be able to
send the affected packets to a router that is not currently using the failed link.

For this, routerI needs to find a routerN that is reachable without using the
link to be protected and that is also able to forward packets to any destination
without using linkI → J . Formally, routerN is such that :

(I → J) /∈ SPT (N) and(I → J) /∈ P (I,N)

When this condition holds, routerI can encapsulate the affected packets and
send them inside a tunnel towards routerN . WhenN receives such an encapsu-
lated IP packet, it decapsulates it and forwards it according to its current FIB. As
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SPT (N) does not containI → J , it does not reach the destination of the packet
via I ↔ J . Furthermore, routerN is neither using the opposite direction of the
failed link. Indeed, a destination that was previously reached byI via I → J
cannot be reached byJ via J → I otherwise there is a persistent loop.

In figure 3.2, directedA → B can be protected by using a tunnel between
routerA and routerS. This is a valid protection tunnel because : first routerA
reaches the tunnel endpoint,S without using the protected link. Second,(A →
B) /∈ SPT (S) and thus routerS will not return the packets received via the tun-
nel over the protected link. In this topology, the forwarding of the packets is not
optimal while the protection tunnel is active since the protected packets will be
transmitted over both directions of linkW ↔ S. As the protection tunnel will only
be active during the IGP convergence, this is not a significant problem.

A method to compute the tunnel endpoint to protect a link was proposed in
[BFPS05]. To protect linkI → J , routerI must first determine the routers that
it can reach without using this link. This can be easily obtained by computing
SPT (I) and pruning from this tree all the routers that are reached via link I → J .
This set is called theF-spacein [BFPS05]. The set of possible tunnel endpoints is
the set of routers that are able to reach routerJ without using linkI → J . This
set can be computed asrSPT (J) pruned from linkI → J and all the routers
that reach routerJ via this link. This is called theG-spacein [BFPS05]. The set
of candidate tunnel endpoints is then the intersection between the F-space and the
G-space. If the set contains several routers, then a criteria must be defined to select
the best one. If the set is empty, then no protection tunnel can be established to
protect this link.

3.2.6 Protection tunnels with directed forwarding

In some topologies, it is not possible to find a tunnel endpoint to protect each link.
A closer look at these cases reveals that often, although there is no intersection be-
tween theF-spaceand theG-space, a router, sayF , of theF-spaceis a neighbour
of a router, sayG, in theG-space. Neither of those routers can be used as tunnel
endpoints. RouterF can receive packets from the protection router without using
the protected link, but it uses the protected link. RouterG on the other hand does
not use the protected link but the protection router uses theprotected link to reach
it. Thus, routerF can receive encapsulated packets but cannot forward them by
using its FIB. RouterG can use its FIB to forward the packets, but cannot receive
the encapsulated packets from the protection router. A protection tunnel can be
established by using both routers provided that once routerF receives an encap-
sulated packet it forwards it directly to routerG without using its FIB. This type
of directedforwarding can be achieved by labelling the encapsulated packets that
routerF should forward to routerG.

This labelling can be inserted in the encapsulated packets in various ways.
The first solution is to use MPLS over GRE or MPLS over IP [RR04]. In this
case, when routerF receives an encapsulated packet, it first decapsulates it and
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them processes the MPLS label and forwards it to routerG. A similar labelling
is possible by relying on theKey field of the GRE encapsulation. In operational
networks, the choice of the encapsulation scheme to use willdepend on the router
capabilities. To deploy such a scheme, minor extensions to IS-IS and OSPF will be
required to allow each router to advertise the supported type of protection tunnel
and to associate a label to each of its neighbours [BFPS05].

The main advantage of the protection tunnels with directed forwarding com-
pared to the normal protection tunnels is that when all the link metrics are symmet-
rical, it can be proved (see theorem 3.2.1that each directedlink can be protected by
such a tunnel provided of course that the network is at least bi-connected.

Theorem 3.2.1 In a network topology G(V,E), bi-connected, with symmetrical edge
weights, a protection tunnel with directed forwarding can be used as an alternate
path to protected any edgeS → D of the topology.

Let the set of nodes reached viaS → D in SPT (S) beNodesS,S→D.

1. link (X → Y ) ∈ P (A,B) ⇒ (Y → X) ∈ P (B,A).

This is a classical property of the shortest path tree in a graph with symmetric
weights.

2. link (X → Y ) ∈ SPT (N) ⇒ (Y → X) /∈ SPT (N)

3. AsG(V,E) is bi-connected, the network remains connected after the failure
of S → D.

4. From 3,∃N /∈ NodesS,S→D : ∃(N → N ′) : N ′ ∈ NodesS,S→D

Indeed, to reach the nodes that were previously reached viaS → D, there
must be a link connecting a nodeN that is not reached viaS → D and at
least one nodeN ′ that was reached viaS → D in SPT (S).

5. From 1,N ′ ∈ NodesS,S→D ⇒ D → S ∈ SPT (N ′)

6. From 2 and 5 :S → D /∈ SPT (n′)

The protection tunnel with directed forwarding is thus :S → . . . N →
N ′

Unfortunately, real networks do not always use symmetricalIGP weights. This
asymmetry may be intentional, e.g. due to the utilization ofIGP weights optimized
for traffic engineering [FRT02] or due to a configuration error. In such a network,
it may be impossible to protect a link by using a tunnel with directed forwarding.
This is illustrated in figure 3.3. In this network, all links have a weight set to1
except directed linkS → T , which has a weight of 10 andZ ↔ R, which has a
weight of 4. R can only reachZ without usingR → T , as it has an ECM path
to Y via the protected link.Z uses linkR → T and thus cannot be a protection
tunnel endpoint.Y cannot be used as a directed forwarding tunnel (R → Z → Y )
endpoint asY also usesR → T to reachT .
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Figure 3.3: Example topology where protection tunnels withdirected forwarding
cannot protect all links

Router Paths toE Paths toEW

N N → E N → EW

S S → W → E S → W → A → B → EW

W W → E W → A → B → EW

A A → W → E, A → B → E A → B → EW

B B → E B → EW

Table 3.3: Paths chosen whenNotViaaddresses are used

3.2.7 NotVia addresses

A last protection technique was proposed recently in [BSP06]. This solution can
be considered as an extension of the protection tunnels described earlier, but it
requires a cooperation among all the routers of the network.Intuitively, the idea
of this solution is that to protect linkI → J , routerI should be able to send the
affected traffic inside a tunnel towards a special address ofrouter J : JI . This
address is a specialNotViaaddress. Its semantics is that all routers of the network
must have computed their FIB such that theyneveruse link I → J to forward
packets towards destinationJI .

In figure 3.2, linkW → E could be protected by usingNotVia addresses as
follows. Table 3.3 shows how paths selected by all routers toreach routerE via
addressE and via addressEW (i.e. without using linkW → E).

This solution requires a cooperation of all the routers inside the network. A
router with n neighbours will advertise inside its link state packets oneNotVia
address for each of its neighbours. Upon reception of such a link state packet, each
router will compute a special FIB entry for eachNotViaaddress. This FIB entry is
obtained by computing the router’sSPT on the network topology without the link
corresponding to theNotViaaddress.

In theory, this means that after each topology change, each router in the net-
work should recompute oneSPT for eachNotViaaddress. If all links are protected
by using such addresses, then each router would have to recompute as many SPTs
as there are (directed) links in the network. Such a computation is not feasible
in large networks, but [BSP06] reports that by using incremental-SPF algorithms,
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the actual cost of this computation in several ISP topologies was similar to five to
thirteen times the cost of computing the SPF with the normal Dijkstra algorithm.
Compared to the other techniques, the main advantage of theNotViaaddresses is
that this solution is applicable to all links, even in asymmetrical networks.

3.3 Network coverage of the IP-based fast reroute tech-
niques

As described briefly in the previous section, a potential issue with the IP-based
fast reroute techniques is that several may be required to fully protect all links in
networks. All protection techniques are not equivalent. From an implementation
viewpoint, theloop-free alternatesis the simplest solution. TheU-turns allow to
protect more links than the loop-free alternates, but they require changes to the
routers’ FIBs. Theprotection tunnelsrequire some computation to select the tun-
nel endpoint at the protecting router and use encapsulation. Finally, theNotVia
addresses force each router to compute one SPF perNotViaaddress. Our objective
in this section is to determine thenetwork coverageof IP-based fast reroute tech-
niques, i.e. the number of links that can be actually protected for a given network
topology.

To evaluate the suitability of the IP-based fast reroute techniques, we imple-
mented a simulation tool that is able to analyse any network topology. Our simula-
tor models how a router would select an IP-based fast reroutetechnique to protect
its links. For each link in the network topology, the simulator performs the follow-
ing tests. First, its tests whether the link can be protectedby one or more loop-free
alternates. If this technique cannot be used, the simulatortests whether U-turns are
available. It there is no U-turn, the simulator tries to find an endpoint for a protec-
tion tunnel. Usually, more than one router can be used as a tunnel endpoint. The
simulator selects the best endpoint as the endpoint with theshortest IGP distance
from the protecting router. If no protection tunnel is possible, the simulator tries to
find a tunnel endpoint for a protection tunnel via directed forwarding. Finally, the
simulator computes the path that would be selected by usingNotViaaddress. For
comparison purposes, the simulator also computes the bypass tunnel that would
be established by using RSVP-TE with MPLS-based protectiontechniques. We
applied the basic cSPF variant to compute the MPLS-FRR protection. That is, we
consider that the MPLS tunnel is established along the shortest path from the head-
end of the link towards the tail-end of the link, with the constraint that the protected
link cannot be used.

3.3.1 Small networks

We first used the simulator to evaluate the network coverage of the IP-based fast
reroute techniques in regular network topologies. We considered 4 topologies.

The first topology that we consider is thering. Each router is connected to two
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neighbours and all links have the same cost. This topology isthe worse topology
from a fast-reroute viewpoint. There is no loop-free alternate, no U-turn and no
protection tunnel. However, all links can be protected by using protection tunnels
with directed forwarding. This tunnel with directed forwarding is illustrated in the
upper-left part of figure 3.4.

The second topology that we consider is thedouble-star(upper right part of
figure 3.4. It is typical of small ISP networks that are composed of two redundant
core routers and remote POPs containing two routers. The tworouters of each POP
are directly connected and also attached to the tow core routers. In this topology,
when all IGP weights are the same, all links are protectable by using loop free-
alternates. For a link from a POP router to a core router, the loop-free alternate is
the other router in the same POP.

Figure 3.4: Regular topologies

The third topology, shown in the lower left part of figure 3.4,is a network
composed oftriangles. Triangles are commonly used as building blocks in large
network topologies. In this network, when the IGP weights are set to one, all links
are protected by using a loop-free alternate. In fact, when three routers,A,B and
C form a triangle, then linkA → B can always be protected by using a LFA if
Cost(C → B) < Cost(C → A) + Cost(A → B). Otherwise, this link can be
protected by using U-turn (A → C → B).

The fourth topology that we consider is shown in the lower right part of fig-
ure 3.4. In this network, the building block is a set of four routers arranged in a
square topology. When the IGP weights of all links are set to one, all links can
be protected by using U-turns. In fact, ifX1 → Y1 is an edge of a square in the
topology, then a U-Turn exists if the metric of the linkY2 → Y1, is lower than the
metric ofY2 → X2 plusX2 → X1.
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3.3.2 Real networks

To evaluate the network coverage of the IP-based fast reroute techniques, we con-
sidered five distinct ISP topologies : Abilene, GEANT and three commercial ISP
networks. Abilene is a research network deployed over the continental US. It is
composed of 11 routers and14 (28 directed) links. The IGP weights on this net-
work were apparently set according to the link delays. The topology of the Abilene
network is shown in figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.5: The Abilene network

GEANT is the European research network that links all National Research Net-
works in Europe together and to other research networks suchas Abilene. GEANT
is composed of22 routers and72 directed links. There is basically one router per
European country and an additional one in New-York notably for the US peerings.
Inside GEANT, the IGP weights were mainly set according to the measured link
delays, with some manual tuning.

ISP1 is a commercial network covering an European country. The core of this
network is composed of190 directed links (64 directed links are backup links)
and50 routers. The setting of the IGP weights is mainly a function of the link
bandwidth and favours high-speed links. Note that no protection must be provided
to backup links when all the other links are up.

ISP2 is also a commercial network in an European country. Thecore of this
network is composed of11 routers and26 links. Most of the IGP weights were set
to 1 except for some manual tuning.

ISP3 is a Tier-1 ISP whose core is composed of83 routers and286 directed
links. Due to the setting of the IGP weights,21 directed links do not carry traffic
and one link is only used in one direction. In this network, the setting of the IGP
weights was tuned to meet some specific traffic requirements.

For the analysis of those networks, we removed from each topology the routers
that were connected via a single link to the network. Clearly, the links of these
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routers cannot be protected since their failure partition the network.
It is important to note the differences in design between theresearch and the

commercial networks under study. The two research networksare composed of a
small number of Point of Presence (PoPs) to which their customers and peers are
connected. Most PoPs of both networks contained a single router and there is a
single high bandwidth link between two PoPs. In those research networks, the fail-
ure of one link or one router may cause a lot of traffic to be rerouted. Commercial
networks are usually much more redundant. First, each PoP isusually composed of
at least two core routers and possibly several aggregation routers to aggregate the
traffic received from peers and customers [GM03, Gil05, Sie02]. Figure 3.6 shows
two typical configurations. In the left configurations, the aggregation routers (AR)
have a primary and a secondary connection to the core routers(CR). In this design,
the IGP weights are set such that the secondary connections are only used if the
primary link or core router fails. A second possible settingof the IGP weights is
to use the same IGP weights for the links between the aggregation routers and the
core routers to favour load balancing with ECM.

Figure 3.6: Typical PoP designs in commercial ISP networks

The PoPs are interconnected in different ways depending on the underlying
physical infrastructure. Usually, each core router in a PoPis connected to at least
two core routers in different PoPs in the network. A large PoPcould of course be
connected to more than two distant PoP. A typical interconnection between PoPs
is shown in figure 3.7.

Figure 3.7: Typical PoP interconnections in commercial ISPnetworks
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Network Total number No 1 2 or +
of Links LFA LFA LFAs

Abilene 28 16 10 2
GEANT 72 24 30 18
ISP1 114 52 38 24
ISP2 26 22 4 0
ISP3 265 92 116 57

Table 3.4: Coverage of loop-free alternates

We choose to limit our analysis of large networks to real network topologies
because the settings of the IGP weights has a strong impact onthe results. Us-
ing randomly generated network topologies such as those produced by BRITE
[MAMB01] or GT-ITM [CDZ97] would not reproduce the redundancy and the
IGP weights of real networks. For the same reason, we did not use the ISP topolo-
gies inferred by the Rocketfuel project [SMW02]. Since those topologies were
inferred by usingtraceroute, they mainly contain the primary paths and rarely
the secondary ones [TMSV03]. They cannot thus be used to evaluate protection
techniques.

3.3.3 Simulation results

In this section, we present and discuss the network coverageof the different pro-
tection techniques. As described earlier, the simulator tests the simpler techniques
first and only tries to use the more complex techniques when the simple techniques
do not suffice.

Our first simulation results shown in table 3.4 consider the loop-free alternates.
For each network topology, we provide the total number of (directed) links, the
number of links for which there is no LFA and the number of candidate LFAs
for the protectable links. Having several candidate LFAs toprotect one link is
interesting as this gives more choice to the protecting router.

Our simulations show that loop-free alternates is an effective protection tech-
nique for GEANT, ISP1 and ISP3. For Abilene, only 42% of the links can be
protected by using loop-free alternates. The links of Abilene that can be protected
with more than one single loop-free alternate areHS → KC andAT → IP .
Indeed,HS can protectHS → KC by sending packets towards eitherLA or AT ,
andWA andHS are loop-free alternates for linkAT → IP . Among the 16 links
that cannot be protected by a loop-free alternates, a typical example isKC → DN .
This link cannot be protected as bothHS andIP use it to reachDN . This network
is shaped as 3 main rings which do not favour loop-free alternates.

The good network coverage in GEANT is because the network is basically
divided in two parts. The first part is a highly meshed core andthe second part a set
of 9 distant POPs that are attached to 2 core routers. Each of the 18 links between
a distant POP and a core router is protectable by a single loop-free alternate. Most
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Network Links not No 1 2+
protected by LFA U-turn U-turn U-turns

Abilene 16 4 9 3
GEANT 24 5 2 17
ISP1 52 32 6 14
ISP2 22 15 2 5
ISP3 92 13 37 42

Table 3.5: Coverage of the U-turns

of the links that can be protected with more than one LFAs are links inside the
core. As the core of the network is highly meshed, there are many triangles with
protectable links. The links were no LFA can be found are links from the core
routers to the access routers and the links of the large ring providing connectivity
to the Eastern Europe. The main reason for the low network coverage of loop-free
alternates in ISP2 is that the core of this network is based onrings.

In table 3.5, we present the U-Turn coverage for the links that cannot be pro-
tected by using a LFA. The simulations show that the U-turns are useful in most
topologies, except ISP1 and ISP2. In Abilene, 4 links (15%) are still unprotected.
For example,NY → WA cannot be protected by using a U-Turn. Indeed,IP is
the only neighbour ofNY ’s neighbours. Unfortunately, it uses linkNY → WA in
its SPT.CH → IP is also unprotected asWA uses this link to reachIP . Potential
U-Turns forSV → LA areDN andKC. But both have the link to be protected
in their SPT. The last link that remains unprotected isDN → KC.

The 32 directed links of ISP1 that cannot be protected with a U-Turn are links
from core routers to access routers. All the routers within a2-hop distance from
those core routers utilize the link to be protected, so that no U-Turn can be found.
We will see above that, in fact, all the routers of the core utilize these links, so that
a directed forwarding tunnel will have to be used to protect those links.

The large rings that appear in ISP2 explain the absence of U-Turn Protection
for 15 links.

We can see that 95 % of the links of ISP3 can be protected by using a LFA or
a U-Turn. There only remains 13 out of the 265 links of the topology that require
a protection tunnel. This is due to the good meshing of this network.

We summarise the network coverage of the combined LFA and U-Turns in the
first columns of table 3.8. We can see that most of the links canbe protected by
sending packets to a neighbour or to a neighbour’s neighbour.

We now consider the utilisation of protection tunnels to protect the remaining
links. We can see in table 3.6 that all the links of GEANT and ISP2 are now
protected. This means that in those topologies, for any linkX → Y , there is always
at least one nodeZ such thatX → Y /∈ SPT (Z) andX → Y /∈ Paths(X,Z).

In Abilene, linksCH → IP andDN → KC cannot be protected. Indeed, all
the routers (NY andWA) that CH reaches without using its link withIP have
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Network Links not protected No 1 2 or +
with LFA/U-TURN TEP TEP TEPs

Abilene 4 2 1 1
GEANT 5 0 1 4
ISP1 32 32 0 0
ISP2 15 0 8 7
ISP3 13 8 0 5

Table 3.6: Coverage of protection tunnels

Network Links not protected by No 1 2 or +
LFA/U-TURN/TEP TEP+ TEP+ TEP+s

Abilene 2 0 2 0
GEANT - - - -
ISP1 32 0 29 3
ISP2 - - - -
ISP3 8 0 6 2

Table 3.7: Coverage of protection tunnels with directed forwarding

CH → IP in their SPT. And all the routers thatDN reaches without using its link
with KC (SV, ST,LA) haveDN → KC in their SPT.

Let us look at the protection tunnels that can be establishedfor the linkSV →
LA, to recover the reachability ofLA andHS. SV can deviate its packets in a
tunnel towardsWA or AT . As the simulator chooses the closest tunnel endpoint,
SV will select the tunnel towardsAT and the length of the path to the protected
destinations will be minimised. However, we can see that in this particular case, a
tunnel with directed forwarding fromSV to KC → HS would have given optimal
paths to the protected destinations. We can also notice thatusingNotViaaddresses
in this case would have forced the packets fromSV to HS to go toLA, which
would have then forwarded them back toHS.

Note that this kind of unfortunate situations rarely occursin sufficiently meshed
ISPs. Even if Abilene is a small ISP, it is composed of three large rings that do not
favour protection techniques.

However, protection tunnels did not help to increase the protection coverage for
ISP1. ISP1 is basically a network with a small set of core routers and many distant
POPs. The 32 unprotected links in this topology are the linksbetween a core router
and a distant POP. Those distant POPs are connected to two core routers. Unfor-
tunately, for each concerned linkCore1 → POP1, the link Core2 → POP1
is a backup link with a lower bandwidth and a higher IGP weight. Furthermore,
routerCore1 is never a neighbour ofCore2. This implies that a U-Turn protec-
tion Core1 − Core2 − POP1 is impossible. All these links will thus have to be
protected by using protection tunnels with directed forwarding.

In 3.7 we finally see that all the links can be protected by using protection
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Network Links LFA U-turns Tunnel Directed Tunnel Notvia
Abilene 28 42% 85% 92% 100% -
GEANT 72 66% 93% 100% - -
ISP1 114 54% 71% 71% 100% -
ISP2 26 15% 42% 100% - -
ISP3 265 65% 95% 96% 100% -

Table 3.8: Combined coverage of loop-free alternates, protection tunnels and
NotVia addresses

tunnels with directed forwarding are enabled.
In Abilene, a protection tunnel with directed forwarding isnecessary to protect

link DN → KC. The tunnel isDN − SV − LA → HS. For link CH → IP ,
the directed forwarding tunnel isCH − NY − WA → AT .

Table 3.8 summarises the coverage of the IP-based fast recovery techniques
in the studied network topologies. It shows clearly that by combining loop-free
alternates, U-turns and protection tunnels, it is possibleto protect all links in real
ISP topologies. The values describe the percentage of linksthat can be protected
by combining the first protection techniques. For example, in GEANT all links
are protected by using LFA, U-turns and protection tunnels,while in Abilene pro-
tection tunnels with directed forwarding are required in addition to the techniques
used in GEANT. Thenot-via addresses were not necessary to protect unicast IP
traffic in the topologies that we considered.

3.4 Stability of the IP-based fast reroute techniques

Another issue to be considered with fast-reroute techniques is the stability of those
protections when the network topology changes. Measurement studies of the link
failures in large ISP networks [MIB+04, WJL03, SIG+02] have shown that their
topology changes very often. After each topological change, the routers must re-
compute their SPT and update their FIB. As the IP-based protections also depend
on the properties of the network topology such as the SPT, a link that is protectable
by using a loop-free alternate at timet may be not protectable anymore by using
this technique at timet + 1 after a distant link failure.

To analyse the stability of the protection techniques, we used our simulator to
evaluate the impact of all possible individual links failures on the link protection es-
tablished in each topology. For each directed link, we record the type of protection
used and the neighbour in the case of loop-free alternates orU-turns and the tunnel
endpoint when protection tunnels are used. For each topological change, we count
the number of protections that are affected by the change. A topological change
can affect a loop-free alternate or a U-turn by either forcing the protection router to
select another alternate or forcing the protection router to use another technique. A
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topological change can affect a protection tunnel by forcing the protection router
to select another tunnel endpoint or use a tunnel with directed forwarding instead
of a normal tunnel or switch to not-via addresses.

As the current alternative to IP-based protection techniques is to utilize MPLS,
we also plot, as points, for comparison purposes, the numberof link disjoints
MPLS tunnels that are affected by each topological change. Our simulator selects
the link disjoint path with the shortest IGP weight to establish the MPLS tunnel.
Trivially, such a link disjoint protection tunnel is affected by a topological change
if the topological change was the suppression of any of the links on its path.

Note that after a topological change, some routers may become single-homed.
For example, consider the Abilene topology shown in figure 3.5. In this topology,
many routers have only two links. If linkAT − WA is removed, then none of the
links attached toWA, NY andCH can be protected anymore. This is true for
both the IP-based protection techniques and the utilization of link disjoint MPLS
tunnels. Our simulator detects such cases and does not try toprotect them by using
either technique.

In figure 3.8, the curve shows the number of protections that must change after
each topological changes in the Abilene network. We consider the 14 topological
changes that correspond each to the failure of one link in theAbilene network. The
topological changes were ordered in increasing number of affected protections.
The topological change with the largest impact is the failure ofAT −IP . This link
is the intersection between theHS − KC − IP − AT ring and theIP − AT −
WA − NY − CH ring. A link disjoint MPLS tunnel established to protect any
of the links in those rings always uses linkAT − IP . For the IP-based protection
techniques, consider for example linkKC → HS. Before the topological change,
this link was protected by using the U-turnIP → AT . After the change, it is
protected by U-turnDN → SV .

Figure 3.9 provides the stability of the protection techniques in GEANT. The
topological change with the highest impact is the failure ofthe most central link of
the network. This link carries a large number of end-to-end paths. This link is used
by many link disjoint MPLS tunnels. This explains why 30 MPLStunnels are af-
fected by this topological change. The main reason why thereare fewer protection
changes with the IP-based techniques compared to the link disjoint MPLS tunnels
is that when there exists a loop-free alternate, it rarely changes when a distant link
is removed. On the contrary many link disjoint MPLS tunnels are long. Thus, they
are affected by more topological changes.

Finally, we provide in figures 3.10 and 3.11 the stability of the protection tech-
niques in ISP1 and ISP3. When considering the 143 topological changes in ISP3,
we found that the link disjoint MPLS tunnels are less affected than the IP-based
techniques for 31 changes, while the IP-based techniques are less affected for 55
changes. For the other 57 changes, as many link disjoint MPLStunnels as IP-based
protections are affected by the change. This means that in ISP3 the IP-based pro-
tection techniques are slightly more stable than the link disjoint MPLS tunnels. A
similar result is found when considering the stability of the protection techniques
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Figure 3.8: Stability of the protection techniques in Abilene

Figure 3.9: Stability of the protection techniques in GEANT
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in ISP1.
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Figure 3.10: Stability of the protection techniques in ISP1

3.5 Applicability of IP Fast Reroute techniques

In this section, we review the applicability issues of the various techniques analysed
in this chapter. We firstly present the inherent issues of some of the techniques
which may prevent them to be deployed. Next, we discuss the applicability of IP
Fast Reroute techniques for the protection of LDP traffic.

3.5.1 Issues with IP Fast Reroute techniques

Relying on ECMP to achieve fast restoration in case of failure is very impractical.
An ISP that relies on such a technique has to design its topology to have Equal Cost
Shortest Paths on all source-destination paths. This technique is used by some ISPs
for some important links, but protecting all the links of a topology using ECMP
would be too expensive. Indeed, to take advantage of ECMP repairs, the topology
must be designed by respecting the constraint of having equal cost paths from each
source to each destination. This must be combined with traffic requirements inside
the network, which can lead to complicated network designs.Furthermore, some
ISPs engineer their link metrics to avoid ECMP, this for practical, troubleshooting
purposes. In those cases, ECMP protection cannot apply.

The main drawback of the U-Turn technique is that it requiresmodifications
to the forwarding performed on the routers interfaces. It requires to mark packets
following alternate paths in order to let the receiving router find out that the packets
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Figure 3.11: Stability of the protection techniques in ISP3

it receives must not be forwarded according to its regular FIB, but using its U-Turn
FIB. Also, it requires to have distinct U-Turn states in eachinterface FIB. When
put in balance with the provided coverage gain, this technique no longer looks
attractive.

The main issue of protection tunnels is that the end-to-end path for source-
destination pairs recovered by using them can be hazardous.For example, such
kind of protection technique can let an intra US link be protected with a tunnel
whose endpoint is in Japan, although an intra US recovery paths is feasible to
protect this link.

Due to the automatic and self healing nature of IP FRR schemes, such pro-
tection tunnels would have to be continuously monitored by the operator. Indeed,
upon a topological change, the operator would have to check if the routers do not
start considering hazardous paths to protect their links, and prevent the routers from
using them if required.

Although the coverage of this technique was very good in our coverage analy-
sis, even for ISPs with asymmetrical link metrics, the end-to-end path that they use
to achieve such a good coverage turns to be a show stopper for the deployement of
IP protection tunnels as defined in [BFPS05].

At the time of this writing, these issues motivated the IETF RTG working group
to adopt an "LFA + NotVia" as the recommended IP Fast Reroute suite.

3.5.2 IP Fast Reroute techniques and LDP traffic

Currently, ISPs using MPLS tunnels established with the Label Distribution Pro-
tocol (LDP) [ADF+01] to forward IP traffic across their network have to enable
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MPLS Resource ReSerVation Protocol (RSVP) [BEZ+97] on each of their links
for the simple purpose of Fast Reroute. In order to protect their traffic from link
failures, a single hop MPLS-TE tunnel is established on eachlink of the network,
and an MPLS FRR tunnel is established to protect each of thesesingle hop tunnels.

An attractive feature for IP Fast Reroute would be its ability to also protect
LDP traffic, so that such ISPs would benefit from it.

The main question to be answered when protecting LDP traffic is to preserve
the validity of the labels used to forward the protected traffic. With MPLS, the
significance of a label is local to a link, so that when a packetis deviated on an
alternate path, care must be taken to swap the labels accordingly.

In the following sections, we discuss the applicability of IP Fast Reroute to
protect LDP traffic. We first discuss FIB organizations issues bounded with LDP
protection. Then, we consider the ability of each Fast Reroute technique to protect
LDP traffic. Finally, we discuss which LDP label distribution modes are recom-
mended to facilitate the deployement of IP FRR.

Organization of the FIB

To emphasize the constraints on the FIB organization implied by the protection of
LDP traffic, let us consider the protection of linkN → E in figure 3.12.

N

S

E

B

W

A

10

10

1

1

1

1

1

Figure 3.12: Simple network topology

N forwards packets destined toA and B via link N → E. When LDP is
used,N received fromE the labels that must be used to forward packets to these
nodes. Let us assume that the label mappings are such thatN must use labellAE

to
send packets towardsA along linkN → E and labellBE

to send packets towards
B along link N → E. W can be used byN as a Loop Free Alternate for such
destinations whenN ↔ E fails. However, the label to be used to forward packets
towardsA alongN → W is not necessarily equal tolAE

. Indeed, a different label,
say lAW

might have been advertised byW , and this label must be used to let the
deviated packets be appropriately forwarded byW .

That implies that it is not sufficient forN to know the link over which it can
deviate packets towards a given Forwarding Equivalence Class (FEC). It must also
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maintain which label must be used to send these packets alongthat link. As this
information differs for all the FECs reached via a given link, the most appropriate
FIB organization to protect LDP traffic is similar to the one illustrated in the bottom
part of figure 3.1. For each FEC or LDP label in the FIB, there must be a primary
(oif,label) pair to be used as well as a secondary (oif,label) pair to be used.

In the remainder of this section, we will discuss the applicability of the various
IP FRR techniques to protect LDP traffic. We assume that the FIB organization
proposed above is being used.

Applicability of ECMP to protect LDP traffic

When using ECMP protections, the protecting nodeN will deviate packets towards
a given FEC to a neighborB that it was already using to reach this FEC. Thus, there
are no specific issues to use ECMP protection in the context ofLDP traffic, as the
node already received the required label mapping to forwardsuch packets over
alternate links. In figure 3.13, nodeN will protect the reachability of FECf from
the failure of linkN → A by deviating the packets alongN → B. As this node
already has the label mapping(f, L2) to reachf via this link, nothing else has to
be modified inN .

B

N f

A

Initial paths towards FEC f

Label mappings in N
f: oif A label L1
f: oif B label L2

Figure 3.13: ECMP repair for LDP

Applicability of LFAs to protect LDP traffic

When using LFAs, a protecting nodeN will deviate packets towards a FECf to
a neighborB thatN is not already using to reach this FEC. To be able to quickly
reroute packets towardsB, N must know in advance which labels must be used to
forward packets along linkN → B.

So, once an LFA has been found to protect a FECf , the protecting node must
obtain a label mapping forf from this LFA.

In figure 3.14, nodeB is an LFA of nodeN , protecting linkN → A. In order
to know which label must be used when the LFA is used,N must send an LDP
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Label Request message toB1.

B

N f

A

Initial paths towards FEC f

Label mappings in N
f: oif A label L1
f: oif B label ?

LFA repair for FEC f

Figure 3.14: LFA repair for LDP

Applicability of U-Turns to protect LDP traffic

The same requirements as for LFAs apply in the case of U-Turns. The protecting
nodeN must know the label to be used to deviate packets to a neighborB. If B
has to forward such packets to a neighborC different from the neighbor thatB
normally uses to reach the corresponding FEC,B must also request a label for that
FEC fromC.

B

N

f

A

Initial path towards FEC f

Label mappings in N
f: oif A label L1
f: oif B label ?

U-Turn repair for FEC f

Label mappings in B
f: oif N label L2
f: oif C label ?

C

Figure 3.15: U-turn repair for LDP

1Note that this is only true if the “downstream on demand” label distribution mode is used. More
details are provided on this mode latter in this chapter.
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Applicability of Protection Tunnels for LDP traffic

Protecting LDP traffic with Protection tunnels is not an easytask. With this tech-
nique, the protecting nodeN deviates traffic inside a protection tunnel towards
an endpointD that is not affected by the failure. A packet being forwardedon
that tunnel will be encapsulated using two labels. The outerlabel is used to reach
the tunnel endpointD and the inner label identifies the FEC corresponding to that
packet, e.g its egress point. Once the packet is pushed in thetunnel, the inner label
will not be used or switched until the packet reachesD. As N must set this label
consistently with the LFIB ofD, it must establish a remote LDP peering session
betweenN andD, so thatN can set the appropriate inner label. Let us consider
this issue in figure 3.16.N wants to protect linkN → A with a protection tunnel
whose tail-end isD. Initially, N was sending packets towardsf to A, encapsulated
using labelL1. Upon failure detection,N will tunnel the packets toD. To do that,
it will send them toB, using a second encapsulation with labelL2. However,N
cannot use labelL1 as inner label as this label is not mapped withf in D. Thus,N
must have an LDP session established withD, so that it can learn the label map-
ping (f, L3) from D. The packet towardsf forwarded byN along the protection
tunnel will thus have an outer labelL2 so that it will be correctly switched toD,
and an inner labelL3 so thatD will correctly switch it towardsf .

B

N

f

A

Initial path towards FEC f
Label mappings in N
f :  iif B label L5
     oif A label L1
D: oif B label L2

Tunnel repair for FEC f

Label mappings in D
f:  iif C label L3 
    oif F label L4

D20
1

1

C10

Label mappings in B
D :  iif N  label L2
      oif C label L5
f  : oif N label L6

Figure 3.16: Tunnel repair for LDP

When using Protection Tunnels with direct forwarding, the problem is even
more complex.N must use an outer label to reachD, an inner label to identify
the FEC. But, also the neighbor to whichD will send the packet must be made
identifiable byD. To do that, multiple FEC, and thus label mappings would have
to be originated byD. Each FEC would identify the link thatD must use when
receiving packets encapsulated in the label correspondingto this FEC.
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Applicability of NotVia to protect LDP traffic

When using NotVia, in link protection mode, the protecting nodeN will encap-
sulate an LDP packet in another LDP packet corresponding to the NotVia address
used for the protection. To do this, it must be ensured that the tail-end of the tunnel
will correctly switch the LDP packets received over this tunnel. The solution to
this issue depends on the label space used for distribution by the tunnel tail-end.

If the tunnel tail-end uses aper-platform label space, N can use the same
inner label as it would use to forward the packet over the protected link. Indeed,
the tail-end of the link is also the tail-end of the protectedlink, so that the packet
received over the tunnel can be forwarded as is.

B

N

f
A

Initial path towards FEC f

Label mappings in N
f :  iif B label L5
     oif A label L1
A notvia N-A: 
     oif B label L2

NotVia repair for FEC f

Label mappings in A
f:  incoming label L3 
    oif F label L4

D20
1

1

C10

Figure 3.17: NotVia repair for LDP

This case is illustrated in figure 3.17.N protects linkN → A using NotVia
addressAN→A. N received the label mapping for FECf over link N ↔ A, so
that it knows thatA’s incoming label for FECf is L3. To deviate traffic destined
to f whenN → A fails, N will swap the packets towardsf that it receives, using
labelL3, and encapsulate this packet in another LDP packet with label L2, in order
to forward it toB. When the packet reachesA, A pops the label and forwards an
LDP packet whose incoming label isL3, so that it knows it has to swap it toL4
and forward it towardsf .

If the tunnel tail-end uses aper-interface label space, the inner label that
must be used byN differs according to the interface at which the tunnel ends.
Indeed, the label switching of packets received over an interface depends on the
interface itself. In that case, the tunnel tail-end must send the label mappings for
each protected FEC toN in order to haveN switch the inner labels so that they
match those used on the incoming interface terminating the protection tunnel. It
is therefore necessary for the tunnel end-point to know which interface terminates
the protection tunnel.

This case is illustrated in figure 3.18. In this case, the incoming label for pack-
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f
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Initial path towards FEC f

Label mappings in N
f :  iif B label L5
     oif A label L1
A notvia N-A: 
     oif B label L2

NotVia repair for FEC f

Label mappings in A
f:  
     iif D label L3 
     iif N label L4
    oif F label L6

D20
1

1

C10

Figure 3.18: NotVia repair for LDP with per-interface labelspace

ets towards FECf is L3 when the incoming interface is the one connected to
A ↔ D andL4 when the incoming interface is the one connected toA ↔ N .
Thus,N does not have the sufficient information to appropriately swap the label of
packets destined tof when the NotVia repair has to be used. In order to solve this
issue, a new LDP request message should be used to letN retrieve label mapping
information bound with the interface ofA connected toA ↔ D. Another mean
could be to letA establish a remote LDP peering session withD to let A retrieve
such information with regular label request message. This last solution is only fea-
sible when downstream label distribution and liberal retention modes are used by
D. If it is not the case,D will not know the label to be used when it does not use
the linkD → A to reachf .

IPFRR to protect LDP traffic and label distribution modes

Label advertisement can operate in either "downstream on demand" or "down-
stream unsolicited" modes [ADF+01]. Under downstream on demand mode, an
LSR only sends a label mapping upstream as a response to an explicit label request
from the upstream node. Under downstream unsolicited mode,an LSR sends la-
bel mappings upstream even for the FECs that were not requested by the upstream
node.

Label retention mode can operate in either "liberal" or "conservative" modes
[ADF+01]. Under liberal mode, an LSR retains a mapping received from a down-
stream node even if this LSR does not use the downstream node to forward packets
to the corresponding FEC. Under conservative mode, only themappings actually
used for forwarding are retained by the LSR.

When IPFRR is used in conjunction with LDP, routers will haveto forward
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deviated packets over links that are not initially used to reach some FECs in the
network. Under conservative retention and downstream on demand modes, the
lack of label information over these links will dramatically slow the restoration, as
the recovery will only take place after an exchange of label mappings among the
routers. In order to guarantee a fast recovery, downstream unsolicited advertise-
ment and liberal retention modes should be used.

3.6 Related work

One of the first approach to provide fast-reroute in IP networks was described in
[NST99]. Narvaez et al. developed local restoration techniques to provide restora-
tion in case of link failures. The first technique discussed in [NST99] is the uti-
lization of tunnels. It was rejected in 1999 based on the inefficiency of the packet
encapsulation and decapsulation on high-end routers at that time. Today, thanks
to the need to support VPN services, recent routers can perform encapsulation and
decapsulation at line rate. Then, [NST99] proposed a technique to allow the pro-
tection router to inform the routers on the restoration paththat they should update
their routing table. This avoids the need to flood a new link-state packet through-
out the network and provides faster convergence since only afew routers need to
update their FIB. As this technique requires to update the FIB of several routers,
it will achieve a longer restoration time than the techniques discussed here, where
only the protection router needs to reroute.

In [LYN +04], Lee et al. proposed a local rerouting technique called failure
insensitive routing (FIR). This approach prepares the failure and is thus similar in
principle to the techniques discussed in this thesis. As it relies on per-interface
specific forwarding tables, it belongs to the same family of solutions as the U-
turn technique discussed in this part of the work. Another similar technique was
proposed in [ZKN+05]. Note however that compared to the techniques described
here, that quickly reroute the packets affected by a failure, the solution described
in [ZKN+05] discards affected packets to avoid transient loops.

In [SCK+03], Schollmeier et al. proposed a new routing scheme calledO2 that
allows each router to compute several paths for each destination. As a protection
router has alternate paths to reach all destinations it can easily react to any failure.
However, the main drawback of this new routing scheme is thatit cannot be used
in current networks that are using OSPF or ISIS.

A few other fast reroute protection techniques have been proposed [Nai04b,
Nai04a] but are not really considered within IETF.

3.7 Conclusion

To provide faster recovery in case of failures in IP networks, the IETF is currently
investigating several fast-reroute techniques : loop-free alternates, U-turns, protec-
tion tunnels and NotVia addresses. With those techniques, arouter that detects a
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local link failure can forward the packets affected by the failure to either directly
an alternate neighbour or by encapsulating them inside a tunnel towards a distant
router. We have explained those techniques as well as their advantages and draw-
backs.

Compared to currently deployed fast-reroute techniques like MPLS-based link
disjoint tunnels, a first concern with the IP-based fast reroute techniques is their
coverage, i.e. the number of links that can be protected by each technique in large
networks. We have obtained the real topology of five very different networks and
shown by simulation that loop-free alternates combined with U-turns are sufficient
to protect between 40 and 90% of the directed links. Furthermore, in all studied
networks, adding protection tunnels to those two basic techniques was sufficient to
achieve a full coverage. We also evaluated the stability of the IP-based fast reroute
techniques by simulating the impact of distant link failures on established IP-based
protections. Our simulations indicate that the IP-based techniques are as stable as
the currently deployed MPLS-based link disjoint tunnels.

However, U-Turns and Protection tunnels suffer from drawbacks, which ren-
der them less attractive when compared to the gain in coverage that they provide.
These issues tend to favour a combination of LFAs and NotVia addresses. This
combination would provide a lightweight protection for thelinks whose surround-
ings allow their application, while only enabling the heavymachinery of NotVia to
protect the few links that are not fully covered with LFAs.



Chapter 4

Transient Forwarding Loops
during IGP convergence

During our study of the convergence time, presented in chapter 2, we found out that
the recovery of the reachability was not always obtained once the routers adjacent
to the failing ressources have updated their FIB. Indeed, when not all the routers
have updated their FIB according to a given topological change, transientFIB
inconsistenciesand forwarding loops can occur among the routers. Such loops
finally lead to packet loss because they are responsible of TTL expiration and link
saturation.

IP Fast Reroute techniques do not solve these problems on their own. Indeed,
even if a failed link was protected with a Fast Reroute technique, the adaptation of
the routers to the new topology, considering the removal of the failed link, can lead
to transient inconsistenciesupstream of the failed link.

When a link has to be shutdown due to amaintenance operation, packets can
also be lost. First, the command issued to the router can be processed abruptly,
turning this predictable event into an event that is harmfulfor packet delivery. To
reduce the impact of this issue, the operator can previouslyset the metric of the link
being brought down toMAX_METRIC − 1 [TR06], in order to have this link
no longer belong to any shortest path accross the network when the shutdown is
performed. However, transient inconsistencies can occur among the routers during
this transition, and packets can still be lost.

The first objective of this chapter is to study the potentiality of transient for-
warding loops in real topologies. The approach is differentfrom the simulation
study of chapter 2 as here we identify all the potential forwarding loops, inde-
pendently of the flooding dynamics and FIB update times of therouters. We will
see in this analysis that forwarding loops can occur for a significant number of
topological changes in the network topologies under study.Also, we will observe
pathological caseswhere a very large number of destination nodes can be affected
by forwarding loops after a single failure. The results of this analysis motivate the
design of loop avoidance schemes for the IGP.

81
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The second objective of this chapter is to identify cases where a loop avoidance
mechanism could be used to provide a totally loss free convergence.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.1 presents the methodology
used to identify potential forwarding loops. Section 4.2 presents the results of
analysis performed on various network topologies. Next, section 4.3 discusses the
impact of microloops on IP packet flows and section 4.4 introduces insights on
when these loops could be avoided. Finally, section 4.5 draws some conclusion.

4.1 Capturing the transient forwarding loops in a network
topology

This section describes the algorithm that we use to identifythe forwarding loops
that can occur upon a topological change. The algorithm answers the following
question : "For a given link failure or link installation, what are the destinations for
which there exists an ordering of the FIB updates that triggers a transient forward-
ing loop ?".

Due to the number of nodes in the topologies under study, it isnot practical
to generate all the potential orderings of the FIB updates and test if they lead to
forwarding loops. Instead we will rely on theorem 4.1.1.

This theorem uses the notion of reverse Shortest Path Trees (rSPT). The rSPT
of a nodeN in a weighted direct graph G,rSPT (N,G), is the acyclic directed
graphG made of the merging of the set of shortest paths from all the nodes in the
network toN , in the graph G. It can be computed by carrying out the computation
of the Dijkstra algorithm on the graph obtained by swapping the weights of each
edge in the graph (namely the link metrics), the metric of link X → Y becoming
the metric of the linkY → X, and vice versa.

Theorem 4.1.1 Given a linkl, a destinationd, and a network graphG, there exists
an ordering of the FIB updates among the nodes of a network that leads to transient
forwarding loops, whenl is removed from (or added to)G, turning G into G′, iif
the merging ofrSPT (d,G) andrSPT (d,G′) contains a cycle.

Proof :
The presence of a linkX → Y in G means thatX is forwarding packets

destined tod to its neighborY , before having updated its FIB according to the
topological change.

The presence of a linkX → Y in G′ means thatX is forwarding packets
destined tod to its neighborY , after having updated its FIB according to the topo-
logical change.

If there is a cycle in the merging ofG andG′, there exists a simple cycleC
in this graph. AsC is simple, it captures an instant during the convergence when
some of the routers belonging toC have updated their FIB at this time, and some
of them have not. If a packet destined tod reaches a member ofC, it will be
forwarded along this cycle, so that it is caught in a loop.
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Algorithm 1 presents a pseudo-code for the detection of destinations potentially
affected by forwarding loops during the convergence following the failure of a
link. Destinations potentially affected by such forwarding loops are also potentially
affected by loops when the link comes back up to service. Notethat we perform
a trivial testing of the presence of length-2 cycles during the merging of rSPTs,
in order to spare the unnecessary execution of a cycle detection algorithm on the
obtained merging of the graphs. In other words, when there isa simple two-hop
loop in the merging of two rSPTs, we do not carry out a full cycle detection.

Compute the set of nodes suffering from potential transientforwarding loops
in network graphG, upon failure of linkX → Y :

Set LoopyDestinations = {};
graph SPT(X) = Dijkstra(G,X);
Set AffectedDestinations = nodes downstream ofX → Y in SPT (X);
GraphG′ = G\X → Y ;
foreach d∈ AffectedDestinationsdo

//Run dijkstra onG with root d, with swapped weights
Graph rSPT(d) = rDijkstra(G,d);
//Run dijkstra onG′ with rootd, with swapped weights
Graph rSPT’(d) = rDijkstra(G’,d);
//Merge both acyclic graphs. Detect length-2 loops during the merging
Boolean two-hop-loop = merge(rSPT(d),rSPT’(d),mergedRSPTs);
if two-hop-loopthen

add(LoopyDestinations,d);
end
else

//Detect longer cycles;
if (detectCycles(mergedRSPTs))then

add(LoopyDestinations,d);
end

end
end

Algorithm 1 : An algorithm to detect potential transient forwarding loops

4.2 Topology Analysis

In this section, we analyse the potential forwarding loops that can occur in 4 ISP
topologies. We applied the Algorithm 1 to discover the potential forwarding loops
that can occur when a link fails in those topologies.

In figure 4.1, we see the cumulative distribution of the percentage of destination
nodes that are potentially affected by microloops upon the failure of each link of
the topology. Figure 4.2 shows a zoom on the bottom part of this figure.
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Figure 4.1: Destinations affected by micro loops upon link failures in 4 ISP topolo-
gies
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gies (Zoom)
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Topology “Tier-1 A” is a large Tier-1 ISP containing approximately 200 nodes
and directed 800 links. “Tier-1 B” contains approximately 110 nodes and 400
directed links. Topology “ISP 1” is a regional ISP containing around 50 nodes and
200 directed links and topology "ISP 2" is a small local ISP containing around 30
nodes and 60 directed links.

Our first observation is that the distribution of the percentage of destinations
affected by micro loops upon a link failure is similar for thetwo Tier-1 ISPs.

We can see that forwarding loops are possible for 50% of the links of the topol-
ogy in Tier-1 A. 20% of the links can lead to forwarding loops for only 1 desti-
nation node, typically for the tail-end of the failing link.For 17% of the links of
the topology, i.e. approximately 130 links, the number of destinations affected by
forwarding loops is larger than 10. 5% of the links are pathological, with a number
of destinations affected by forwarding loops between 100 nodes and all the desti-
nation nodes excepting the head-end of the failed link. The topology “Tier-1 B”
shows a very similar behaviour. Microloops are possible for40% of the links of
the topology. 10% of the links can lead to forwarding loops for only 1 destination
node. For 15% of the links, the number of destinations affected by forwarding
loops is larger than 10. The last 5% of the links are pathological, with a percentage
of destinations potentially affected by microloops reaching up to very close than
100%.

Typically, the pathological cases are links in the PoP or links from the PoP to
the core of the network. These links carry traffic from this PoP towards all the other
nodes of the network. The design of both topologies looks similar in those places
of the network, having pops designed as squares or rings, which have an important
forwarding loop potential by essence.

The less pathological cases are actually the reverse direction of the links that
can suffer from a large number of micro loops. These are the links carrying traf-
fic from the core of the network towards each pop, hence the smaller number of
affected destinations.

The shapes of the two smaller ISP topologies are similar to a double star.
Though, these double stars are unbalanced, with access routers reaching a part
of the destinations via one star, and the other part via the other. That is, one given
link never carries the traffic from one pop towards all the other pops of the net-
work. This explains why there are no such cases where nearly all the destinations
can suffer from microloops upon a single link failure, as wasobserved in the Tier-1
ISPs. Still, around 40% of the links can lead to forwarding loops upon failure in
both topologies.

4.3 Impact of micro loops

Let us analyse the impact of micro loops on a packet flow, basedon Figure 4.3. In
this topology, nodeA is sending packets towards nodeB, along the shortest path
A → R → X → Y → B. Let us assume that the link betweenX andY fails.
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Figure 4.3: Example of micro loop

First, this flow will experiencepacket lossbecauseX forwards traffic destined to
B along a failed link. WhenX detects the failure of the link, as described in 2.3,X
will originate a new Link-State packet and flood it accross the network. Then,X
will recompute the shortest paths fromX towards the other nodes of the network
and update its FIB accordingly. The new shortest path fromA to B after the failure
is A → R → T → W → Y → B. However,R will update its FIB afterX, so
that it is highly probable that packets destined toB are forwarded byR to X while
X forwards them back toR, hence a forwarding loopA → R → X → R → X ...
occurs. WhenR has updated its FIB, the reachability may not be recovered yet. It
is indeed very likely thatT updates its FIB afterR. So, whenR deviates packets
along R → T , T will forward them back toR, hence a new forwarding loop
A → R → T → R → T ... occurs.

When the packets of a flow between a source and a destination are caught in
a micro loop, packets will bedelayedby the duration of the micro loop. In our
example, routersR andT must have updated their FIB in order to have the packets
forwarded byA towardsB actually reachB.

Also, packets of this flow will bere-ordered as packets reaching one of the
member of the loop upon the break of the loop will reach the destination before
those that still travel along the loop. Let us illustrate this re-ordering with an ex-
ample. Let us denote bypi theith packet to be forwarded byA towardsB for the
considered packet flow. At timet0, R forwardsp1 to T . T has not updated its FIB
yet, and forwards this packet back toR at timet1. At time t2, R receivesp2 from
A, and forwards it toT . At time t3, T updates its FIB for destinationB. At time t4,
R receivesp1 from T and forwards it back toT . At time t5, T receivesp2 forwards
it alongT → W . At time t6, T receivesp1 forwards it alongT → W . We clearly
see with this example that packets can be re-ordered due to the forwarding loop.

Packets caught in a forwarding loop can bedropped if their Time-to-Live
(TTL) reaches zero before the loop is broken by the routers. This issue can have
a worsening effect on the convergence time. Indeed, when a packet TTL reaches
zero, the receiving router may need to send an ICMP packet back to the source
to notify the error to the source of the packet. Such a behaviour consumes CPU
ressources on the interface from which the ICMP packet is sent. But, these ressources
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are critically required during the convergence, as these CPU are in charge of updat-
ing the FIB on the interface. Forwarding loops leading to ICMP packet generation
can thus be the cause of a delaying of the FIB updates requiredto break forwarding
loops.

Another source of packet drops is from bandwidth usage induced by forward-
ing loops on the links where the loop takes place. Let us assume that a forwarding
loop of 50 msec on a link with a one-way delay of 5 msec. This scenario is realistic
in nowadays routers and networks. If 20% of the link bandwidth was used before
the event to reach destinations that are caught in the loop, the link will besaturated
after less than 20 msec, and packets will be dropped due to this saturation for the
remaining 30 msec.

4.4 When should micro loops be avoided

Several types of changes can occur inside the topology of an IP network. The most
common type of change is the failure of a link [MIB+04]. A network typically
contains point-to-point links and LANs. Point-to-point links are typically used
between Points of Presence (POPs) while LANs are mainly usedinside POPs.

We distinguish two different cases for link failures. First, if the failing link
is not locally protected, the IGP should converge as quicklyas possible. Second,
if the link is protected with an IP Fast Reroute technique or another technique
[ATC+04, BSP06], the IGP should converge without causing transient loops as the
traffic passes through the tunnel during the IGP convergence.

It should be noted that link failures are often caused by manual operations
and these can be considered as planned events. Surveys conducted by a large ISP
[ICBD04] revealed that, over a five month period, 45 % of the failure events oc-
curred during maintenance hours. Another ISP [DFM04] indicates that over one
month, 75 % of the IS-IS events were caused by maintenance operations. An-
other study [MIB+04] mentions that 20 % ofall link down eventswere planned.
Those planned events should not cause transient forwardingloops [DFM04]. In
the case of a maintenance of a link, some operators set the metric of the link to
MAX_METRIC in order to let packets be forwarded on the link during the con-
vergence [TR06]. However, doing this is not sufficient as transient loops can still
occur .

It is also important to consider the increasing integrationbetween the IP net-
work and the underlying optical network [BRS03]. As the integration with the op-
tical layer increases, the topology of IP networks will change more frequently than
today. For example, [PDRG02] proposed to allow routers to dynamically estab-
lish optical links to handle traffic spikes. Similar approaches have been proposed
with MPLS tunnels. Once a new optical link or MPLS tunnels becomes active, an
IGP adjacency will be established between the attached router and the link will be
advertised in the IGP [SS04]. Unfortunately, the addition and removal of each of
those tunnels can cause transient loops in the network.
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Another source of changes in IP networks are the IGP metrics.Today, network
operators often change IGP metrics manually to reroute sometraffic in case of
sudden traffic increase [TR06]. Furthermore, several algorithms have also been
proposed to automate this tuning of the IGP metrics for traffic engineering purposes
[FRT02]. Today, those algorithms are mainly implemented innetwork planning
and management tools [FGL+00, BLD+07]. However, ISPs are still reluctant to
use such tools to frequently change their IGP metrics as eachchange may create
transient forwarding loops in their network.

A second type of important events are those that affect routers. Routers can fail
abruptly, but often routers need to be rebooted for softwareupgrades. For example,
figure 6 of [MIB+04] shows that during September and October 2002, many links
of the Sprint network “failed” once per week during maintenance hours. Those
failures are probably due to planned software upgrades of all routers in the network.

When an IS-IS1 router needs to stop forwarding IP packets, IS-IS can flood
a new LSP indicating the router as overloaded [ISO02]. Some ISPs have even
defined operational procedures [DFM04] to bring routers down by changing link
metrics and setting theoverload bit, but those procedures are not sufficient to
ensure that transient loops will not occur during the IGP convergence. The graceful
restart extensions [SDV02, SG04b, MPEL03] could be used when a router is re-
booting. However, those extensions cannot be used for the maintenance operations
affecting the forwarding plane of the router. As shown by theabove discussion,
there are many different types of changes in IP networks thatshould be handled
without risking to create transient routing loops in the network.

Another kind of events to which routers should adapt withoutpacket loss are
the "positive" events. When a router or a link is brought up inthe topology, it is
very unfortunate that the IGP converges by letting packets be dropped.

4.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, we presented a method to count the potentialforwarding loops that
can occur upon a single link failure, given a network topology, i.e. the network
graph and the metrics associated with the links of the network. Then, we applied
our technique to four different topologies. We observed that micro loops can actu-
ally occur in real ISP topologies, due to the way these are designed. We also notice
that pathological cases can occur, where a large amount of destinations are affected
by microloops upon a single link failure. This observation is somehow concerning
as Quality of Service can be deeply impacted as a result of these micro loops.

When a link is manually shut down by an operator, the same micro loops can
occur so that manual, predictable operations on the networkcan also have an harm-
ful impact on the reachability throughout the network. Thisissue strongly moti-
vates the introduction of loop avoidance mechanism that canbe used upon manual
topology reconfiguration, where there should not be a "recovery" from failure, but,

1A similar reasoning is valid for OSPF as well.
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instead, a smooth transition to a forwarding state that doesnot use the link being
manually removed.

Also, in the case of a sudden failure protected by a Fast Reroute mechanism,
the reachability in the network is ensured, so that the transition to the forwarding
state taking into account the new shortest paths accross thenetwork should also be
carried out in a smooth, loss free fashion.
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Chapter 5

Forwarding Loop avoidance
using Ordered FIB Updates

When using link-state protocols such as OSPF or IS-IS, forwarding loops can oc-
cur transiently when the routers adapt their forwarding tables as a response to a
topological change. In chapter 4, we analyzed the potentiality of such forwarding
loops on real ISP topologies, and we motivated loop avoidance mechanisms for the
IGP.

In this chapter, we present a mechanism that lets the networkconverge to its
optimal forwarding state without risking any transient loops and the related packet
loss. The mechanism is based on an ordering of the updates of the forwarding
tables of the routers. Our solution can be used in the case of aplanned change in
the state of a set of links and in the case of unpredictable changes when combined
with a local protection scheme.

The supported topology changes are link transitions from upto down, down to
up, and updates of link metrics. Finally, we show by simulation that sub-second
loop free convergence is possible.

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we first prove in section 5.2 that the updatesof the FIB can be or-
dered to avoid transient loops after a topology change affecting a set of links. This
proof is constructive as we give an algorithm that routers can apply to compute the
ranks that let them respect the proposed ordering. To respect this ordering, routers
can compute a “rank” corresponding to the time at which they must update their
FIB. In section 5.3, we analyse the ranks that routers would apply in real topolo-
gies upon a link shutdown. Next, in section 5.4, we propose touse "completion
messages" to bypass the ranks computed by the routers, so that the loopfree con-
vergence process can complete faster. In section 5.5, we evaluate by simulations
the time required by our modified link-state protocol to converge. In Section 5.6,
we present an optimization that lets routers find out when they can reroute without
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respecting their rank while ensuring that no loop will occur. In section 5.8, we
summarize the applicability of the solution w.r.t. the typeof routing system being
used and the nature of the topological change. We notably discuss the applicabil-
ity of the solution when the topological change is a sudden failure of resources
that are not protected by a Fast Reroute technique. In section 5.7, we review the
other mechanisms that have been proposed to enhance the convergence of the IGP.
Finally, we draw some conclusions in section 5.9.

5.2 An ordering for the FIB updates

To avoid transient loops during the convergence of link-state protocols, we propose
to force the routers to update their FIB by respecting an ordering that will ensure
the consistency among the FIB of all the routers during the whole convergence
phase of the network.

In the context of a predictable maintenance operation, the ressources undergo-
ing the maintenance will be kept up until the routers have updated their FIB and
no longer use the links to forward packets. In the case of a sudden failure of a link
that is protected with a Fast Reroute technique, the proposed ordering ensures that
a packet entering the network will either follow a consistent path to its destination
by avoiding the failed component or reach the router adjacent to the failure and
will be deviated by the Fast Reroute technique to a node that is not affected by the
failure, so that it will finally reach its destination.

In this section, we briefly review the orderings in the case ofsingle link events
(link down or metric increase, link up or metric decrease), that we proposed in
[FB05]. Then, we extend the solution to events affecting Shared Risk Link Groups.
Finally, we discuss router and line card events, which are particular SRLG cases.

As those orderings are applied in the case ofpredictable changesand in the
case of sudden changes where a local protection is provided,avoiding transient
loops will permit to avoid all the packet losses during the IGP convergence inside
the network.

Note that the proposed orderings are valid when asymmetrical link metrics are
used in the topology, i.e., when there exists linksX ↔ Y such that the metric of
X → Y is not equal to the metric ofY → X.

Also, the solution takes into account the case where multiple equal cost paths
from one router to another are used before and/or after the event. In the following
sections, we use the terms of Shortest Path Trees, and reverse Shortest Path Trees
to respectivley denote the set of shortest paths from a router to the other routers
of the network and the set of shortest paths from all the routers to a given router.
When Equal Cost MultiPath (ECMP) is used, the union of these paths form an
acyclic graph, not a tree. We will explain how routers deal with this when it could
lead to ambiguous results in the provided proofs and algorithms.
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5.2.1 Single Link Events

Link down or metric increase

In the case of a link down or metric increase event for a linkX → Y , a routerR
must update its FIBafter all the routers that usedR to reachY before the event.

To respect this ordering,R computesrSPTold(X → Y ), the part of the reverse
Shortest Path Tree (rSPT) ofY in the old topology that is affected by the change.
The rSPT of a node is the set of shortest paths to this node. Thepart of interest in
this rSPT is the set of shortest pathsto Y that are affected by the failure ofX → Y .
Within this part, the subtree that is underR in rSPTold(X → Y ) contains all the
paths toR that were used to reach at least one destination viaR and linkX → Y
before the event.

The rank ofR is equal to the depth of this subtree,depth(R, rSPTold(X →
Y )). In the case of ECMP, the rank ofR is the maximum number of hops among
the equal cost shortest paths toR inside the graph. This value can be easily ob-
tained by computingrSPTold(Y ), the set of shortest paths toY .

The time at whichR will be allowed to update its FIB is equal to the obtained
rank multiplied by a configurable worst-case FIB update time, that depends on the
number of prefixes that are advertised in the network.

By applying this ordering, a routerR that has not yet updated its FIB for the
destinations that it reached viaX → Y will forward packets to these destinations
along routers that computed a larger rank value, so that the ordering will be re-
spected.

1. Let us assume that a routerR was using a neighborN to reachY via X

2. R is belowN in rSPTold(X → Y )

3. From 2, we have

Rank(N) = depth(N, rSPTold(X → Y ))

≥

depth(R, rSPTold(X → Y )) + 1

4. The same property can be verified hop by hop along the paths fromR to X

We proved that the proposed rank will let a routerR update its FIB before the
routers thatR used to reach the failing link. This implies that the routersalong
those paths will not have updated their FIB whenR has not updated its FIB yet.
The packets forwarded byR will thus arrive inY and be forwarded on non affected
paths fromY to d. It is sure that the paths fromY to d are not affected by the event.
Indeed, if one router was usingX → Y to reachd, thenY could not useX ↔ Y
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Figure 5.1: The Abilene network

to reachd. The contrary would imply an intra domain forwarding loop while the
network was stable.

As an example, let us consider the shutdown of linkIP ↔ KC in figure 5.1.
According to the ordering, the rank ofIP is 3, as longest branch underIP in
rSPTold(IP → KC) is IP − CH − NY − WA. AT has a rank of0, because
it is a leaf inrSPTold(IP → KC). So, IP will reroute afterAT and no loop
will occur alongIP ↔ AT . Similarly, the rank ofNY is one because the deepest
branch underNY in rSPTold(IP → KC) is NY −WA. WA has a rank of0, as
it is a leaf inrSPTold(IP → KC). So,WA will update its FIB beforeNY and
no loop will occur alongWA ↔ NY .

Link up or metric decrease

When a linkX → Y is brought up in the network, or its metric is decreased, the re-
quired ordering is such that a routerR updates its FIBbefore the routers that will
useR to reachY via X. To apply this ordering,R computesPathLength(R,X),
the number of hops of its path fromR to X. Note that in the case of ECMP, the
considered number of hops is the largest one among the multiple equal cost paths.
This value, that we call the rank ofR, is easily obtained byR when it computes its
new SPT to update its FIB.

All the routersN along the paths fromR to X compute a shorter rank value,
so that they will update their FIB beforeR, and the ordering will be respected.

For each routerN on the path fromR to X :

1.
Rank(R) = PathLength(R,X)

≥
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PathLength(R,N) + PathLength(N,X)

2.
Rank(N) = PathLength(N,X)

3. PathLength(R,N) > 0

4. From 2 and 3, we have

PathLength(R,X) = Rank(R)

>

PathLength(N,X) = Rank(N)

The time at whichR will be allowed to update its FIB is equal to its rank
multiplied by the worst-case FIB update time.

We proved that each routerN being on the new paths fromR to X will update
its FIB beforeR. Thus, packets rerouted byR towardsX → Y will be forwarded
by routers with updated FIBs, so that the packets deviated byR will reachX → Y
to finally reach their destination.

As an example, let us consider the re-activation of linkKC ↔ IP in the
topology depicted in figure 5.1. There could be a forwarding loop in that case if
WA updates its FIB with regard to this event beforeNY , asWA would forward
packets destined toKC alongWA → NY , althoughNY was forwarding such
packets alongNY → WA before the link up event. Also, a forwarding loop
could take place alongAT ↔ IP if AT updates its FIB beforeIP . However,
this second forwarding loop should not happen in practice becauseIP will be the
first to be aware of the link up event. According to the proposed ranking,IP up-
dates its FIB directly becausePathLength(IP, IP ) = 0. AT , will update its
FIB after one worst-case FIB update time, asPathLength(AT, IP ) = 1. Simi-
larly, WA will update its FIB afterNY becausePathLength(NY, IP ) = 2 and
PathLength(WA, IP ) = 3, so that the potential loop betweenNY and WA
could not occur if the ranking is applied.

5.2.2 Shared Risk Link Group events

In this section, we extend the idea underlying the scheme forsingle link cases to
predictable events affecting a set of links in the network.

One could argue that when an operator wants to shut a set of links down, he
could consecutively shut down each link of the set and let IS-IS apply the solution
for single link events.

This technique has some disadvantages. Firstly, this technique can produce a
large number of end-to-end paths shifts, as routers may, as aresponse to the shut-
down of a link, reroute packets on alternate paths via other links to be shut down.
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The techniques proposed in this section let routers use their post-convergence out-
going interfaces towards a given destination upon the first and unique update of
their FIB for this destination. Secondly, predictable events affecting multiple links
can be caused for example by the installation or the shutdownof an optical switch
supporting a set of links in the network. As the optical layerand the IP network
tends to be more and more integrated, an optical switch undergoing a shutdown
could notify the IS-IS routers to which it is connected of itsupcoming failure. In
this case, the event is not under the control of the operator of the IP network so that
it would not be possible for the operator to schedule a sequence of single link shut
down operations.

These two issues motivated the generalization of our techniques to the events
affecting a set of links.

Currently, IS-IS does not allow to perform a shutdown or installation of a set
of links, using a single command issued in one router, or by flooding one single
routing message. Indeed, to describe the failure of an SRLG,it is required that
at least one router adjacent to each of the links of the SRLG floods a link-state
packet describing the failure of this link. The only cases where this is possible
is for the particular SRLG cases being the set of links connected to one router.
But this does not cover the case of a shutdown or installationof an optical switch
connected to a set of routers. We thus need to introduce the possibility to send
IS-IS or OSPF messages stating that a given SRLG is going to beshut down or
brought up in the network as a result of the event occuring at the optical level. This
could be achieved by assigning SRLG IDs to the links of the network and let each
router describe the "shared state" of the SRLG to which its links belong. In order
to consider a given SRLG as being up, all the advertised shared states associated
with this SRLG must be set to up by the routers that are adjacent to one member
of this SRLG. To manually shut down a set of links, an operatorcould then issue
a command in one router adjacent to the members of the SRLG, sothat the router
will flood its Link-State Packet by setting the state of this SRLG to down.

Note that we do not cover the case where a set of unrelated sudden link failures
occur concurrently in the network. When routers face this situation they should, as
described in [FBS+06], fall back to the regular, fast convergence process.

In the remainder of this section we describe how routers can adapt to the man-
ual shut down of a set of links by avoiding transient loops. Next, we present the
solution when a set of links comes back up in the network. Finally, we consider
the operational case of an SRLG whose links are connected to one common node.
These specific cases cover router shut down and installation, as well as line card
shutdown and installation.

SRLG Shutdown or SRLG metric increase

In this section, we propose an ordering of the FIB updates that preserves the tran-
sient forwarding consistency among the routers of the network, in the case of a
metric increase (or shutdown) of a set of links. We firstly give a property of the
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transient forwarding states that allows a loop-free convergence, and then we present
an ordering that permits to respect this property. As we present the solution in the
context of a predictable topology change, we can assume thatthe links affected
by the shut down operation remain up until the routers adjacent to these no longer
forward packets along those links, i.e., the routers will keep the link up until they
have updated their FIB.

The idea underlying the scheme is the same as for the single link case. We want
to ensure that, during the whole convergence phase, if a packet with destinationd
arrives at a rerouting routerR that has not yet updated its FIB ford, then all the
routers along the paths fromR to d have not yet updated their FIB ford either.
This implies that once a packet reaches a rerouting router with an outdated FIB
for its destination, it will follow an outdated but consistent path towards it.

If this property is always verified, no transient loop can occur, as each packet
entering the network will first follow a path that contains a sequence of routers
with an updated FIB. Then, either it reaches its destinationor it reaches a router
with an outdated FIB. In the later case, we know from the preceding paragraph that
the packet will reach its destination. Thus, we know that each packet entering the
network follows a loop-free path towards its destination ifthe proposed ordering is
respected.

To ensure the respect of this ordering using a rank, the ranking must be such
that if a routerR updates its FIB for a destinationd with a rankr, then all the routers
lying on the initial paths fromR to d that must update their FIB for destinationd,
must do so with a rank that is strictly greater thanr. We propose such a rank in
Definition 5.2.1.

Definition 5.2.1 The rank function for the shut down of a set of links{l1, l2, ..., lj},
is min{depth(R, rSPTold(lk) | lk ∈ Paths(R, d)}, with Paths(R, d) being the
set of paths that are used byR to reachd before the event.

In other words, a router computes the rank associated with each individual link
being shut down that it is currently using, as defined for the single link shutdown
problem. For each destination for which it has to perform a FIB update, it applies
a rank being the minimum among the ranks associated with the links that it uses to
reach this particular destination.

rSPTold(lk) is the acyclic graph containing all the shortest paths towards the
tail-end of link lk on the topology before the event.depth(R, rSPTold(lk)), is the
maximum hop distance among the paths toR in this acyclic graph. This depth can
be easily computed on the fly of a reverse SPT computation withthe tail-end oflk
as a root.

Theorem 5.2.2 The rank proposed in Definition 5.2.1 satisfies the required order-
ing of the FIB updates.

Let us now prove Theorem 5.2.2.
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Proof : Let us consider that a routerR updates its FIB for a destinationd with
a rank (Rank(R, d)).

We have to prove that, for a routerN lying on the initial paths fromR to d we
haveRank(R, d) < Rank(N, d).

Let us denote the affected links on the paths betweenN andd by {l1, l2, ..., ls}.
According to the definition of an SPT, we can see that all the affected links

on the paths betweenN andd are also on the paths betweenR andd, asR has
N on its shortest paths towardsd. Note thatR can also have other affected links
on its paths towardsd. These are the affected links used byR to reachN , and the
affected links that are on other equal cost paths tod than the ones viaN . We denote
the links that are used byR and not byN to reachd by {ls+1, ls+2, ..., ls+t}.

1. From the definition of a rank we have

Rank(N, d) = min
1≤i≤s

(depth(N, rSPT (li))),

and
Rank(R, d) = min

1≤i≤s+t
(depth(R, rSPT (li))).

2. As, before the event,R usesN to reachd, andN usesl1...s to reachd, we
have thatR usesN to reachl1...s, so thatR is belowN in rSPTold(li), with 1 ≤
i ≤ s, and thus

∀i : 1 ≤ i ≤ s :
depth(R, rSPTold(li)) < depth(N, rSPTold(li))

So that we haveRank(R, d) < Rank(N, d).

Thus,the rank to reroute for destinationd in a routerR, according to the fail-
ure (or the metric increase) of a set of linksl1, l2, ..., ls ismin{depth(R, rSPT (lv)) | lv ∈
Paths(R, d)}.

Note that each destination is associated with a rank whose value belongs to
the set of ranks computed for each failing link, so that in theworst-case, the FIB
updates will be split in as many parts as there are links beingshut down.

Let us illustrate with figure 5.2 the various properties thatlead to a loop free
convergence when the proposed ranking is respected. In thisfigure, the linksR ↔
Y , Y ↔ Z, S ↔ T , andT ↔ Z are being shut down. Initially,R is usingN
to reach destinationd, so that to apply the ordering,R should have a rank strictly
lower than the rank ofN w.r.t. destinationd.

All the affected links thatN uses to reachd, i.e., S → T andT → Z, are
used byR to reachd, becauseR usesN to reachd. R also has other affected links
in its paths towards,d; R → Y andY → Z. N will consider its rank as being
the minimum between the depths of the two branches underN in rSPT (S → T )
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Figure 5.2: Illustration of the SRLG down case

and rSPT (T → Z). R will consider its rank between the depths of the four
branches underR in rSPT (S → T ), rSPT (T → Z), rSPT (R → Y ) and
rSPT (Y → Z). R is belowN in rSPT (S → T ), so that the rank associated
by R to this link is strictly lower than the one associated byN to the same link.
The same reasonning can be applied for linkT → Z. So,R could not have a rank
larger or equal to the rank ofN w.r.t. destinationd, asR will use as its rank the
minimum depth among those of the branches under itself in these two rSPTs and
also in the branches belowR in rSPT (R → Y ) andrSPT (Y → Z).

SRLG up event or metric decrease

When a set of links is brought up in the network, or when the metrics of a set
of links are decreased, routers can also apply a rerouting scheme that ensures the
transient forwarding consistency during the whole convergence phase that follows
the event.

The proposed scheme allows a rerouting routerR to update its FIB for a des-
tinationd once all the routers along the paths fromR to d have updated their FIB
for d.

If this property is always verified, no transient loop can occur, as each for-
warded packet for a given destinationd will first follow a path composed of a set
of routers whose FIBs have not been updated yet ford. Then, either it reachesd,
or it reaches a routerR that has already updated its FIB ford. In the later case, we
know that all the routers on the path fromR to d have updated their FIB ford, so
that the packet will be consistently forwarded tod.

Now, we show how routers can apply the proposed ordering.
In the case of a single linkX → Y being brought up, a rerouting routerR

updates its FIB by respecting a rank equal to the length (in hops) of its new shortest
path toX.

In the multiple link case, a router can have a new SPT such thatthe shortest
paths towards a destinationd can contain several of the affected links. However,R
will still compute the ranks associated with each link beingbrought up individually.
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Then, for each destinationd, it will apply a rank equal to the maximum of the ranks
among those associated with the affected links that it will use to reachd.

Let us prove that this technique verifies the aimed loop-freeproperty.
Let us consider that a routerR updates its FIB for a destinationd. We have

to prove that for a neighborN of R lying on the new paths fromR to d, we have
Rank(R, d) > Rank(N, d).

According to the definition of a SPT, we can see that all the links of the consid-
ered SRLG that are on the new paths fromN to d are also on the new paths fromR
to d, asR will use N to reachd. We will denote those links by{l1, l2, . . . , ls}. R
can also have other links of this SRLG in its new paths towardsd. It could be, for
example,R → N , or links on another equal cost path towardsd. We will denote
them by{ls+1, ls+2, . . . , ls+t}.

As R will use N to reachd, andN will use l1...s to reachd, we have thatR
will use N to reachl1...s, so that the rank thatR associates withli is at least equal
to PathLength(R,N)+PathLength(N,head_end(li)), i.e., the maximum hop
length among the shortest paths fromR to N plus the rank thatN associates with
li, which is the maximum hop length among the shortest paths from N to the head
end of the linkli, i.e, X if li = X → Y . This gives the maximum hop length
among the shortest paths (considering the IGP metrics) fromR to the head end of
li via N .

From the following properties,

1. Rank(N, d) = max
1≤i≤s

(PathLength(N,head_end(li)))

2. Rank(R, d) = max
1≤i≤s+t

(PathLength(R,head_end(li))),

3. ∀i : 1 ≤ i ≤ s :

PathLength(R,head_end(li))

>

PathLength(N,head_end(li))

So that we haveRank(R, d) > Rank(N, d)

The same property can be recursively discovered betweenN and its nexthops
towardsd, so that we prove that the rank applied byR for d will be greater then
the rank applied by each router on new paths fromR to d.

As the rank that a router applies for a destinationd belongs to the set of ranks
that the router computed for each affected link, the number of distinct ranks that
can be applied by a router is bounded by the number affected links.
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5.2.3 Router and Linecard events

Among the events concerning sets of links, we can find particular predictable
events for sets of links connected to a single router. This isthe case for router
shut down and setup events, and for line card removal or installation. These kind
of events are easy to identify as a set in IS-IS if, upon the shutdown of the router,
the IS-IS overload bit is set and a link-state packet is flooded by the concerned
router. In the case of a router or line card up, the event can beeasily identified as a
set if the router sends a link-state packet describing all the links being enabled.

In such specific SRLG cases, the first possible behavior of therouters is to con-
sider the event as any other set of link events, and apply the mechanism proposed
for the general SRLG cases. However, a simpler behavior is applicable, which will
let each router compute one single rank and perform its FIB update in one shot.

When a router or a line card ofX is shut down, the behavior is similar to a
link down event. The rank computed by a routerR is equal to the depth of the tree
belowR in rSPTold(X).

When a routerX or a line card ofX is brought up in the network, the behavior
is similar to a link up event. The rank computed by a routerR is equal to the
maximum length (in hops) of the new paths fromR to X. The proofs are very
similar to the ones provided for the single link events. We omit them for the sake
of brievety.

5.3 Analysis of the rank based ordering in ISP topologies

If the ordering of the FIB updates is ensured by the means of a timer whose value
is set according to a rank and a worst-case FIB update time, the delaying of the
FIB updates can be long if the topology is such that large rankvalues could be
computed by the routers for some events.

To analyze this, we computed the ranks that routers would apply in the case of
single link failures. For each link shutdown, we looked at the rank applied by the
router being the head-end of the link being shutdown. This router is the one with
the largest rank for the considered event. The rank that is applied by this router is
equal to the worst-case rank that would be applied when the link is brought back
up in the topology, so that the figure for the link up cases is the same.

In Figure 5.3, we present the ranks associated with the linksof a Tier-1 ISP,
containing about 800 (directed) links and about 200 nodes. Note that among those
links, the IGP metrics are such that some links are not used and a few others are
used only in one direction. The ranks associated with those unused links are equal
to 0 in the figure. Note that some links have a rank of 0 even if they are used. This
is typically the case of a link from an access router to a core router that is only used
by the access router itself. From this figure, we can see that some paths are 14 hops
long. Moreover, a large number of prefixes are advertised in this network, so that
the worst case FIB update time could be set quite long in orderto be conservative.
If the worst case FIB update time were set to 1 second, the maintenance of a link
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Figure 5.3: Ranks for the shutdown of the links in a Tier-1 ISP

in this network could last up to 14 seconds. This could be considered too long by
operators, as other events could occur within such a time window.

However, in the case of a maintenance of a link terminating those 14 hops
paths, very few routers using the link are rerouting routers. This means that the
FIB update time allocated to them is a waste of time, as routers will not perform
FIB updates during those periods. The effect is the same in the case of a link up
event.

We performed the same analysis on Geant, a network containing 72 (directed)
links and 22 nodes [GEA]. We learned from this analysis that 20 of the 72 directed
links were only used by the head-end of the link, so that the obtained rank was 0.
No delaying would be applied if those links were shut down, and the link could be
effectively shut down just after the FIB update performed bythe head-end of the
link. The worst-case rank is 4, and was obtained for 7 links. So, even with a very
conservative worst-case FIB update time of 1 second and no completion messages,
the maintenance of a link in Geant would cause a transiently loop free convergence
time of 4 seconds.

This long convergence time motivated the introduction of completion messages
to shortcut the delaying allocated to the routers as soon as possible [FB05].

5.4 Completion Messages to speed up the convergence phase

One issue of the rank based ordering scheme is that it assumesa worst-case FIB
update time in each router taking part in the process. However, in many cases,
routers only have to perform a FIB update for a subset of the reachable destinations,
if any. Moreover, the performances of the routers in a network can differ, so that
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the assumed worst-case FIB update time could be artificiallylong. In summary, the
timer-based ordering works, but it tends to unnecessarily delay the FIB updates in
the routers.

To solve that issue, we introduce completion messages [FB05]. These mes-
sages can be placed inside IS-IS Hello PDUs [BFSP06]. They are sent by routers
to their neighbors to announce that they have performed their FIB update by re-
specting the ordering. When computing its rank, a router implicitly computes the
set of neighbors from which a completion message should be received before it can
update its own FIB. Routers will retain this set in a "WaitingList".

In this section, we explain how such lists can be built, and when routers are
allowed to send completion messages to their neighbors, by still ensuring the pro-
posed loop free ordering of the FIBs.

We firstly present the scheme for single link events, and thenwe generalize the
solution to events affecting sets of links.

5.4.1 Single Link Events

Link down or metric increase

In the case of a linkX → Y down or metric increase event, a routerR computes
rSPTold(X → Y ) to obtain its rank. By doing this, it also computes the set of
its neighbors that were using it to reachY . This set of neighbors will compose the
waiting list of R. When this waiting list empty, i.e., whenRank(R) = 0, R can
update its FIB directly. When a router has updated its FIB, itsends a completion
message to the neighbors that it was using to reachX → Y . When a routerR
receives a completion message from one neighbor, it removesthe sender from its
waiting list. When the waiting list ofR becomes empty, it is allowed to update its
FIB and send its own completion message.

When a router receives a completion message from a neighbor,it knows that
the sender has updated its FIB by respecting the ordering. Indeed, the sender could
only send the completion message because the computed delayfor its FIB update
obtained by the ranking has elapsed or because its Waiting List has been emptied.
In other words, when the Waiting List of a routerR becomes empty, all the routers
that were usingR to reachX → Y have sent their completion message, so that all
of them have updated their FIB.

Link up or metric decrease

In the case of a linkX → Y up or metric decrease event, a routerR recomputes
SPT (R) to determine the FIB updates that are required and its rank. If X → Y
is in its new SPT,R will have to reroute after its nexthops forX. Those nexthops
will compose its waiting list for the event. When a router updates its FIB, it will
send a completion message to its neighbors. When a router receives a completion
message from one neighbor, it removes the sender from its waiting list. When
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the Waiting List becomes empty, it is allowed to update its FIB and send its own
completion message.

The ordering is still respected as if the Waiting List of a router R is empty, all
the routers on the paths fromR to X → Y have sent their completion message, so
that all of them have updated their FIB.

5.4.2 Shared Risk Link Group events

SRLG down or SRLG metric increase

Each router will maintain one waiting list associated with each link being shut
down during the rSPT computations. A rerouting router R willupdate its FIB for
a destinationd (which means that its paths tod contain one or more links of the
SRLG) once it has received the completion messages that unlock the FIB update
in R for one of the links being shut down. When updating its FIB,R selects
the outgoing interfaces for destinationd according to the new topology, i.e., by
considering the removal or the metric increase of all the affected links.

The meaning of a completion message concerning a linkl sent by a routerR is
thatR has updated its FIB for all the destinations that it was reaching via l before
the event.

Let us now show that if a packet with destinationd reaches a rerouting router
R that has not performed its FIB update for destinationd, then all the routers on its
paths tod cannot have performed a FIB update ford.

If R has not updated its FIB for destinationd, it cannot have sent a completion
message for any of the failing linksl that it uses to reachd. The failing links that
a routerN on Pathsold(R, d) uses to reachd are used byR to reachd, so thatN
cannot have received all the necessary completion messagesfor any of those links.
In other words,R did not send a completion message for the links that it uses to
reachd. ThusR locks the FIB update for those links along its paths towards them.

In Figure 2, we provide the pseudocode that implements the ordering with
completion messages. To process the metric increase (or shutdown) of a set of link
S, a routerR will compute the reverse SPT rooted on each linkl belonging toS,
that it uses in its current, outdated SPT. During this computation, it will obtain the
rank associated withl. It will then record the nexthops that it uses to reachl in
a list I(l). These are the neighbors to which it will send a completion message
concerning linkl. If the rank associated with a link is equal to zero, thenR updates
its FIB directly for the destinations that it reaches via this link, and it sends a
completion message to the corresponding nexthops. In the other cases,R builds
the waiting list associated withl, containing the neighbors that are usingR to reach
l, and it starts the timer considering the rank associated with this link.

Once a waiting list for a linkl becomes empty or its associated timer elapses,
R can update its FIB for all the destinations that it reached via this link and send
its own completion messageCM(l) towards the neighbors that it used to reach the
link.
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Metric increase event for a set of LinkS processed by router R:
//Computation of the rSPTs of the affected links used by R
foreachLink X → Y ∈ Sdo

if X → Y ∈ SPTold(R) then
//Computation of the rSPT
LinkRSPT = rSPT(X → Y );
//Computation of the rank
LinkRank =depth(R, LinkRSPT );
//Computation of the set of neighbors to which a
//completion message concerning this link will be sent
I(X → Y )=Nexthops(R, X → Y );
if LinkRank ==0 then

//R is a leaf in rSPT(X → Y ),
//it can update its FIB directly
foreachd : X → Y ∈ Pathold(R, d) do

UpdateFIB(d);
end
//R can send its completion message for this link.
foreachN ∈ I(X → Y ) do

send(N, CM(X → Y ));
end

end
else

//R is not a leaf in rSPT(X → Y ),
//Computation of the waiting list. WaitingList(X → Y )=
Childs(R,LinkRSPT);
//Start the timer associated with this link.
StartTimer(X → Y , LinkRank * MAXFIBTIME);

end
end

end

Upon reception ofCM(X → Y ) from NeighborN :
WaitingList(X → Y ).remove(N );

Upon (WaitingList(X → Y ).becomesEmpty()||
Timer(X → Y ).hasExpired()) :

//All the necessary completion messages have been receivedfor
//the link or the timer associated with this link has expired
//Update the FIB for each destination that was reached
//via this link.
foreachd : X → Y ∈ Path(R, d) do

UpdateFIB(d);
end
//Send the completion messages to the neighbors that were
//used to reach this link.
foreachN ∈ I(X → Y ) do

send(N, CM(X → Y );
end

Algorithm 2 : Processing of a set of link metric increase events
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SRLG up or SRLG metric decrease

In the case of a set of link up or link metric decrease events, each router will
maintain a Waiting List associated with each link being brought up in the network.
For each affected link, its associated Waiting List is the same as for the single link
case.

A routerR is allowed to reroute packets for a destinationd to a new nexthop
N when it has received the completion messages fromN associated with all the
affected links of at least one of the equal cost paths betweenN andd in the new
SPT ofR.

A routerR will send completion messages for a linkX → Y to its neighbors
once it has updated its FIB for the destinations that it reaches viaX → Y and the
affected links for which it already sent a completion message. Note that if there are
some destinations thatR now reaches viaX → Y and some other upcoming links,
the fact thatR sent a completion message for the linkX → Y does not mean that
R has updated its FIB for this destination. It means thatR has updated its FIB for
the destinations that are only reached via the new upcoming link X → Y . When a
router has sent completion messages for a set of upcoming linksS, it means that it
has updated its FIB for all the destinations that it reaches via any subset ofS.

When there are equal cost paths betweenN andd, R has the choice to devi-
ate packets destined tod towardsN whenN has sent the completion messages
associated with all the upcoming links on all those paths, orwhenN has sent the
completion messages associated with all the upcoming linksbelonging to at least
one of those equal cost paths.

In Figure 3, we present the pseudocode that implements the ordering with com-
pletion messages. We only present the one which allows a FIB update for a des-
tination d in a routerR, towards a new neighborN , as soon asN uses one of its
post-convergence equal cost paths towardsd.

To process the metric decrease (or the installation) of a setof links S, a routerR
will computeSPTnew to obtain the FIB updates that must be performed. Then, the
router initializes a set (Rerouted) containing the destinations for which an update
has already been sent to the line cards, and a set (CMSent), containing the set of
upcoming links for which it has already sent a completion message. The first set is
useful if more than one new outgoing interfaces will be used for some destinations.
The second set will permit to avoid sending duplicates of completion messages.

R must then build the waiting lists associated with each of theaffected links
that it will use. WhenR receives a completion message for a linkX → Y , it
applies the procedurefollowNewSPT . This procedure will perform the FIB up-
dates that are unlocked by the reception of the completion message. The reception
of CM(X → Y ) from N means thatN is using at least one post-convergence
path for the destinations that are belowX → Y in SPT (N). It also means thatN
does not use any outdated path towards those destinations.R can thus follow its
own SPT and deviate toN the packets towards the destinations that it will reach
via N andX → Y . The SPT will be followed fromX → Y until R reaches
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another upcoming link within this part of its SPT. At that time, if a completion
message concerning this link had already been received fromN , thenR is allowed
to follow its SPT further on and perform the unlocked FIB updates.

The first time a new nexthop for a destinationd is installed in the FIB of a
router, all the nexthops that will no longer be used to reachd are removed from its
FIB. If an additional (equal cost) nexthop is discovered later for d, it will simply
be added becaused will belong toRerouted at that time.

The first time an upcoming link is followed by thefollowNewSPT proce-
dure, and the corresponding updates are performed, the router will send a com-
pletion message for this link. If the link is followed again,because the router has
multiple paths towards this link, no additional completionmessage will be sent
because the link will belong toCMSent at that time.

5.4.3 Router and Line card events

Router and Line card down events

Let us consider that a line card of a routerX is to be removed, or thatX is to be
shut down.

The waiting list of a routerR for such an event contains the neighbors ofR that
are belowR in rSPTold(X). These are the neighbors ofR that were usingR to
reachX. If R is a leaf inrSPTold(X), it is allowed to update its FIB directly, and
send a completion message to its nexthops forX. If R is not a leaf, then it waits for
completion messages from its neighbors. When a routerR receives a completion
message specifying the router or line card down event inX, it removes the sender
from its Waiting List. When this Waiting List becomes empty,R is allowed to
perform its FIB update and then send its own completion messages to its nexthops
to X.

When X has received the completion messages from all its neighbors, it is
allowed to actually shut itself down or shut the line card down. During the whole
convergence phase, when a packet reaches a routerR that has not updated its FIB
for this destination, its nexthops for this destination didnot receive a completion
message fromR, so that they also have outdated FIB. This property can be verified
hop by hop along the path fromR to X, so that the packet will reachX and be
forwarded to a neighbor ofX whose paths towards the destination is not affected
by the event.

Router and Line card up events

When a routerX or a line card ofX is brought up in the network, the Waiting
List of a routerR contains the neighbors ofR thatR will use to reachX. X will
be the first router to update its FIB, and will send a completion message to all its
neighbors. When a routerR receives a completion messages specifying the router
or line card up event inX, it removes the sender from its Waiting List. When this
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Metric decrease event for a set of LinkS processed by router R:
SPTnew = recomputeSPT();
//Compute the set of updates that will be performed on the FIB
nexthopsUpdates = getNexthopUpdates(SPTnew);
//Initialize the set of Link inS for which a completion message has been sent.
CMSent = {};
foreachLink X → Y ∈ S : X → Y ∈ SPTnew do

//Get the nexthops used to reach the upcoming links.
//The new nexthops are used if these have changed
WaitingList(X → Y ) = getNexthops(X);

end

Upon reception of CM(X → Y ) from neighborN :
WaitingList(X → Y ).remove(N );
//Perform the updates that are unlocked by this completion message;
if X → Y ∈ SPTnew andX reached viaN then

followNewSPT(Y,N);
if not CMSent.contains(X → Y ) then

SendToNeighbors(CM(X → Y ));
CMSent.add(X → Y );

end
end

followNewSPT(Y,N):
//Explore the graph and perform the necessary FIB updates
if nexthopUpdates.contains(destination Y, nexthop N)then

//Add nexthop N for destination Y.
//First call to SendFIBUpdateToLC(Y, .) will remove
//the nexthops that are no longer used
//to reach Y from the FIB in the LineCards
SendFIBUpdateToLC(Y,N);

end
//FIB updated for destination Y if needed,
//Update the FIB for the destinations behind Y in the new SPT.
foreachLink Y → T ∈ SPTnew do

if Y → T ∈ S then
if not WaitingList(Y → T ).contains(N)then

//N already sent a CM for this upcoming link followNewSPT(T,N);
if not CMSent.contains(Y → T ) then

SendToNeighbors(CM(Y → T ));
CMSent.add(X → Y );

end
end
else

//Do nothing, this part of the SPT will be followed
//whenN sends the necessary completion message.

end
end
else

//This link is not an upcoming link, N sent the
//necessary completion messages to continue the update
//of the destinations behind this link.
followNewSPT(T,N);

end
end

Algorithm 3 : Processing of a set of link metric decrease events
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Waiting List becomes empty,R is allowed to perform its FIB update and send its
own completion messages to all its neighbors.

During the whole convergence phase, when a packet reaches a routerR that has
updated its FIB, it is sure that the nexthop for its destination has sent a completion
message toR, so that this nexthop has also updated its FIB. This propertycan be
verified hop by hop along the path fromR to X, so that the packet will reachX
and will then be forwarded on a path containing routers whosepaths towards the
destination are not affected by the event.

5.5 Convergence time in ISP networks

In this section, we analyze by simulations the convergence time of the proposed
technique, in the case of a link down event. The results obtained for link up events
are very similar. Indeed, the updates that are performed in the FIB of each router
for the shutdown of a link impact the same prefixes for the linkup of the link. The
only difference in the case of a link up is that the routers do not need to compute a
reverse Shortest Path Tree.

As no packets are lost during the convergence process, we cannot define the
convergence time as the time required to bring the network back to a consistent
forwarding state, as it would always be equal to zero. What isinteresting to evalu-
ate here is the time required by the mechanism to update the FIB of all the routers
by respecting the ordering. A short convergence time is desired because other
events occurring in the network during the ordered convergence process will force
the routers to fall back to a fast, non loopfree, convergence, and we want to make
this as rare as possible.

To perform this analysis, we took the measurements of [FFEB05] that pre-
sented the time to perform a SPT computation and a FIB update on current high-
end routers. The ordering of the FIB update requires to compute the new Shortest
Path Tree, and the computation of a reverse Shortest Path Tree in the case of a link
down event. The Waiting List can be computed on the fly of the SPT computation,
so that we only introduced a fixed amount of time to consider the computation of
those lists.

We also added a fixed Hold Down before the process starts, in order to en-
sure that all the routers have received the link state packetdescribing the topology
change before the scheme begins. We set the hold time before completion mes-
sages are being sent to 200 msec. This is a very large value compared to the time
required to perform a SPT computation and a rSPT computationon the topolo-
gies under study. So, in our simulations, routers were readyto perform their FIB
updates and send their completion messages when this hold time elapses.

Note that a router will start this Hold Down Timer as soon as itreceives the
Link State Packet describing the topology change. Thus, thetime at which the
Hold Down Timer expires on each router depends on the floodingtime of link-state
packets in the network. We also took the measurements of [FFEB05] to obtain the
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delay that is required to flood a link state packet from the router where the shutdown
is performed towards the other routers in the network.

We assume that the time required to parse and process a Completion Message
is similar to the time required to parse a Link-State Packet and insert it in the link-
state database, i.e., a value between 2 msec and 4 msec [FFEB05]. When a router
sends a completion message to a neighbor, it is thus removed from the neighbor’s
waiting list after the delay of the link on which the message is sent plus the time
required to process a link-state packet. The time required to perform the FIB update
in each rerouting router is obtained by computing their new FIB and multiplying
the number of prefixes to update by the time to perform a prefix update that we
obtained in the measurements (i.e., 100µsec per prefix). The number of prefixes
associated with each router is obtained from an IS-IS trace.A summary of the
parameters of the simulation is presented in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1: Simulation parameters

lsp_process_delay [2,4]ms
update_hold_down 200ms
(r)spf_computation_time [20,30]ms in Tier-1 ISP

[2,4]ms in GEANT
fib_prefix_update_delay 100µs/prefix
completion_message_process_delay[2,4]ms
completion_message_sending_delay[2,4]ms

Our simulations work as follows. Upon an event, the link-state packet is
flooded through the network. Upon reception of the link-state packet, each router
starts its Hold Down Timer and computes its SPT, rSPT, and itsWaiting List. When
their Hold Down Timer expires, the routers that have an emptyWaiting List per-
form their FIB update, and send their completion messages. When a router has
finished the computation of its SPT and rSPT, it considers thecompletion mes-
sages that it has received. When a router has a non empty Waiting List, it waits for
it to become empty, and then it performs its FIB update and sends its own comple-
tion message. For each link down event under study (link-id on the x-axis), we plot
the time at which all the routers have updated their FIB, so that all the operations
implied by the scheme have been performed. We sorted the link-ids according to
the obtained convergence times.

Figure 5.4 shows the convergence times considering the removal of each di-
rected link of Geant, an European research network containing 22 nodes and 72
(directed) links. We can see that, even if FIB updates are delayed, the convergence
time remains short and the main component of the convergenceis the fixed 200
msec hold time. The worst-case convergence time with the solution is 50 msec
longer than the convergence time presented on the same topology in [FFEB05],
when the same hold time is used.
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Figure 5.4: Convergence times in Geant
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Figure 5.5 shows the convergence times considering the removal of each di-
rected link of a Tier-1 ISP. The values of 0 correspond to the shutdown of 23 di-
rected links that did not carry packets due to their large IGPmetric. This number is
odd, which can be explained by the fact that some links have asymmetrical metrics,
so that one direction of the link is used while the other not. The worst loop-free
convergence time was 861 msec. This can be explained by the fact that the rSPT
of this link contained a branch of 4 routers that had to perform a FIB update that
lasted approximately 120 msec. The other components of the convergence are the
200 msec to compute the SPT and rSPT, and the delays of the links on which the
completion messages were sent. Compared to [FFEB05] the convergence time is
in the worst-case 400 msec longer than the convergence time when loops are not
avoided.

To conclude, this analysis shows that a sub-second convergence is feasible even
if a loop avoidance mechanism is used. The increase in the convergence time
compared to the convergence time without the loop avoidancemechanism is small.
With the solution operators could shut down links in their topology without loosing
packets, by letting the network adapt to the change and stop using the link within
one second, so that the use of the mechanism would not be a constraint for the
operators.

In order to reduce the delaying of the FIB Updates as much as possible, we
combined the proposed solution with a technique that lets a router find if its new
nexthop for a destination already provides a loop-free path. So that, in some cases,
routers can safely update their FIB for the destination without respecting the order-
ing. In the next section, we will briefly explain this technique, and we will evaluate
the provided gain in the convergence time.

5.6 Ranking Shortcuts

As explained in the previous section, the motivation for shortcuts is to reduce as
much as possible the delaying of the FIB updates, which is theinterval between
the moment at which a router is ready to update its FIB for a destination by using
the nexthops corresponding to the new shortest paths through the network, and the
moment at which the router actually does it.

In this section, we will show that a router applying the proposed ordering
scheme will implicitely compute a sufficient information todecide wether it can
shortcut the scheme and perform its FIB update directly, while preserving the tran-
sient forwarding consistency accross the network.

The decision to use this optimization is local to the router,i.e., each router can
independently decide to apply the shortcut or not.

In the case of a linkX → Y down or metric increase event, a routerR com-
putesrSPT (X → Y ). From this tree,R obtains the set of routers that are using
R to reachY via X → Y .

By doing this,R also computes the set of unaffected routers, i.e., the routers
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that do not use the linkX → Y at all. These are the routers inrSPT (Y ) that
do not have a path towardsY that containsX → Y . Routers that are below
X → Y can be marked during the computation of the rSPT, so that, at the end of
the computation, a routerN that is not marked is known to be an unaffected router,
so thatX → Y /∈ SPT (N).

The shortest paths from this router to the destinations thatR will have to reroute
will not change, so that if the new nexthops ofR for one destination belong to this
set of unaffected routers,R is allowed to directly reroute the destination towards
these new nexthops by disregarding its rank or the state of its Waiting List.

Several implementations of this shortcut are possible. Firstly, one router can
decide to perform a full FIB update by shortcutting its rank if all the new nexthops
to which it will reroute packets are unaffected routers. Secondly, a router can
decide, destination per destination, if the set of new nexthops for one destination
only contains unaffected routers. When this is done, the router is allowed to update
its FIB for those destinations directly, and perform a second FIB update with the
remaining destinations by respecting its rank or when its Waiting List becomes
empty.

The first solution is the simplest, and preserves the property that routers update
their FIB in one shot in the case of a single link event. The second solution is more
complex, but this shortcut will be applicable more often.

To evaluate the gain of such shortcuts, we performed the sameanalysis as pre-
sented in Section 5.5, by considering the first shortcut solution. More precisely,
when the Hold Down Timer expires in a router which is allowed to apply the short-
cut, the router performs its FIB update directly. Note that this router will not send
its completion message before its Waiting List is empty, in order not to change the
meaning of a completion message. But, when a router has already performed its
FIB update when its Waiting List becomes empty, it is allowedto send its own
completion message directly.

In Geant, the gain was negligible. This can be explained by the fact that a small
amount of prefixes are advertised in Geant, so that the FIB update time component
is negligible compared to the Hold Down time, and the sendingof completion
messages through the network.

In the tier-1 ISP, the gain of the shortcut is more perceptible, because many
prefixes are advertised in the network, and in many link maintenance cases, the
rerouting routers were allowed to do the shortcut. For example, in the worst-case
convergence time of 861 msec without shortcuts, the convergence time with short-
cuts is 736 msec. In fact, some of the routers that were contributing to this long
convergence time could safely perform their FIB updates in parallel.

We analyzed the coverage of both shortcut mechanisms, and found out that in
the Tier-1 ISP, 54 % of the FIB updates that had to be performedby routers during
the analysis could be shortcut with the first solution. With the second shortcut
solution, 69 % of the FIB updates could be shortcut for at least one prefix. The
second shortcut solution does not provide a significative gain in coverage. As the
goal of the scheme was to permit an ordered convergence where, in the case of
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Figure 5.6: Convergence times in a Tier-1 ISP

a single link event, all the prefixes can be updated in one shot, we think that the
first solution is to be preferred over the second. As the application of any shortcut
solution can be decided independently by each router of the network, the choice
of applying one method or another or not applying a shortcut at all can be made
according to the software design and performance of each router of the network.

5.7 Related Work

The problem of avoiding transient loops during IGP convergence has rarely been
studied in the literature although many authors have proposed solutions to pro-
vide loop-free routing. An existing approach to loop-free rerouting in a link-state
IGP [GLA89] requires that the rerouting routers take care ofrouting consistency
for each of their compromised destinations, separately. Infact, those mechanisms
were inspired by distance-vector protocols providing a transiently loop-free conver-
gence [JM82]. With this kind of approach, a router should askand wait clearance
from its neighbors for each destination for which it has to reroute. This implies a
potentially large number of message exchanged between routers, when many des-
tinations are impacted by the failure. Every time a router receives clearance from
its neighbors for a given destination, it can only update forwarding information for
this particular one. This solution would not fit well in a Tier-1 ISP topology where
many destinations can be impacted by a single topological change. Indeed, in such
networks, it is common to have a few thousands of prefixes advertised in the IGP
[FFEB05]. Note that those solutions do not consider the problem of traffic loss in
the case of a planned link shutdown.

In [SCK+03], a new type of routing protocol allowing to improve the resilience
of IP networks was proposed. This solution imposes some restrictions on the net-
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work topology and expensive computations on the routers. Moreover, they do not
address the transient issues that occur during the convergence of their routing pro-
tocol. In [NST99], extensions to link-state routing protocols are proposed to dis-
tribute link state packets to a subset of the routers after a failure. This fastens the
IGP convergence, but does not solve the transient routing problems and may cause
suboptimal routing.

In [LYN +04], transient loops are avoided when possible by using distinct FIB
states in each interface of the routers. Upon a link failure,the network does not
converge to the shortest paths based on the new topology. Indeed, the failure is
not reported. Instead, the routers adjacent to the failed link forward packets along
alternate links, and other routers are prepared to forward packets arriving from
an unusual interface in a consistent fashion towards the destination. As such, the
solution is a Fast Reroute technique. Our solution is orthogonal to [LYN+04] as
our goal is to let the network actually converge to its optimal forwarding state
by avoiding transient forwarding loops when a Fast Reroute mechanism has been
activated, or when the failure is planned.

In [ZKN+05], transient loops are avoided by selectively discardingthe packets
that are caught in a loop, during a fast convergence phase following an unplanned
event. The idea is to also to use distinct FIB states in each interface of the routers,
and let routers drop packets when they would be caught in a loop. Care has been
taken to avoid dropping a packet arriving from an unusual interface if the router
cannot ensure that the packet is actually caught in a loop. Once again, our goals
differ as we focus on transient loops occuring during the convergence from an
initial forwarding state to the optimal forwarding state based on the new topology.

The problem of gracefully changing the network topology without disrupting
traffic has been addressed in MPLS networks using traffic engineered tunnels. In
these networks, RSVP-TE [ABG+01] is used to create and modify the MPLS tun-
nels between an ingress and an egress router. When a traffic engineered tunnel must
be modified, for example to follow a different path, RSVP-TE allows to change the
tunnel without loosing any packet.

5.8 Applicability of the solution

In this section, we discuss the applicability of the solution w.r.t. the routing system
to which it is intended to be applied and the type of topological change it is able to
handle.

The scheme proposed in this chapter can be applied for any shortest path rout-
ing system whose convergence process after a topological change respects the two
following properties. First, the topological change is made of a set of link metric
increase and/or link shutdown events, or the topological change is made of a set
of link metric decrease and/or link up events. Second, the routing system must be
such that a node of the system can directly decide, based on its current knowledge
of the topology and its knowledge of the topology change, theset of FIB updates
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that it will perform to reach its post-convergence forwarding state. This second
property typically means that the solution is applicable for link-state routing pro-
tocols where nodes have a complete knowledge of the topology.

Loops can be avoided in the system by applying the scheme, disregarding the
nature of the event leading to the change.

When the event is predictable, e.g., a maintenance operation, applying the
scheme always improves the convergence as the only source ofpacket losses comes
from transient forwarding loops. When the event is sudden, e.g., a fiber cut, and
the affected links are protected with a Fast Reroute scheme,applying the scheme
always improves the convergence as the only source of packetlosses after the acti-
vation of the protection also comes from transient forwarding loops.

When the event is sudden and some of the affected links are notprotected
with a Fast Reroute scheme, applying the solution introduces a trade-off between
packet loss avoidance and loop avoidance. Indeed, the solution relies on a delaying
of some FIB updates by some nodes of the network. Thus, the scheme delays the
restoration of paths around the failed components when applied in such cases, and
more packets could be last than if nothing had been done to prevent forwarding
loops from occuring. Applying the scheme in such cases couldbe justified for
example when the performance of the updates of the FIB can be hampered by the
occurance of forwarding loops to such an extent that the restoration of paths around
the failed components would be slower when forwarding loopsare not avoided.
Considering the router hardware and software used in Today’s large ISP networks,
we currently do not recommend to apply the scheme in such scenarios.

5.9 Conclusion

The first important contribution of this chapter is that we have proved that it is
possible to define an ordering on the updates of the FIBs that protects the network
from transient loops. We have proposed an ordering applicable for the failures
of protected links and the increase of a link metric and another ordering for the
establishment of a new link or the decrease of a link metric. We also proposed
orderings that are applicable in the case of a non-urgent router down or up event,
as well as line card events. Then, we generalized the scheme to events affecting
any kind of sets of links in the network. Next, we presented optimizations to the
scheme that allow routers to update their FIB by disregarding the proposed ordering
when it is proved not to lead to forwarding loops.

Finally, we have shown by simulations that our loop-free extension to currently
deployed link-state protocols can achieve sub-second convergence in a large Tier-1
ISP.



Chapter 6

Forwarding Loop avoidance
using link metric reconfigurations

In the previous chapter, we described modifications to link-state IGP to avoid mi-
croloops during the convergence. What we propose in this chapter is a loop avoid-
ance technique that does not require modifications to IS-IS and OSPF, and that can
be appliednow by ISPs when atopology reconfiguration has to be performed.
Roughly, in the case of a manual modification of the state of a link, we progres-
sively change the metric associated with this link to reach the required modifica-
tion by ensuring that each step of the progression will be loop-free. The number of
changes that are applied to a link to reach the targeted stateis minimized. Analy-
sis performed on real regional and tier-1 ISP topologies show that the number of
required transient changes is small. The solution can be applied in the case of link
metric updates, manual set up, and shut down of links.

6.1 Introduction

This chapter presents a solution relying on progressive reconfigurations of a link
metric such that the desired updated state of the link can be reached by never
putting the routers of the network in an inconsistent forwarding state during the
convergence process. In essence, the solution does not require modifications to the
routing protocols or router software, as changing a link metric has always been a
feature of Link-State Interior Gateway Protocols.

The chapter is organized as follows. We firstly illustrate the problem and the
solution with a small example. In section 6.2 we introduce a few notations and
the basic properties on which the proposed solution relies,and we prove that there
always exists a sequence of metrics that permits to reach thedesired link-state
without introducing transient forwarding loops. In Section 6.3, we present how to
compute short metric sequences that can be used to adapt to a metric increase or
the removal of a link by avoiding transient forwarding loops. In Section 6.4, we
present the solution for the case of a link metric decrease and a link reactivation.

117
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In Section 6.5, we present the results of an analysis performed on ISP topologies,
showing that the Merged Reroute Metric Sequences are short in practice. In Section
6.7, we present the related work, and we conclude the work in section 6.8.

6.2 Loop free convergence using metric increments

Let us illustrate the transient routing loops mentioned in chapter 4, with Figure 6.1.
In this network composed of five routers and six links, all links have an IGP metric
of 1 except the link between routersA andB whose IGP metric is set to5. Let us
consider what happens when linkB − C needs to be shutdown for maintenance
reasons. This link can be shutdown in one step, by removing itfrom the link state
database or in two steps as proposed in [TR06] by first settingits IGP metric to
MAX_METRIC − 1 and later removing it from the link state database. In both
cases, after the first step all routers must update their FIB.Before the topology
change, routerB sent the packets towardsA via C. After the topology change, it
will send the packets viaD. Unfortunately, before the topology change, routerD
was sending the packets towardsA via routersB andE. This implies that if router
B updates its FIB before routerD, a likely event as routerB will learn the topology
change before routerD, then packets destined toA will loop on theB − D link
until routerD has updated its FIB.

5

1

1

11

1

A

B C

D E

Paths to A before shutdown of B-C

Paths to A after shutdown of B-C

Figure 6.1: Simple network

Let us reconsider the example above, we will see that there exists a sequence
of metrics for linkB−C that permits to shut down the link without causing packet
loops and losses. Next, we will show that, in any possible network topology, there
always exists a sequence of metric increments that will allow a loopfree conver-
gence for the metric update of a linkA → B from one valuem to anotherm′ > m.

Let us assume that the IGP metric of linkB − C changes from1 to 2 in the
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Router A B C D E
A - C C C C
B C - C D C and D
C A B - B and E E
D E and B B E and B - E
E C C and D C D -

Table 6.1: FIB of all routers whenB − C = 1

Router A B C D E
A - C C C C
B C - C D C and D
C A B - B and E E
D E andB B E andB - E
E C C and D C D -

Table 6.2: FIB of all routers whenB − C = 2

Router A B C D E
A - C C C C
B C D - C D D D
C A B E - E E
D E B E - E
E C D C D -

Table 6.3: FIB of all routers whenB − C = 4

topology of Figure 6.1. Before the change, the FIB of all routers is as shown in
table 6.1. When the metric of linkB −C is set to2 (in both directions), routersB,
C, D andE update their FIB. At routerB, the consequence of the metric change is
that it will stop using routerC to reach destinationE. C will stop usingB to reach
D, andD will stop usingB to reachC andA. Thus, the metric change has reduced
the number of equal cost paths used by some routers to reach several destinations.
It is interesting to note that no transient loops occur during this metric change.

Let us look at what happens when the metric of linkB − C changes from2 to
4. The new FIB of all routers is shown in table 6.3. This change caused routersB
andC to update their FIB. RoutersB andC no longer use linkB−C to reach any
destination. As in the previous step, there are no transientloops during this update
and with this metric value, linkB −C does not carry packets anymore. It can thus
be safely shut down by the operator.

Now, let us show that metric sequences allowing a loopfree convergence always
exist. We firstly introduce a few notations.SPTA−→

m
B(X) is the shortest path tree

of X based on the initial topology where the metric of the linkA → B is set to
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m1. Paths(X,Y, S) is the set of equal cost paths fromX to Y in the shortest path
treeS. Dist(X,Y, S) is the IGP distance fromX to Y according to the shortest
path treeS. When a change in a link metric is performed, we useDist(X,Y ) to
denote the distance fromX to Y before the change, andDist′(X,Y ) to denote the
distance fromX to Y after the change.rSPT (X) is the reverse Shortest Path Tree
of X. This is a tree containing all the shortest paths from the nodes of the network
graph towardsX. Note that when Equal Cost Paths are used, this graph is actually
an acyclic graph. When a change in a link metric is performed,we respectively
denote the rSPT of X before and after the change withrSPT (X) andrSPT ′(X).

Definition 6.2.1 We say that a change is loopfree for a destinationD if transient
forwarding loops during the routing convergence cannot occur. That is, there does
not exist an ordering of the FIB updates for destinationD that transiently puts the
network in an inconsistent forwarding state such that packets destined toD can
loop.

Theorem 6.2.2 A change is loopfree for destinationD if and only if the merging
of rSPT (D) with rSPT ′(D) does not contain a cycle.

Theorem 6.2.2 has been proved in theorem 4.1.1.

Definition 6.2.3 A change is loopfree if it is loopfree for all the nodes of the net-
work.

To prove the existence of a sequence of metric increments that allows a loopfree
convergence when updating the metric of a link, we will show that incrementing
the metric of the link by 1 never causes transient loops, so that progressively incre-
menting the metric of a link can be performed to avoid loops.

Theorem 6.2.4 In a stable network, incrementing the metric of a linkA −→ B by
one leads to a loop-free convergence process.

We can prove this theorem by contradiction. Let us show that it is absurd to
have a transient loop in the network when the metric of linkA → B is increased by
one. There can be a loop for a destinationD while the routers adapt to the metric
change if there exists two distinct nodesX andY such thatX was in the paths
from Y to D before the change, andY will be in the paths fromX to D after the
change. In other words, there can be a transient loop for packets destined toD if
the merging of the rSPT ofD before and its rSPT after the change contains a cycle.

X ∈ Paths(Y,D, SPTA−→

m
B(Y )) (6.1)

Y ∈ Paths(X,D,SPTA −→

m+1
B(X)) (6.2)

1Although the use of Equal Cost Multi Path makes this "tree" actually be an acyclic graph, with
potentially more than one shortest path from a source to a destination, we use the term "tree" to
respect the IS-IS and OSPF terminology.
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If X was in the paths fromY to D before the change,X was not usingY to reach
D before the change, so that if (6.2) is true, then the new SPT ofX is such that
one of the shortest paths fromX to D containsY and its length is the length of its
initial shortest path toD plus 1 :

Dist′(X,Y ) + Dist′(Y,D)

= Dist(X,D) + 1 (6.3)

If Y was usingX to reachD before the change, then

Dist(Y,D) = Dist(Y,X) + Dist(X,D) (6.4)

In a first case, whenDist(Y,D) = Dist′(Y,D), by replacingDist′(Y,D) in
(6.3) by the value ofDist(Y,D) in (6.4), we obtain

Dist′(X,Y ) + Dist(Y,X) + Dist(X,D)

= Dist(X,D) + 1 (6.5)

Thus,

Dist′(X,Y ) + Dist(Y,X) = 1 (6.6)

Which is impossible asX andY are two distinct nodes and the sum of two
path lengths must at least be equal to 2.

In theother cases, Dist’(Y,D) is equal to Dist(Y,D)+1, as only one metric of a
link has been updated by incrementing it by 1. By replacingDist′(Y,D) in (6.3)
by the value ofDist(Y,D) in (6.4) plus one, we obtain

Dist′(X,Y ) + Dist(Y,X) + Dist(X,D) + 1

= Dist(X,D) + 1 (6.7)

From 6.7, we obtain

Dist′(X,Y ) + Dist(Y,X) = 0 (6.8)

Which is impossible asX andY are two distinct nodes. Thus, it is impossi-
ble to increment a link metric by one and verify both (6.1) and(6.2), which are
necessary for a transient forwarding loop to happen.

We have thus proved that we can always change the metric of a link to a larger
metric, by progressively incrementing the metric of the link by one, until the target
metric is reached. When the link must be shut down, the metriccan be incremented
until it becomes so large that the link does not carry packetsanymore. When this
metric has been reached, the link can be safely shut down.
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6.3 Loop free convergence using Key metric increments

Unfortunately, the technique described above isinefficient as a large number of
increments could have to be used when a link with a low metric must be shut down.
To solve this problem, we propose to perform larger increments of the metrics when
they are known to lead to a loopfree convergence. As the metric space of links is
wide in IS-IS and OSPF, it is not realistic to totally explorethe metric space and try
to find a possible loop free increment sequence for a given link metric transition.
Indeed, many operators take advantage of the whole width of the metric space. For
example, in the European Geant Research Network [GEA], there exists a link with
a metric of1 and a link with a metric of20, 000. Such variety of link metrics is
also present in the tier-1 ISP topologies that we analyse in Section 6.5.

Let us consider the topology of Figure 6.2. If we were to set the metric of the
link B−C to 40 with the previous technique, we would have to perform 30 metric
changes.

50

10

10

1010

10

A

B C

D E

Figure 6.2: Simple network with large metrics

However, we can see that even though the metric transition for link B−C from
10 to 40 leads to a forwarding loop, the transition from11 to 40 could not cause
a forwarding loop, so that{10, 11, 40} is a valid metric sequence to change the
metric of the link without loosing packets.

Now, we identify several key aspects of the transition from one link metric to
another, that we will use to reduce the set of metric increments used to perform a
progressive loopfree convergence.

6.3.1 Reroute Metric Sequences

Let us consider the set of equal cost shortest paths from a source S towards a
destinationD, such that some of these paths contain a linkA → B. We can
identify three different cases when the metric of this link is incremented by 1.

The first case is when the metric increasedoes not change the forwarding
path from S to D; except that the new distance fromS to D is increased by one.
In this case the set of paths fromS to D does not change. This implies that all
the paths used byS to reachD before the change contained the linkA → B.
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Indeed, if this was not the case only the paths that do not contain this link would
be used after the change, as their length is not affected. Note that in this first case
Dist′(S,D) = Dist(S,D) + 1. For example, when the metric of linkB → C in
Figure 6.2 is changed from10 to 11, the paths fromB to C do not change, and the
distance betweenB andC is increased by 1.

The second case is when the metric changeincreasesthe number of equal cost
paths fromS to D. This is the case when the paths via the linkA → B are still
among the shortest paths towardsD after the change, and other paths toD not
via A → B now become shortest paths. Note that in this case,Dist′(S,D) =
Dist(S,D) + 1. For example, when the metric of linkB → C in Figure 6.2 is
changed from29 to 30, the previous paths fromB to C are still used, and another
path viaD andE is used.

The third case is when the metric changedecreasesthe number of equal cost
paths fromS to D. This is the case when equal cost paths toD, not viaA → B,
existed before the change, and are the sole paths being used by S after the change.
In this case,Dist′(S,D) = Dist(S,D). For example, when the metric of link
B → C in Figure 6.2 is changed from30 to 31, only the pathB → D → E → C
is used byB to reachC.

Keeping this in mind, let us focus on a particular ordered sequence of metrics
for a link A → B, considering an initial metricm1, a target metricmt, and a desti-
nationD initially reached via this link by some routers. This sequence, called "Key
Metric Sequence" (KMS), containsm1, mt, and all the metrics within[m1,mt] for
the linkA → B that will force at least one routerR to use an additional equal cost
path towardsD that does not containA → B. We will call m the "Key Metric"
for destinationD at R if R uses an additional path not viaA → B when the link
metric is set tom.

In Figure 6.2, the Key Metric Sequence for linkB → C, considering an initial
metric of10, a target metric of40, and destinationA is {10, 30, 40}. 30 is the Key
Metric for destinationA at nodeB sinceB will start using pathB → D → E → C
to reachA when the metric is set to30. 10 is the initial metric, and it is also the
Key Metric for destinationA at nodeD sinceD uses both paths via and not via
B → C to reachA when the metric of the link is10.

Computing the KMS of a destinationD, considering a linkA → B, its initial
metricmi, and a target metricmt for this link is simple. We compute the rSPT of
D with both initial and target metric forA → B. When the distance from a node
N to D differs in those rSPTs,mi + Dist′(N,D)−Dist(N,D) is inserted in the
sequence. This metric is the one that will letN use paths via as well as not via
A → B to reachD, so that this value is the Key Metric ofN .

Let us consider one KMS{m1,m2, . . . ,mi, . . . ,mt} for a destinationD. Let
us now insert, between each pair of elements(mi,mi+1), an intermediate valuem′

i

equal tomi + 1.
We will show in Theorem 6.3.1 that such a sequence, that we call a Reroute

Metric Sequence (RMS) for destinationD, is such that the progressive setting of
each metric contained in the sequence provides a loop free convergence forD, for
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each successive metrics in the sequence, until the target metric is reached.
In Figure 6.2, the Reroute Metric Sequence for linkB → C, considering an

inital metric of10, a target metric of40, and destinationA, is {10, 11, 30, 31, 40}.
If the metric of the link is progressively set to those values, then no transient for-
warding loop could occur for destinationA.

Theorem 6.3.1 Given a linkA → B, progressively setting the metric of the link
with the metrics of a Reroute Metric Sequence forD will provide a loop free con-
vergence for destinationD.

Let us consider a RMS for a linkA → B and a destinationD, {m1,m1 +
1,m2,m2 + 1, . . . ,mi,mi + 1, . . . ,mt}.

For eachi, a transition frommi to mi + 1 is loopfree according to Theorem
6.2.4.

For eachi, a transition frommi + 1 to mi+1 is loopfree. In a first case, if
mi+1 = mi + 1 there is no metric increment to perform. Otherwise, if the metric
of A → B is mi + 1, there is no router that will update its FIB for destinationD if
the metric of the link is set to a value within[mi + 1,mi+1[. The contrary would
mean that there is a rerouting router whose Key Metric is not present in the RMS.
So, increasing the metric of the link frommi +1 to mi+1 is equivalent to changing
the metric of the link frommi + 1 to mi+1 − 1, which does not change anything in
the paths used by the routers to reachD, and then incrementing the metric of the
link from mi+1 − 1 to mi+1. Doing this cannot cause forwarding loops according
to Theorem 6.2.4.

We showed in the beginning of this section that, in the topology depicted in
Figure 6.2, the Metric Sequence{10, 11, 40} was sufficient to provide a loopfree
convergence for destinationA when setting the link metric ofB −C to 40, even if
the RMS computed for this link would have been equal to{10, 11, 30, 31, 40} for
A.

In fact, most of the metrics of a RMS are actually not necessary to provide
a loopfree convergence for a given destinationD. But these are the key metrics
that cause FIB Updates for destinationD on the routers of the network. So, we
will try to remove the unnecessary increments from the RMS. We will call the
obtained sequences Reduced Reroute Metric Sequences (RRMS). When the size
of a RRMS for a destinationD is minimal, i.e. when there does not exist a shorter
metric sequence ensuring a loop-free convergence, we call the sequence an Optimal
Reroute Metric Sequence (ORMS).

6.3.2 Reduced and Optimal Reroute Metric Sequences.

Definition 6.3.2 An optimal reroute metric sequence, given a topology change, is
a loopfree reroute metric sequence for this change that is shorter or of equal length
than any other loopfree reroute metric sequence for this change.

Here, we will explain our technique to reduce an RMS to an RRMS, consider-
ing a destinationD, a link A → B, with its intial metricm1 and a target metric
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mt > m1. Next, we will prove that our technique provides Optimal Reroute Metric
Sequences.

To reduce a RMS for a destinationD to an RRMS, we propose to start from
the initial metric and perform the largest possible metric increment that does not
lead to forwarding loops. We do that at each step until the target metric is reached.
We call this technique the "Largest Increase First" technique (LIF).

For example, given a Reroute Metric Sequence{m1,m
′
1,m2,m

′
2, . . . ,mi,m

′
i, . . . ,mt},

we find the largest metricM in that sequence, such that setting the metric of
A → B to M will not lead to forwarding loops. To do that, we compute the
rSPT ofD considering the largest metric for the link in the sequence.Then, we
merge the initial rSPT ofD with its rSPT after the change, and we detect cycles
within the obtained graph. When a cycle is detected, we try itagain with smaller
metrics until we find one metricM such that the merging of the rSPTs is cycle
free. Then we reapply the technique, starting fromM , and we do that repeatedly
until we reach the target metricmt.

When computing the largest metric increment, we chose to trythe largest met-
ric first and decrease it when cycles are detected to be able toreuse the rSPTs
computed with large metrics during the remainder of the RMS reduction. Also,
very few metrics are generally necessary to reach the targetmetric even if the ini-
tial RMS is long. Thus starting by the end of the sequence reduces the number of
rSPTs to compute during the RMS reduction.

Theorem 6.3.3 The reduction technique above provides optimal reroute metric se-
quences.

Now, let us prove theorem 6.3.3. The reasoning is based on lemma 6.3.4.
Proof :

Lemma 6.3.4 If a metric transition for a linkA → B from m to n, with m < n,
is not loopfree, then

1. A metric transition fromk to n for this link, withk < m, is not loopfree

2. A metric transition fromm to o for this link, withn < o, is not loopfree

Let us prove this lemma. If the transition from metricm to n is not loopfree for
a destinationD, then there is a cycle in the merging ofrSPT (D) andrSPT ′(D),
being respectively the rSPT ofD when the metric ofA → B is set tom andn.

Let us denote the rSPT ofD when the metric of the link is set too with
rSPT ′′(D). The second proposition is true if there is a cycle in the merging of
rSPT (D) andrSPT ′′(D). When setting the link metric fromm to n, the shortest
path of a set of nodes towardsD were no longer via linkA → B, which led to the
possibility of a loop. Let us denote this set of nodes byN . If the link metric was
set too, instead of being set tom, each node inN would also use their shortest
paths toD not viaA → B. Basically, these are the same as the ones they use when
the metric is set ton. So, the path from each node inN to D in rSPT ′(D) is the
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same path as inrSPT ′′(D). So, when mergingrSPT ′′(D) with rSPT (D), we
obtain at least the same cycles as when mergingrSPT (D) with rSPT ′(D).

The same reasoning can be applied to prove the first proposition.
From this lemma, we can prove that our reduction technique provides Optimal

Reroute Metric Sequences.
Let us consider a RRMS{m1, . . . ,m,m′′,m′′′, . . . ,mt}, obtained with our

technique.
Due to the definition of the LIF technique, we know that

1. A transition fromm′′ to the metric of the initial RMS followingm′′′, say
mloopy is not loopfree.

2. From 1) and Lemma 6.3.4, we know that a transition from a metric x < m′′

to mloopy is not loopfree.

If the LIF technique does not always provide an ORMS, this implies that an-
other technique could provide a shorter valid sequence by not always selecting
as next metric to a givenm the largest possible metric increment that ensures a
loopfree convergence. Starting from metricm, the better technique would thus
select as next metric in its resulting sequence a metricm′ < m′′.

3. In order to spare a metric increment in comparison with LIF, it would have to
select as the next metric afterm′, a metricmbetter > m′′′, so thatmbetter ≥
mloopy.

So, the better technique would have the subsequence{m,m′,mbetter} in its
Reroute Metric Sequence.

4. Knowing thatm′ < m′′ and mbetter ≥ mloopy, we obtain from 2) and
Lemma 6.3.4 that this transition is not loopfree, so that this better technique
does not exist.

In Figure 6.2, the RMS for destinationA, considering the metric change of link
B → C from 10 to 40, is {10, 11, 30, 31, 40}. When applying the LIF technique
the obtained ORMS forA is {10, 11, 40}. Indeed, a direct change from 10 to 30
would cause a loop between B and D, so that the metric 11 is mandatory, and a
direct change from 11 to 40 is loopfree for destinationA, so that the intermediate
metrics are skipped by the technique.

6.3.3 Merged Reroute Metric Sequences.

In practice, routers react to the update of a link metric by updating their FIB for
all the destinations towards which their shortest paths have changed. So, knowing
the ORMS for a destinationD, according to a metric transition for a link, is not
sufficient to provide a working solution.
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In this part, we show that the merging of the ORMS obtained foreach des-
tination gives a valid, loopfree Reroute Metric Sequence for all the destinations
affected by the change. We call such sequences Merged Reroute Metric Sequences
(MRMS).

Let us consider an ORMS{mi, . . . ,mj ,mk,ml, . . . ,mt}, for link A → B and
a destinationD.

We need to prove that inserting values in that sequence also gives a loopfree
Metric Sequence for destinationD.

Let us consider the sequence{mi, . . . ,mj ,ms,mk,ml, . . . ,mt}, with ms ∈
]mj ,mk[. Let us denote the rSPT ofD when the metric of linkA → B is set to
mx by rSPTx(D).

As mj and mk are consecutive metrics in the initial ORMS, we know that
the merging ofrSPTj(D) andrSPTk(D) does not contain a cycle. The set of
source-destination paths that differs between those rSPTsforms a superset of the
paths that differ betweenrSPTj(D) andrSPTs(D). Indeed, every path not via
A → B that becomes used to reachD when the metric of the link is set toms also
becomes used when the metric of the link is set to a larger value. Also, every path
via A → B that is still used to reachD when the metric of the link is set tomk is
also still used when the metric is set toms < mk. This implies that the merging
of rSPTj(D) and rSPTs(D) is the merging ofrSPTj(D) and a subgraph of
rSPTk(D), so that this merging does not contain a cycle. The same reasoning can
be used to show that the merging ofrSPTs(D) andrSPTk(D) is cycle free, so
that the metric sequence{mj ,ms,mk} is loopfree for destinationD.

As the same reasoning can be applied when inserting a metric betweenms

and mk in the new sequence, we have proved that the insertion of an arbitrary
number of metrics within an ORMS still gives a loopfree metric sequence for its
destination.

6.3.4 Optimization of Merged Reroute Metric Sequences.

The merging of two Optimal Reroute Metric SequencesSa andSb associated with
two destinationsa andb might be such that there exists a shorter sequence provid-
ing a loopfree convergence for both destinationa andb.

Firstly, an Intermediate Metric in a Reroute Metric Sequence for Sa becomes
unnecessary in the merged sequence if a Key Metric ofSb can play the role of the
Intermediate Metric inSa.

Let us for example assume thatSa = {3, 4, 8}, andSb = {5, 8}, with 3, 8,
and 5 being Key Metrics. The metric4 in Sa is an Intermediate Metric introduced
when the Reroute Metric Sequence is computed fora. This means that the only
reason to transiently set the metric of the link to4 is to force a routerR to stop
using its equal cost paths toa that containA → B, as 4 is not a Key Metric and
the next Key Metric is 8. An intermediate value of5 would have the same effect
and would also be loopfree.
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This implies that,S′
a = {3, 5, 8} is also a valid Reroute Metric Sequence for

destinationa. So, we can replace the initial Merged Reroute Metric Sequence
{3, 4, 5, 8} by {3, 5, 8}, still ensuring that no transient forwarding loop will occur
during the convergence.

Secondly, a Key Metric in a Reroute Metric Sequence forSa becomes unnec-
essary in the merged sequence if another Metric present inSb can play the role of
this Key Metric. Let us for example assume thatSa = {3, 4, 8}, andSb = {5, 8},
with 3,4,5,8 being Key Metrics. It is possible that the Key Metric 5 for Sb, obtained
with the LIF technique, would be also valid if 5 is replaced by4, so that{3, 4, 8}
would still ensure that no transient forwarding loops occurduring the convergence.

To re-optimize the Merged Reroute Metric Sequences, we re-apply the LIF
technique on them.

Metric increase tomt for Link A → B:
//Computation of the affected Destinations
AffectedDest = follow(A → B, SPTinit(A));
//Computation of the ORMS
ORMSSet ={};
foreachDestinationD ∈ AffectedDest do

RMS = GetRMS(D,A → B, mt);
ORMS = OptimizeRMS(D, RMS, A → B, l.metric, mt);
ORMSSet.add(ORMS);

end
MergedRMS = MergeSequences(ORMSSet);
MergedRMS = PruneUnecessaryMetrics(MergedRMS);
return MergedRMS;

MetricSequenceGetRMS(Destination dest, Link L, Metric target_metric):
RMS ={L.metric, target_metric};
//Compute the rSPT of D with the initial metric of L
initialRSPT = computeRSPT(dest,L,L.metric);
//Compute the rSPT of D with the target metric of L
targetRSPT = computeRSPT(dest,L,target_metric);
foreachNode
S | PathLength(S, D, initialRSPT ) 6= PathLength(S, D, targetRSPT ) do

KeyMetric = L.metric + PathLength(S,D,targetRSPT) -
PathLength(S,D,initialRSPT);
RMS.add(KeyMetric);
//Introduce Intermediate Metric
if KeyMetric 6= target_metricthen

RMS.add(KeyMetric+1);
end

end
return RMS;

Algorithm 4 : Algorithm to compute Merged Reroute Metric Sequences. Part 1

In Figures 4 and 5, we present the pseudo-code for the computation of a Merged
Reroute Metric Sequence considering a metric increase tomt for a link A → B.
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MetricSequenceOptimizeRMS(DestinationD,MetricSequence RMS,Link L,Metric
StartMetric,Metric TargetMetric):
tempORMS ={StartMetric};
currentMetric = StartMetric;
while (!(currentMetric==TargetMetric))do

//Find the largest Metric M in RMS such that transition from
//currentMetric to M is loopfree for destinationD
M = TargetMetric;
bool loopfree=false;
while (! loopfree)do

MergedrSPT = merge(rSPT(D,L,currentMetric),rSPT(D,L,M)):
if MergedrSPT.containsCycle()then

M = Metric BeforeM in RMS;
end
else

loopfree = true;
end

end
tempORMS.add(M);
CurrentMetric = M;

end
return tempORMS;

ShortestPathTree rSPT(Destination Dest, Link L, metric m):
if (rSPTCache.contains(Dest,L,m))then

return getrSPTCache(Dest,L,m)
end
else

rSPT = Compute rSPT of D with the metric of L set to m;
putInCache(Dest,L,m,rSPT);

end

Algorithm 5 : Algorithm to compute Merged Reroute Metric Sequences. Part 2
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The algorithm firstly explores the SPT ofA to obtain the set of destinations
that are reached via linkA → B. Then, it computes the Optimal Reroute Metric
Sequence for each destinationD reached via this link. To do that, it computes the
set of Key Metrics forD, by analysing the reverse Shortest Path Trees ofD with
the initial and target metric set toA → B, and it inserts the Intermediate Metrics
to give the Reroute Metric Sequence.

Then, it optimizes the Sequences by applying the LIF technique. In the imple-
mentation, we stop the merging of the rSPTs performed by the LIF technique as
soon as a length-2 cycle is detected, so that the cycle detection performed on the
merged rSPTs is not necessary in those cases.

Finally, we merge the obtained optimal Reroute Metric Sequences, and we
prune Intermediate and Key Metrics that become unnecessarydue to the merging.
Note that the computed rSPTs are put in a cache along the computation of an
optimized reroute metric sequences, so that the number of rSPT computations is in
the worst case equal to the length of the initial Reroute Metric Sequence for each
destination.

The algorithm has been implemented in Java as a Proof of Concept.

6.4 Loop free convergence using metric decrements

What has been presented in the previous section holds for thecases where a link
is shut down or its metric is increased. We based the correctness of the provided
metric update sequences on the fact that, at each step, for each destination affected
by the change, the merging of its rSPT before and after the event is cycle free.

That is, when we consider the transition between a metricmi towards a metric
mt smaller thanmi, we know that reversing a valid Reroute Metric Sequence for
the transition of the link metric frommt to mi will provide transitions such that
the merging of the rSPTs of the affected destinations are cycle free, at each step of
a transition frommi to mt.

So, it is not necessary to provide an algorithm that specifically solves the met-
ric decrease problem as soon as an algorithm is provided for the metric increase
problem.

Note that when a link is being brought up in the network, we first set the metric
of the link to a value such that the link will not be used. Then,we apply the same
technique as for a metric decrease event.

6.5 ISP Topologies Analysis

To evaluate the performance of our rerouting scheme, we use three real ISP topolo-
gies. The first one is GEANT, the pan-European Research Network [GEA]. We
use the GEANT topology as it was in 2005. GEANT connected all the National
Research networks in Europe and had interconnections with research networks in
other continents. GEANT was composed of 22 routers, 21 in Europe and one
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in New-York, USA. The network topology was highly meshed in the core (Ger-
many, Switzerland, France, UK, Netherlands) and there was fewer redundancy in
the other parts of the network. Each POP was composed of a single router.

The second studied network contains all the routers of a Tier-1 ISP with pres-
ence in Europe, America and Asia. This network is composed ofabout 110 routers
and 400 directed links.

The third studied network contains the backbone nodes of a large Tier-1 ISP.
The backbone of this network has about 200 routers and 800 directed links in Eu-
rope, America and Asia. For both Tier-1 ISPs, each POP is usually composed of
two core routers as well as several aggregation and access routers.

We applied the technique on all the directed links of those ISPs. We did not try
to write optimized Java code in our proof of concept. However, the time required
to compute the reroute metric sequences for Geant was negligible. For the two
Tier-1 ISPs, a few seconds was required in the worst case to compute a reroute
metric sequence. As we will see in the results, around 50% of the links shutdown
could lead to a forwarding loop in the studied topologies. So, directly setting the
metric of a link toMAX_METRIC as described in [TR06] is not sufficient to
gracefully shut down links.

We considered the worst-case scenario where the consideredlink must be shut-
down, so that the target metric of the link isMAX_METRIC.

In Figure 6.3, we can see that among the 72 directed links of Geant, the length
of the MRMS is 1 for 39 links. In fact, these are the links that can be shut
down without causing forwarding loops, so that the reroute sequence only contains
MAX_METRIC. Forwarding loops can occur during the shutdown of 33 links.
For 30 of them, less then 3 metrics includingMAX_METRIC are required. 4
metric changes are necessary for 2 links, and 6 metric changes are necessary for
one link. This last link is connecting the Eastern Europe routers to one router in
Germany. Eastern Europe routers form a ring, which favours the occurence of for-
warding loops, so that many destinations reached via this link have a non-empty
Optimized Reroute Metric Sequence.

For the second topology (Figure 6.4), we can see that around 40% of the links
require a metric sequences containing more than 2 values. That is, 40% of the
links lead to forwarding loops when they are shut down. This confirms the results
of our micro-loop analysis performed on the same topology inchapter 4. We also
observe that all the obtained reroute metric sequences havea length shorter than
12. 94.1% of them are shorter then 5 and 98.8% shorter than 10.We can see that
a small percentage of the reroute metric sequences have a length of 0. These are
the sequences for links that are unused in the topology, so that it is not necessary
to change their metric before shutting them down.

For the third topology (Figure 6.5), 50% of the links cannot be shutdown di-
rectly without causing forwarding loops. This confirms the results of our micro-
loop analysis performed on the same topology in chapter 4. Though, 97.3% of
the links can be shutdown without forwarding loops by using Reroute Metric Se-
quences whose length is shorter than 10 and 99.3% with metrics sequences shorter
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Figure 6.3: Reroute Metric Sequence length distribution for Geant
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Figure 6.4: Reroute Metric Sequence length distribution for the first Tier-1 ISP

then 20. 5 links require longer metric sequences, with a worst case length of 40 for
one link.

Assuming a worst-case convergence time of 5 seconds after a link metric up-
date, applying the solution would let an operator wait for less than a minute to shut
down a link without loosing packets in most of the cases. As the solution is applied
in the case of planned, non-urgent topological change, the delaying of the actual
link shut down seems to be short compared to the obtained gain. When a sudden
topological changes occurs while the solution is applied ona link somewhere else
in the network, the network monitoring tool should stop the modification of the link
metric and restart the computation of a valid Metric RerouteSequence according
to the new topology.

Shutting down a link is a worst-case event for the solution. We also performed
analysis where the metric of each link is doubled to considera case where a metric
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Figure 6.5: Reroute Metric Sequence length distribution for the second Tier-1 ISP

is updated for traffic engineering purposes. For Geant, the maximum length of a
sequence was 3. In the second topology, one sequence had a length of 12, and 92%
of the sequences where shorter than 3, with the target metricincluded. In the third
topology, the maximum length of a sequence was 22, and the length of most of the
remaining sequences was shorter than 5.

6.6 Deployment Issues

The solution described in this paper could be integrated in the network management
system (NMS) used by any network operator as we do not requireany change to
the routers. It could for example be integrated in traffic engineering tools such as
NetScope [FGL+00], Cariden MATE [Tec05] or the TOTEM toolbox [BLD+07].
We have implemented the algorithms to compute the MRMS in Java. The TOTEM
toolbox can already compute the optimized IGP metrics for a given traffic matrix
using [FRT02]. We envision as a further work to provide the MRMS to be used
when performing the metric changes that result from the IGP metrics optimization.

Some care must be taken while integrating our solution with an NMS. First, the
NMS must maintain the network topology in real-time. The easiest solution is to in-
tegrate inside the NMS an IGP monitor such as the one proposedin [SG04a]. With
such a monitor, the NMS will always know the exact network topology. Second,
it must wait until a metric increment has been applied through the entire network
before applying another increment of the sequence. In an IS-IS or OSPF network,
timers are configured by the operators in order to control therate at which routers
are allowed to react when a network topology becomes unstable. Some static de-
laying can be used, or some smarter delaying mechanism can beused to force
routers to be reactive when a single link state change occurs, but temper the SPF
re-computations and FIB updates when the network becomes unstable, i.e when
bursts of link-state changes arise in the topology [Cis04b]. Our method should
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take this into account when sequenceing the introduction ofmetric updates. Basi-
cally, the delaying between the setting of the link metric should be such that the
routers will always consider the event introduced in the network as being a single
event, rather than an event being a part of an unstable looking burst of link-state
changes. So, when a staticSPF_Delay is used, the introduction of the metric up-
dates should be injected by respecting an interval larger thenSPF_Delay. When
an adaptative Exponential Backoff mechanism is used, the interval between each
injection of a metric update must be larger then theMaximum_Wait interval
[Cis04b].

Network operators who care about the convergence inside their network, and
who are by such the target users for our technique, configure such timers agres-
sively, which tends to reduce the transition time incurred by our technique. Timers
used to control the rate of SPF recomputations in the routersmust also be taken
into account. Another issue to be considered is that anotherlink can suddenly fail
between two metric changes. In this case, the NMS will detectthe sudden topology
change and recompute the new metric sequence to be applied. Another choice can
be to let the network fall back to a best effort convergence process. This would be
achieved by directly setting the metric of the link to its target metric.

6.7 Related Work

We already overviewed the work related to loop avoidance in section 5.7. Here, we
only specify the position of our scheme relying on metric increments.

The problem of avoiding transient loops during IGP convergence that follows
topology changes has mainly been studied by considering extensions to routing
protocols. In Chapter 5, we proposed a distributed solutionbased on messages en-
coded inside the IS-IS Hello messages exchanged between routers. At the time of
this thesis, this scheme was being standardized in [FBS+06], but a few years will
pass before the IETF standardizes extensions to OSPF and IS-IS and operators are
actually able to deploy them. The main advantage of the solution proposed here is
that it can be implemented today in a network management system and does not
require any changes to routers and protocols. In [BS07], M. Shand et al. discuss
the idea of repeatedly incrementing a link metric by one to reach a forwarding state
where the link is no longer used. This solution was rejected by the IETF due to the
number of increments that would be required to shut a link down. Our solution only
performs the metric updates that are necessary to avoid forwarding loops, so that
the idea is now applicable. Shortly after the submission of this thesis, we have been
notified by the authors of [IIOY] of this previous work. This paper presents a theo-
retical analysis of the forwarding loops that can occur for agiven destination upon
a metric-increase event. The paper also shows that performing the largest loopfree
metric increment provides optimal sequences for a given destination. Compared to
this prior art, the solution presented in this chapter dealswith multiple destinations
at the same time, which is required to be practical for the reconfiguration of metrics
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in IS-IS and OSPF. We also propose techniques to reduce the length of the metric
sequences obtained by the merging of the sequences that are loopfree for a single
destination, and analyse the applicability of such techniques in ISP topologies.

6.8 Conclusion

In this chapter, we proposed a solution that can be applied now by ISPs to avoid
transient forwarding loops during a maintenance operationperformed on a link.
The solution allows an operator to reconfigure the metric of alink, shut down a
link, or set up a link in the network without loosing a single packet. Compared to
the solutions proposed before, the main advantage of the solution is that it does not
require any modification to the intra-domain routing protocol, as the solution relies
on sequences of metric reconfigurations such that each step of the sequence does
not disrupt the consistency in the forwarding of packets accross the network. Cur-
rently, we do not intend to implement such a solution in the routers themselves, but
rather in a network management tool that would issue SNMP or NetConf requests
to the node being the head-end of the link to be reconfigured. The provided ap-
plicability analysis performed on real ISP topologies shows that the solution never
requires a large number of link metric reconfigurations to shut a link down or bring
it back up. This is fortunate as the consequence is that applying the solution will
not lead to a tremendous delaying of the actual shut down of the link being main-
tained. Hence, it will not be an important constraint for an operator to use the
solution, even if the gain of using it is important. As stringent SLAs are a real-
ity that ISPs currently face, we think that the solution is attractive as it will help
them to avoid forwarding loops by themselves while the long lasting standardiza-
tion process of a protocol built-in solution terminates andimplementations reach
the market.
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Part III

Improving the convergence of
inter-domain routing protocols
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Chapter 7

IP Fast Reroute for eBGP peering
links

We first show by measurements that BGP peering links fail as frequently as in-
tradomain links and usually for short periods of time. We propose a new fast-
reroute technique where routers arepreparedto react quickly to interdomain link
failures. For each of its interdomain links, each router precomputes aprotection
tunnel, i.e. an IP tunnel to an alternate nexthop which can reach thesame destina-
tions as via the protected link. We propose a BGP-based auto-discovery technique
that allows each router to learn the candidate protection tunnels for its links. Each
router selects the best protection tunnels for its links andwhen it detects an inter-
domain link failure, it immediately encapsulates the packets to send them through
the protection tunnel. Our solution is applicable for the links between large transit
ISPs and also for the links between multi-homed stub networks and their providers.
Furthermore, we show that transient forwarding loops (and thus the corresponding
packet losses) can be avoided during the routing convergence that follows the de-
activation of aprotection tunnelin BGP/MPLS VPNs and in IP networks using
encapsulation.

7.1 Introduction

To support those mission-critical applications, networksneed to guarantee very
stringent Service Level Agreements (SLA). When the networkis stable and there
are no link failures, buffer acceptance, marking and scheduling mechanisms im-
plemented on today’s routers [FE05] allow ISPs to provide the performance guar-
antees required by their customers. Unfortunately, the links used in IP networks
are not 100% stable and measurements carried in operationalnetworks indicate that
link failures are common events [MIB+04, WJL03, FABK03, GMG+04, FMM+04].
Furthermore, many of those failures only last for a few seconds or tens of seconds.

In the previous part of this thesis, we studied means to improve the recovery
of IP networks upon failures of intradomain links. In addition to affecting intrado-
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main links, failures also affect BGP peering links between ASes or links between
a BGP/MPLS VPN service provider and a customer site. In this case, ISPs de-
pend on BGP to be able to recover from those failures. Measurements performed
recently on high-end routers [Ros04] report an 18 seconds delay to recover the fail-
ure of a peering link on a high-end router using 500k BGP routes. Measurements
performed in a BGP/MPLS VPN environment [Fil04b] indicate that five seconds
is a conservative estimate for the BGP convergence time after the failure of a link
between a service provider router and a client site. The current state-of-the-art
with BGP routers is thus far from the 50 milliseconds target imposed by stringent
real-time applications.

Several authors have proposed modifications to reduce the BGP convergence
time in case of failures [PAN+05, GP01]. Those techniques improve the BGP
convergence time by reducing the BGP path exploration that must be performed
to recover the reachability across the network. However, asthey depend on the
exchange of messages, the achieved convergence time will always be much larger
than the 50 milliseconds target.

Here, we propose a new fast-reroute technique that allows toprovide sub-50
milliseconds restoration when a BGP peering link fails, by allowing a local restora-
tion after the failure. We first assume that the failures of the interdomain links are
detected by using a trigger from the physical layer such as a SONET loss of signal
[VPD04] or a protocol such as BFD [KW06]. This failure detection typically takes
less than 15 milliseconds [Fil04b] on high-end routers. Instead of asking routers
to react to the failure of their BGP peering links by starting an IGP orBGP con-
vergence, our techniquepreparesthe routers to quickly handle the failure of such
links. For this, each router locates analternate nexthopfor each of its BGP peering
links. We propose a BGP extension that allows a router to automatically discover
thealternate nexthopsfor each of its BGP peering links. When a BGP peering link
fails, the router that detects the failure immediately updates its Forwarding Infor-
mation Base (FIB) to encapsulate the packets that were usingthe failed link and
send them to analternate nexthopthrough an IP tunnel. Thealternate nexthopwill
send the packets to their final destination without using thefailed link. On high-end
routers, we show how it is possible to modify the FIB within the 50 milliseconds
budget. The tunnel to thealternate nexthopallows to avoid packet losses, but the
packets do not follow the shortest path inside the network. After some time, the
router attached to the failed link may need to announce the failure. This will cause
a BGP convergence at least inside the local AS. For BGP/MPLS VPNs and IP net-
works using encapsulation, we show that no packet will be lost in the AS during
this convergence. Techniques aimed at reducing BGP path exploration can thus be
used in conjunction with our scheme, and benefit from it. Notehowever that as the
reachability is recovered right after the activation of theFast Reroute technique, a
convergence that prevents further packet loss, as described in chapter 8 could be
more appropriate.

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. In section 7.2, we analyse
the failures of BGP peering links in a transit ISP. In section7.3 we first discuss the
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problem of protecting interdomain links and show that thereare two different prob-
lems : thestuband theparallel-linksproblems. We then describe the principles of
our solution in section 7.4. We show in sections 7.5 and 7.6 how those two prob-
lems can be solved by using protection tunnels. Then, in section 7.8 we discuss
the conditions under which it is possible to remove an activated protection tunnel
without causing packet losses or transient forwarding loops during the routing con-
vergence that follows the deactivation of the protection tunnel. Finally, we compare
our proposal with related work in section 7.9.

7.2 Failures of BGP peering links

Several studies have analysed the performance of the globalInternet and the impact
of link failures from several viewpoints. A first possible way is to collect the link
state packets exchanged by routers in a large network and infer the link failures
from the reported changes. This method has been applied to several operational
ISP networks [MIB+04, WJL03]. Those studies considered different networks,
but they basically found three important results. First,link failures are common
eventsthat must be efficiently handled by the routing protocols. Second, a small
number of links are responsible for a large fraction of the failures. This is the
common but annoying problem of flapping links. Third, link failures are usually
transient events. Very often, the duration of a link failureis around a few or a few
tens of seconds.

The second type of study is to use end-to-end measurements orto analyse BGP
messages [FABK03, GMG+04, FMM+04] to infer information about link failures.
However, it is difficult from such a study to determine the exact location of a failure.
To our knowledge, no detailed study has characterised the types of failures that
affect eBGP peering links.

7.2.1 Measurement methodology

To evaluate the importance of protecting eBGP peering links, we studied the fail-
ures of the eBGP peering links of a transit ISP. In this ISP, the eBGP peering links
were configured as follows : a prefix is allocated to each eBGP peering link and
the router of the ISP attached to this link advertises this prefix inside its link state
packets as long as it considers the link to be up.

When such an eBGP peering link fails, the router attached to the failed link
reacts in two steps. First, it advertises a new link state packet without the prefix
of the failed peering link. This indicates to all routers of the ISP that the external
prefixes advertised via the failed BGP nexthop are now unreachable. All the routers
of the ISP will then re-run their BGP decision process to select new routes for
the unreachable external prefixes. The second step is that the router will send
BGP withdraw messages to indicate that the prefixes learned over the failed eBGP
link are not reachable anymore. From an intra-AS routing convergence viewpoint,
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this exchange of iBGP messages is unnecessary as the failurehas already been
advertised by the intradomain routing protocol.

To characterise the failures of the eBGP peering links, we first obtained the
IP prefixes of all the eBGP nexthops of the studied ISP. We found 47 distinct nex-
thops. The eBGP sessions with these nexthops were on distinct point-to-point links
(SONET/SDH or gigabit Ethernet) as the studied ISP was not attached to Intercon-
nection Points. Thus, the failure the prefix associated to a peering link indicates the
failure of this link. All of the peering relationships of thestudied AS involved a sin-
gle peering link with the neighbour AS, except for four neighbour AS’s which were
each interconnected via two peering links to the studied AS and one neighbour AS
which had four peering links to the studied AS.

As the studied ISP is using IS-IS as its intradomain routing protocol, we col-
lected all the IS-IS packets received by a PC runningpyrt1 during three months
and analysed the collected trace by usinglisis2.

7.2.2 Characterisation of eBGP peering failures

We first analysed the IS-IS trace to determine the number of failures of the eBGP
peering links. During the studied three-month period, we found 9452 distinct fail-
ures. Figure 7.1 provides more details about occurrence of the eBGP peering links
failures. The x-axis is the time measured in hours and we listall eBGP peering
links on the y-axis so that the failures of the tenth peering link appear on line 10.
We use error bars to show both the time of the failure and its duration. However,
as most failures are very short, the error bar is often reduced to a simple cross in
the figure. Figure 7.1 shows clearly that eBGP failures are regular events and most
eBGP sessions are affected by failures3. However, the failures were not equally
spread among the peering links. In fact, 83% of the failures occurred on a single
eBGP peering link. Discussions with the operator revealed that this link had indeed
problems at the physical layer that explained the large amount of flapping. Four
other links had more than 100 failures during the three monthperiod and some
links did not fail at all.

We checked manually the IS-IS trace to determine whether theparallel eBGP
peering links with the same neighbour AS failed at the same time. We did not find
any common failure among the studied parallel links inside our three-months trace.

The second information that we gathered from the IS-IS tracewas the duration
of the failures. Figure 7.2 provides the cumulative distribution of the duration of
the failures that affected all BGP peering links as well as the most stable eBGP
peering links. The curve labelled ’All eBGP peering links’ shows than most eBGP
peering link failures last less than 100 seconds. However, this number is biased by

1pyrt is available fromhttp://ipmon.sprint.com/pyrt
2lisis is available fromhttp://totem.info.ucl.ac.be/tools.html
3As we analysed the prefixes advertised by the routers with IS-IS, a manual reset of an eBGP session is not

counted as a failure since it has not effect on IS-IS. The onlymanual operation that we count as a failure is when
the interface is ashutdown of a link by the operator.
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Figure 7.1: Failures of eBGP peerings

the large amount of flapping on some of the studied links.
To reduce this flapping bias, we removed from the analysis thefive eBGP peer-

ing links that caused most of the failures and draw the curve labelled ’Stable eBGP
peering links’. An analysis of the failures affecting the stable BGP peering links
reveals several interesting points. First, 22% of the eBGP peering link failures last
less than 1 second. Such a transient failure should clearly not cause the exchange
of a large number of BGP messages inside the transit AS to converge towards new
routes. Second, 82% of the failures of the most stable eBGP peering links lasted
less than 180 seconds. This is similar to the study of intradomain link failures re-
ported in [ICM+02],where about 70% of the failures lasted less than 3 minutes.
Note that if we consider all eBGP peering links in our analysis instead of only the
most stable ones, then 97.5% of the eBGP peering link failures last less than three
minutes.
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Figure 7.2: Duration of the failures of the eBGP peering links

7.2.3 Implications

Our study confirms the three major results of the intradomainstudies. Peering link
failures are common events, a small number of peering links are responsible for a
large fraction of the failures and peering link failures areusually transient events.

Since most of those failures last less than a few minutes, those events are good
candidates to be protected by using a fast reroute technique. Using such a technique
and waiting say one minute before advertising the link failure via BGP would help
in reducing a lot the BGP churn.

7.3 Problem statement

There are several ways of interconnecting ASes together [WMS04]. To design our
fast reroute technique, we first assume that ifASx considers that a BGP peering
link with ASy is valuable enough to be protected, then there should at least be a
second link betweenASx andASy. This is a very reasonable requirement from
an operational viewpoint.

This type of interconnection is very common between transitISPs and when
stub ASes are connected with redundant links to their provider. For such multi-
connected ASes, the failure of one interdomain link can be naturally handled by
redirecting the packets sent on the protected link to another link with the same
AS. For example, in figure 7.3, if linkR1 − X1 fails, thenR1 should be able
to immediately reroute the packets that were using the failed link to X2 via R2.
This redirection of the packets is possible provided that the same destinations are
reachable via the two parallel links. This is a common requirement for peering links
[FMR04] and can be a design guideline to provide sub-50 milliseconds recovery in
case of failures.
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A similar interconnection is also used in BGP/MPLS VPNs (right part of fig-
ure 7.3). For important customer sites, it is common to attach two customer edge
(CE) routers from this site to two differentprovider edge(PE) routers of the service
provider. In the right part of figure 7.3, if linkPE1−CE1 fails, thenPE1 should
be able to immediately reroute the packets that were using the failed link toCE2
via PE2.

R2R1

X2X1

AS2

AS1

R2
R1

CE2CE1 Customer site 1

VPN Provider

P

PE3

CE3

Customer site 2

Figure 7.3: Theparallel-linksproblem for peering links and BGP/MPLS VPNs

We call the problem of protecting such links theparallel-links problem in the
remainder of this document. To be deployable, a solution to the parallel-links
problem will need to meet four requirements.

1. The same solution should be applicable forboth directions of the interdo-
main link.

2. As a router controls its outgoing traffic, it should be ableto protect itwithout
any cooperation with BGP routers outside its AS. This implies that if a
tunnel is used, the packet de-encapsulation should be performed in the same
AS. A cooperation between routers in neighbouring ASes may improve the
performance of the solution, but it should not be required.

3. Links between distinct routers may fail at the same time [VPD04, MIB+04]
because they use a shared physical infrastructure (fibre, physical or datalink
devices). The set of link that share the same physical infrastructure is usually
called a Shared Risk Link Group (SRLG). The solution to theparallel-links
problem should take into account those SRLGs.
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4. The solution should take into account theBGP policies[GR00] used for the
interdomain links. In most cases when there are multiple links between two
ASes, the same BGP policy (e.g.shared cost peeringor customer-provider)
is used over all these links. However, the routing policies used between
large transit ASes can be more complex. For example, a tier-2ISP may be
a customer of a tier-1 ISP in the US and a peer of the same ISP in Asia.
Another example is a corporate network that advertises different prefixes
over the multiple links with its provider.

Z2Y1

X2X1
Stub

Transit 1
Transit 2

Figure 7.4: Thestubproblem

While requiring the utilisation of parallel-links is reasonable for large ASes, it
could be too strong for multi-homed stub ASes. A solution should also be devel-
oped to allow a multi-homed stub AS to protect its interdomain links (figure 7.4)
when it is attached with a single link to each of its providers. We call this problem
thestubproblem in the remainder of this work. In thestubproblem, there are two
different sub-problems. In theoutgoing stubproblem, the stub AS needs to protect
its outgoing packet flow. The solution developed to solve this problem should meet
the same requirements as the solution to theparallel-linksproblem as the stub can
reach all destinations via either of its two providers.

The second sub-problem is called theincoming stubproblem. In this case,
the stub AS wishes to protect the incoming direction of an interdomain link. The
solution developed to solve this problem will require a cooperation between the
stub AS and its providers. This cooperation is not a problem as the stub can request
the utilisation of a fast recovery technique within the contract with its provider.
Furthermore, it should be possible to use the proposed technique to protect one
link and not the others. For this, no mutual cooperation between the providers
should be required. For example, in figure 7.4 it should be possible for routerZ2
to protect linkZ2 → X2 without any change to routerY 1. In figure 7.4, when
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link Z2 → X2 fails routerZ2 should be able to immediately reroute the packets
so that they reach the stub without waiting for a BGP convergence.

7.4 Principle of our solution

In this section, we briefly describe the key elements of our proposed solution based
on a simple example. Additional details will be provided in the remaining sections.
We consider the two transit ISPs shown in figure 7.5 and focus on the packets flow-
ing from the upstream AS to the downstream AS. We assume that the downstream
AS advertises the same prefixes over both links and that the routing policies on
X1 andX2 are configured such thatX2 → R2 is used to forward packets while
X1 → R1 is only a backup link. This configuration can be achieved by setting a
low local-pref value on the BGP routes learned byX1.

X3X1

Upstream AS

X2

R2R1

10.0.0.8 12.0.0.8

Packet flow to R2

PE-SE Tunnel

PE-SI Tunnel

Downstream AS

2.2.2.2

Figure 7.5: Reference network

To quickly react to a failure of directed linkX2 → R2, routerX2 must be able
to quickly update its FIB to send the packets affected by the failure via an alternate
path. We describe in section 7.4.1 a technique that allows the FIB to be updated
in less than 50 milliseconds. In figure 7.5, the alternate path is clearly through
the X1 → R1 link. Let us assume in this section that routerX2 was manually
configured with this alternate path. We will discuss later mechanisms that allow
router X2 to automatically discover this alternate path. To forward the packets
affected by the failure through theX1 → R1 link, routerX2 cannot simply send
them on its interface towardsX3 asX3’s BGP table indicates that the nexthop
for those prefixes is routerX2. We show in section 7.4.2 that by usingprotection
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tunnels it is possible to avoid such loops.

7.4.1 A fast update of the FIB

The update of the FIB after the failure is a key implementation issue to achieve the
sub-50 milliseconds target. The FIB is a data structure thatassociates a BGP prefix
to a nexthop and an outgoing interface. Figure 7.6 shows the conceptual view of
such a FIB as two tables. In such a FIB, the outgoing interfaceis obtained from the
IGP routing table. Detailed measurements performed on high-end routers revealed
that the time required to update one entry of such a FIB was on average around 110
microseconds per entry [FFEB05]. This implies that less than 5000 FIB entries can
be updated within the sub-50 milliseconds target on such routers.

Figure 7.6: Classical conceptual organization of the FIB

To achieve the sub-50 milliseconds target it is necessary toreduce the num-
ber of FIB entries that must be modified after the detection ofa failure. There
are several possible methods to reroute packets towards many destinations without
changing a large number of entries in the FIB. Some commercial routers already
support such mechanisms [Cis04a]. The exact organization of the FIB strongly
depends on the hardware capabilities of the concerned router. The details of those
FIB organizations are outside the scope of this work. We show, conceptually, one
possible organization of the FIB to illustrate the possibility of achieving this fast
reroute.

This new organization of the FIB is illustrated in figure 7.7.Conceptually, this
FIB is organized as two tables. The first table contains the BGP prefixes and the
BGP nexthops arepointersto a table (notedP(. . . )) of all nexthop entries. Each
nexthop entry in the second table contains the address of thenexthop, a flag that
indicates whether the link to the nexthop is up or down and twooutgoing interfaces
(OIF) : a primary OIF and a secondary OIF. The OIF is in fact a data structure that
contains all the information required to forward packets onthis interface. For a
point-to-point interface, this data structure will contain the layer 2 encapsulation to
be used (e.g. PPP or Packet over SONET). For a point-to-multipoint interfaces, the
data structure will contain the layer 2 encapsulation and the layer 2 address of the
nexthop router. For a virtual interface such as a tunnel, theFIB will contain the IP
address of the tunnel endpoint and the tunnel specific parameters. Those parame-
ters are useful notably for L2TP [LTG04] or MPLS over IP tunnels [WRR04].
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With this new FIB, when the router consults its nexthop table, it uses the pri-
mary OIF if the flag is set to “Up” and the backup OIF otherwise.This means
that when a peering link fails, asinglemodification to the Nexthops Table is suf-
ficient to rerouteall affected prefixes over aprotectiontunnel. This clearly meets
the sub-50 milliseconds target.

Figure 7.7: Improved conceptual organization of the FIB

7.4.2 The protection tunnels

As explained earlier, a solution is required to allow routerX2 to reroute the packets
immediately to routerX1 even if the routing tables ofX3 andX1 still point toX2
as their nexthop. For this, two different types of tunnels can be envisaged :

• A tunnel from theprimary egressrouter (X2) to another egress router (e.g.
X1) of the upstream AS that peers with the same downstream AS. Wecall
this tunnel aprimary egress - secondary egressor pe-setunnel.

• A tunnel from theprimary egressrouter (X2) to another ingress router in the
downstream AS (e.g.R1). We call this tunnel aprimary egress - secondary
ingressor pe-situnnel.

Thepe-seandpe-siprotection tunnels are “pre-defined” before the link failure.
At the primary egressrouter, a protection tunnel is defined by two parameters : an
encapsulation header and an outgoing interface. At the secondaryingressor egress,
the definition of the protection tunnel is simply the abilityto de-encapsulate the
packets received over the tunnel.

Several types of protection tunnels exist : IP over IP, GRE, IPSec, L2TP, MPLS
over IP, . . . . However, not all encapsulation types are suitable for pe-setunnels.
Consider again figure 7.5. When linkX2 → R2 fails, routerX2 will encapsulate
the packets towards routerX1. If X2 uses IP-in-IP encapsulation, then routerX1
will use its FIB to forward the de-encapsulated packets. Unfortunately,X1’s FIB
may still useX2 as the nexthop to reach the affected prefixes.

To avoid this problem, we require the utilisation of an encapsulation scheme
that contains a label such as L2TP [LTG04] or MPLS over IP [WRR04]. This
label is assigned by thesecondary egressrouter. When it receives an encapsulated
packet, it uses the label as a key to forward the de-encapsulated packet over the
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appropriate secondary linkwithout consulting its BGP FIB. This ensures that the
secondary egresswill not return the received encapsulated packets to theprimary
egressrouter even if thisprimary egressis the current BGP nexthop according to
the FIB of the secondary egress router.

Using IP-based tunnels usually raises two immediate questions. The first one
is the cost of encapsulation and de-encapsulation. In the past, those operations
were performed on the central CPU of the router and were costly from a perfor-
mance viewpoint [Rek91]. Today, the situation is completely different and high-
end routers are able to perform encapsulation or de-encapsulation at line rate. Fur-
thermore, many large ISPs have deployed MPLS to support BGP/MPLS VPNs
and some rely on L2TP or GRE-based encapsulation [Gro05]. The second ques-
tion is the problem of fragmenting packets whose size exceeds the MTU. On cur-
rent Packet over SONET interfaces used by high-end routers,this issue becomes
a design problem : the network must be designed to ensure thatthe MTU is large
enough. The design guidelines developed for GRE-based tunnels in [Gro05] would
ensure that fragmentation is avoided when IP-based protection tunnels are used.

In a production network, allowing routers to process encapsulated packets may
cause security problems unless the routers have a way to verify that the packets
come from legitimate sources. For thepe-setunnels, the tunnel source belongs to
the same ISP as the tunnel destination. In this case, IP-based filters such as those
already deployed by ISPs [GS02] would be sufficient. For thepe-si tunnels, the
secondary ingressshould be able to verify the validity of the received encapsulated
packets. A possible solution could be to use IPSec for those tunnels. Another
solution would be to use filters.

To define ape-se(resp.pe-si) protection tunnel, theprimary egressrouter must
thus determine the IP address of the appropriatesecondary egress(resp.secondary
ingress) router and the tunnel type to be used. We propose in the following sections
techniques to select the endpoints of the protection tunnels.

7.5 Theparallel-links problem

To solve theparallel-links problem, we utilisepe-seprotection tunnels. Such tun-
nels could be configured manually on theprimary-egressrouter. For example,
the network operator could configure on this router the addresses of the candidate
secondary-egressrouters and the parameters of thepe-setunnel to be used. This
manual configuration would be sufficient in the common case where a small stub
AS is connected to its provider via two interdomain links. However, in a large net-
work, an auto-discovery mechanism is required to simplify the configuration and
more importantly to allow the routers to automatically adapt the protection tunnels
to topology changes.

To build this auto-discovery mechanism, we first consider the simple case of
two physically independent parallel links and assume that the same prefixes are ad-
vertised by the downstream AS over those links. In this case,the main problem for
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the primary egressrouter is to locate the appropriatesecondary egressrouter. To
discover thesecondary egressrouter, theprimary egressrouter cannot simply can-
not simply consult its BGP table as it may not have alternate routes for the affected
prefixes. For example, in figure 7.5, routerX2 does not learn any route advertised
by the downstream AS from routerX1 due to thelocal-pref settings on this
router. A similar situation could occur in a large AS, where due to the utilisation of
BGP confederations or route reflectors, routers only receive a single route towards
each destination.

To solve this auto-discovery problem, we propose to allow each egress router
to advertise via iBGP the “characteristics” of its currently active eBGP sessions
by using a new type of BGP routes calledprotection routes. A protection route
contains the following information :

• the NLRI is the local IP address on the peering link with the downstream
AS.

• the AS-Path attribute contains only the downstream AS

• a tunnel attribute containing the parameters of the protection tunnel to be
established

The IP address used in the NLRI must be routable and unique, atleast within
the upstream AS. The uniqueness of the NLRI information is necessary to ensure
that theprotection routewill be distributed to all the routers inside the upstream
AS. If the same NLRI was used for several protection routes, then a route reflector
could run the BGP decision process to advertise only one of them to its clients. By
using a unique NLRI for each protection route, we ensure thatthe protection route
is distributed throughout the AS even if there are route reflectors or confederations.
The tunnel attribute indicates the supported type of tunnel(GRE , L2TP or MPLS
over IP tunnels) and the optional parameters such as the label for MPLS over IP
encapsulation.

It is important to note that a router advertisesoneprotection route for each of
its active eBGP sessions. Aprotection routeis only advertised when the corre-
sponding BGP peering link is active. When a peering link fails, the corresponding
protection routeis withdrawn. Furthermore, the protection routes are only distrib-
uted inside the local AS. For these reasons, the iBGP load dueto the protection
routes is negligible compared to the normal iBGP load.

When theprimary egressrouter needs to select ape-setunnel endpoint for a
primary link, it considers as candidatesecondary egressrouters all the protection
routes whose AS-Path is equal to the downstream AS and whose tunnel endpoint
is reachable according to its IGP routing table. In practice, the closestsecondary
egresswould often be the best one.

However, as discussed in section 7.3, the solution should also be able to protect
from SRLG failures. To be able to correctly handle SRLG failures, the routers
need to know the SRLG associated with each BGP peering link. For example,
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considering figure 7.8, routerR2 should not be selected as asecondary egressto
protect linkR1 → X1 as linkR2 → X1 also terminates at routerX1. In practice,
a BGP peering link can be characterised by a set of SRLG valuesspecified by the
network operator [VPD04]. A BGP peering link is composed of two half-links,
one half in the upstream AS and the other in the downstream AS.It will thus be
characterised by SRLG values managed by the downstream AS and SRLG values
managed by the upstream AS. The SRLG values can be manually configured on a
per eBGP session basis by encoding each value as a pairAS#:SRLG-value of
32 bits integers4 whereAS# is the AS number of the AS that allocated the SRLG
value.

R2R1

AS1

R3

Packet flow to D

PE-SE Tunnel

X2X1

AS2

X3

D

lpref = 20

Figure 7.8: Utilisation of ape-seprotection tunnel

Another problem to be considered is when different BGP policies are used
over the parallel-links. As an example, consider the network topology shown in
figure 7.8. Assume thatprimary egressrouter R1 needs to create a protection
tunnel for directed linkR1→X1 and thatR1 andR3 receive a full routing table
while R2 only receives the client routes of AS2. In this case, routerR1 should
selectR3 as itssecondary egresssinceR3 receives the same routes asR1.

To solve this problem, each egress router must know the BGP policy used by
its peer. This is because the packets that are sent on theprimary-egress→ primary
ingresslink depend on the BGP routes advertised by theprimary ingressrouter.
For this, we propose to add to the configuration of each eBGP session an identi-
fier of the BGP policy used (customer, peer, . . . ). In practice, this identifier would

4The Traffic Engineering extensions to OSPF and IS-IS alreadyencode SRLG values as 32 bits integers.
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Parameter Comment
NLRI IP address of the egress router on the peering link
AS-Path Downstream AS
eBGP session type 32 bits unsigned integer
Tunnel attribute Type and optional parameters for the tunnel
SRLG optional list of pairsAS#:SRLG-value
Link bandwidth optional extended community

Table 7.1: Proposed protection routes

usually correspond to the peer-group used to specify the export filter [WMS04].
Each egress router should thus be configured with the BGP policy used by its peer.
To reduce the amount of manual configuration, the eBGP session type could be
exchanged during the establishment of the BGP session by encoding this informa-
tion inside the BGP capabilities. If required, BGP capabilities can also be updated
during the lifetime of the BGP session. The SRLG values couldbe exchanged over
the eBGP session by using the same technique.

Coming back to the example of figure 7.8,R3 will advertise a protection route
for an eBGP session of type0 andR2 a protection route for an eBGP session of
type1. R1 will select the protection route of type0 andR3 will be the endpoint of
thepe-seprotection tunnel.

Finally, parallel links between ASes can have different bandwidth. When the
endpoint of a protection tunnel is chosen, it should be possible to select as tunnel
endpoint a secondary egress router with sufficient capacity. For this, the protec-
tion route can optionally contain the bandwidth extended community defined in
[STR04]. Table 7.1 summarises the content of protection routes.

When theprimary egressrouter needs to select ape-setunnel endpoint to pro-
tect a primary link, it will consider all the protection routes whose AS-Path contains
the downstream AS and whose tunnel endpoint is reachable according to its IGP
routing table. The selection of the best protection route among those candidates
will be done as follows.

1. Remove from consideration the protection routes with an eBGP session type
which differs from the eBGP session type of the primary eBGP session.

2. Remove from consideration the protection routes that contain one of the
SRLG values associated to the primary link to be protected.

3. If there are still several candidate protection routes, break the ties by using
the IGP cost to reach the tunnel endpoint and, if available, the link bandwidth
extended community.

If there is congestion inside the upstream AS, it is also possible to utilise traffic
engineeredpe-setunnels. A traffic engineered MPLS tunnel with bandwidth reser-
vations can be established by theprimary egressto reach thesecondary egress
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by using RSVP-TE. This type of tunnel ensures that sufficientbandwidth will be
available for the protected traffic, but of course it forces the routers to maintain
additional state.

7.6 Thestub problems

To solve the stub problems, we have to consider the two directions of the packet
flow. For theoutgoing stubproblem, we note that in this case the stub receives
either a default route or a full BGP routing table from its providers. Thus, the
same destinations are reachable over all links with the providers. For this reason,
we propose the utilization of ape-seprotection tunnel to solve theoutgoing stub
problem. For theincoming stubproblem, we will utilize ape-siprotection tunnel.

7.6.1 Theoutgoing stub problem

To protect thestub→provider packet flow on an interdomain link, we note that
from the stub’s viewpoint, the providers can be considered as equivalent as they
can be used to reach any destination. Thus, theoutgoing stubproblem is similar to
theparallel linksproblem. We simply propose to reserve the value0 for the eBGP
session type corresponding to an eBGP session over which a full BGP routing table
is advertized and slightly change the criteria to select thebestsecondary egress
router for the protection tunnel. When the eBGP session typeof the primary link
is equal to0, the selection is done by considering all the protection routes with an
eBGP session type of0 independently of their AS-Path. The selection of the best
protection route among those candidates is done as follows :

1. If the type of the eBGP session of the primary link is0, remove from con-
sideration the protection routes with a strictly positive eBGP session type.
If the type of the eBGP session on the primary link is strictlypositive, remove
from consideration the protection routes with an eBGP session type which is
strictly positive and differs from the eBGP session type of the primary eBGP
session.

2. Remove from consideration the protection routes that contain one of the
SRLG values of the primary link to be protected.

3. If protection routes whose AS-Path is equal to the downstream AS exists,
remove all the other protection routes. This rule is not mandatory. Its appli-
cation conceals the protection via the same AS as the initialone.

4. Finally, select protection routes on the basis of the IGP cost to reach the
tunnel endpoint and, if available, the link bandwidth extended community.

For example, consider in figure 7.9 thatAS1 is a stub and thatP1, P2 andP3
are its providers. Assume thatP2 andP1 advertise a default route andP3 only
regional routes. In this case,R2 will advertise insideAS1 two protection routes :
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Figure 7.9: A stub AS attached to three providers

• a protection route withNLRI=2.0.2.2,AS Path=P2, andeBGP session
type=0

• a protection route withNLRI=3.0.3.1,AS Path=P3, andeBGP session
type=17

To protect linkR1→RX, R1 would select IP address2.0.2.2 as the endpoint of
the protection tunnel.

7.6.2 Theincoming stub problem

To quickly recover theprovider→stubpacket flow when an interdomain link to a
stub fails, we propose to rely on ape-siprotection tunnel. This tunnel is established
between theprimary egressrouter located inside one provider and asecondary
ingressrouter inside the stub. The advantage of using ape-situnnel in this case is
that the routers of the secondary provider are not involved neither in the activation
of the protection tunnel nor in the de-encapsulation of the packets.

As for thepe-seprotection tunnel, the bestsecondary ingressrouter and the
parameters of the protection tunnel to be used can be manually configured on the
primary egressrouter. This manual configuration is probably acceptable for a small
dual-homed stub AS, but it increases the complexity of the configuration that must
be maintained by the operators. A better solution is to use BGP to auto-configure
the requiredpe-siprotection tunnels.
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For this, we propose to allow each ingress router in the stub AS to advertize
over the eBGP session with its provider thesecondary ingressrouters inside the
stub that could be used as candidate endpoints forpe-siprotection tunnels. This
information can be advertized by theprimary ingressrouter asprotection routes5.
In those protection routes, the NLRI is set to the IP address of thesecondary ingress
router and the tunnel attribute contains the supported tunnel type and the associated
tunnel parameters.

A key issue for the utilization of ape-siprotection tunnel is that theprimary
egressrouter must still be able to reach thesecondary ingressrouter even if it
was using the failed link to theprimary ingressrouter to reach all the IP prefixes
advertised by the stub. This reachability can be guaranteedprovided that the IP
address of thesecondary ingressrouter belongs to an IP prefix allocated to and
advertized by the secondary provider and not to an IP prefix advertized by the
stub. This is a common practice among ISPs and could become a design rule
whenpe-situnnels are required. For example, in figure 7.9, routerRX learns prefix
11.0.0.0/8 from routerR1. If link RX→ R1 fails, routerRX can still reach the
secondary egress, R2, by sending encapsulated packets to IP addresses2.0.2.2
or 3.0.0.3.1.

Theprotection routesthat are advertised by theprimary ingressrouter can be
manually configured, but a better solution is to use the protection routes that are
distributed inside the stub to solve theoutgoing stubproblem.

For this, each ingress router of the stub AS will filter theprotection routesthat
it receives via iBGP. The ingress router will only advertiseover its eBGP session
the protection routes containing the same eBGP session typeas the session type of
the primary link and different SRLG values than the SRLG values associated to the
primary link.

The primary egressrouter will select, among the protection routes that it re-
ceives over its eBGP session, the best endpoint for thepe-siprotection tunnel.

For example, consider the stubAS1 attached to providersP1, P2 andP3 in
figure 7.9. Assume now that the three providers advertise a default route to the
AS1. R1 will receive via iBGP two protection routes from routerR2 :

• a protection route withNLRI=2.0.2.2,AS Path=P2, andeBGP session
type=0

• a protection route withNLRI=3.0.3.1,AS Path=P3, andeBGP session
type=0

On its eBGP session withRX, R1 will advertise these twoprotection routes
with 3.0.3.1 and2.0.2.2 as tunnel endpoints. Based on the received candi-
date protection routes,RX will select2.0.2.2 as the tunnel endpoint to protect
theRX→R1 link.

5TheNO_ADVERTISE BGP community is attached to the protection routes advertised over eBGP sessions
as they do not need to be distributed beyond theprimary egressrouter.
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7.7 Non covered cases

Our solution does not automatically cover the specific caseswhere a transit AS
is connected with a single link to another transit AS. Indeed, in such a scenario,
there is no simple way for a router to find out a tunnel endpoint, thus via another
transit AS, that provides the same (or more complete) reachability as the tail-end of
protected peering link. However, we argue that such cases are very rare as transit
ASes that are concerned about the resiliency of their networks tend to establish
redundant peering links with the relevant transit ASes to which they are connected.
Also, in the BGP MPLS/VPN case, which is the most important case for many
ISPs, these cases do not apply, as a VPN site that is connectedto its provider with
a single link is disconnected from the VPN upon its failure.

7.8 BGP convergence after deactivation of a protection
tunnel

Once activated, a protection tunnel helps in forwarding thepackets that would have
initially been forwarded along the failed link over an alternate path. However, when
a protection tunnel is used, the packet flows inside the network do not follow the
paths that they should follow when the corresponding peering link is removed. In
other words, the application of the protection tunnel is notequivalent to a regular
BGP convergence. If the failure lasts for a few seconds, thisis not a problem,
but using a protection tunnel for several minutes or hours isnot recommended, as
forwarding paths do not match the paths advertised in BGP.

The measurements discussed in section 7.2 have shown that most of the failures
of eBGP peering links are short. A primary egress that activated a protection tunnel
should thus wait some time before advertising the failure ofits peering link via
BGP or its IGP. If the failure is short enough, the peering link will come back
while the protection tunnel is still active. At that time, the primary egress router
simply needs to modify its FIB to deactivate the protection tunnel. Otherwise, the
advertisement of the failure will trigger the exchange of iBGP messages and the
update of the FIBs of many routers, although the network willbe brought back
in its initial state soon, hence triggering another wave of iBGP messages and FIB
updates.

If the failure lasts long, then the failure should be reported to BGP and the
network should converge. To meet the requirements expressed in section 7.3, we
must ensure that no packet will be lost during this BGP convergence.

To illustrate the potential problems caused by the iBGP convergence, let us
consider the network topology shown in figure 7.10 and focus on the packets sent
to destinationD. In this topology,R1-X1 is the primary link between AS1 and
AS2 andR3-X3 a backup link. This backup link is implemented by configuring
a lowlocal-pref attribute in the import filter of routerR3. When linkR1-X1
fails, thepe-setunnel reroutes the packet via linkR3-X3. However, the utilisation
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Figure 7.10: Example topology for the deactivation of ape-setunnel

of this tunnel is not optimal since the packets that enterAS1 at routerR2 will pass
twice through theR1-R2 link. After some time, routerR1 will need to remove
the pe-seprotection tunnel. If routerR1 sends a BGP withdraw message (WR1)
to indicate that destinationD is not reachable anymore, routerR3 will react to this
withdraw message by updating its FIB and sending a BGP updateindicating its
own route (UR3). Depending on the processing order of those messages by the
routers, several transient losses of connectivity to destinationD are possible. In
table 7.2, we use the notationRx : WR1 (resp.Ry : UR3) to indicate that message
WR1 (resp.UR3) has been processed by routerRx (resp.Ry). As shown by this
table, only one ordering of the updates of the FIBs ensures the reachability ofD
during the convergence. For five of the possible orderings,D becomes unreachable
during a short period of time and a transient loop betweenR1 andR2 appears for
two of the possible orderings. Note that the transient loopsonly occur in the context
of an AS that does not use encapsulation to forward packets across its network.

Thus, two different problems must be solved to allow ape router to remove a
pe-seprotection tunnel without causing packets losses :

• All the destinations that are currently reached via the protection tunnel must
remain reachable during the entire routing convergence (the convergence
preserves reachability)
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First BGP Second BGP Third BGP Fourth BGP Comment
message message message message

R2 : WR1 R3 : WR1 R2 : UR3 R1 : UR3 D unreachable fromR2
between first and third message

R2 : WR1 R3 : WR1 R1 : UR3 R2 : UR3 D unreachable fromR2
between first and fourth message

R3 : WR1 R2 : WR1 R2 : UR3 R1 : UR3 D unreachable fromR2
between second and third message

R3 : WR1 R2 : WR1 R1 : UR3 R2 : UR3 D unreachable fromR2
between second and fourth message

R3 : WR1 R2 : UR3 R2 : WR1 R1 : UR3 D always reachable
during convergence

R3 : WR1 R2 : UR3 R1 : UR3 R2 : WR1 transient loopR1-R2
between third and fourth message

R3 : WR1 R1 : UR3 R2 : WR1 R2 : UR3 D unreachable fromR2
between third and fourth message

R3 : WR1 R1 : UR3 R2 : UR3 R2 : WR1 transient loopR1-R2
between second and fourth message

Table 7.2: Processing order of the iBGP messages insideAS1 after the transmis-
sion of a BGP withdraw

• No transient packet forwarding loops are caused by the update of the FIBs
of the routers inside the AS (the convergence does not cause transient loops)

7.8.1 Forwarding schemes

To preserve reachability and avoid transient loops, we needto consider how pack-
ets are forwarded inside an autonomous system. This problemwas discussed early
during the development of BGP [Rek91] and two techniques have emerged. The
first solution, proposed in 1990, is to use encapsulation [HKM+90], i.e. the ingress
border router encapsulates the interdomain packets insidea tunnel towards the
egress border router chosen by its BGP decision process. At that time, encap-
sulation suffered from a major performance drawback given the difficulty of per-
forming encapsulation on the available routers [Rek91]. Today, high-end routers
are capable of performing encapsulation and decapsulationat line rate when using
MPLS or IP-based tunnels [Gro05].

The second technique, calledPervasive BGPby [RG94] is to use BGP on all
(border and non-border) routers inside the transit autonomous system. This tech-
nique is still used in pure IP-based transit networks. We explain in section 8.5
the difficulty of avoiding transient forwarding loops during a convergence inside
an autonomous systems usingPervasive BGP. Roughly, we will explain that if
a loopfree convergence is feasible, any possible solution does not scale well and
would thus be impractical.
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7.8.2 Deactivation of protection tunnels for BGP/MPLS VPN peering
links

In a network providing BGP/MPLS VPNs (figure 7.11), iBGP is used to distribute
the VPN routes to thePE routers [RR99]. A VPN route is composed of two parts
: a Route Distinguisher (RD)and an IP prefix. TheRD is used to allow sites be-
longing to different customers to use the same IP addresses (e.g. RFC1918 private
addresses). A VPN route is considered as an opaque bit stringby the BGP routers
that distribute the routes. A service provider can either use the sameRD for all
VPN routes belonging to the same VPN or a differentRD for eachPE-CE link.
Furthermore, aroute target (RT)is associated to each VPN route. ARTis encoded
as a BGP extended community. It is used, in combination with filters on thePE
routers, to ensure that a VPN route from a given customer is only distributed to
the PE routers that are attached toCE routers belonging to the same VPN. This
utilisation of theRT reduces the size of the VPN routing tables on thePE routers
[RR99].

PE2PE1

CE2CE1 Customer site 1

VPN Provider

P

PE3

CE3

Customer site 2

PE4

Figure 7.11: Example with BGP/MPLS VPNs

To avoid packet losses during the BGP convergence in this context, the service
provider simply needs to configure itsPE routers to use a differentRD for each
PE-CE link. Using a differentRD ensures that eachPE router will receive via
iBGP all the VPN routes for the prefixes that are reachable over thePE-CE links.
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This remains true even if the service provider network is divided in confederations
or uses BGP route reflectors as VPN routes with differentRD are considered as
different opaqueprefixes by the BGP decision process. When aPE router sends
BGP withdraw messages due to the failure of a parallel-link,those messages will
reach distantPE routers where an alternate VPN route (with a differentRD) is
already available. As this alternate route uses an MPLS tunnel, it is loop-free. The
same reasoning applies if the service provider uses IP tunnels instead of MPLS
tunnels.

For example, consider in figure 7.11 the failure of linkPE1-CE1. PE1 first
activates thepe-seprotection tunnel to reachCE2 via PE2. At that time,PE3 uses
an MPLS tunnel to send viaPE1 the VPN packets fromCE3 to CE1. Then,PE1
sends a BGP withdraw message. When this message reachesPE3, it updates its
VPN routing table and uses the loop-free MPLS tunnel toPE2 to reachCE2 and
CE1.

If using distinct route distinguishers is not part of the AS policy, the solutions
proposed for regular, non VPN, BGP routes can be applied.

7.8.3 Deactivation of protection tunnels for regular peering links

Deactivation of ape-se tunnel

In chapter 8, we consider the problem of shutting down a BGP peering link for
maintenance purposes. Once ape-seprotection tunnel is activated, a fast conver-
gence of BGP should not be performed at the cost of packet loss, as the reachability
of affected destinations is still ensured through the network. Our fast reroute tech-
nique thus turns a sudden peering link failure into a non urgent one, so that the
make-before-break convergence proposed in section 8.4 is fully applicable. Note
that we recommend to use the fully automatic shutdown solution to accomplish
this task as a reconfiguration of routers to deactivate a protection tunnel would not
be practical.

Deactivation of ape-si protection tunnel

When ape-si protection tunnel is used, it is possible that no alternate paths are
available at the borders of the AS, so that an interdomain graceful shutdown mech-
anism, as described in section 8.4.4, might be required.

7.9 Related work

Several fast reroute techniques have been proposed and are deployed in MPLS
networks. A survey of these techniques may be found in [VPD04]. Several ISPs
have started to deploy interdomain MPLS tunnels. Extensions to RSVP-TE to
allow those tunnels to be protected on the interdomain linkshave been proposed
recently [CP04]. The main advantage of our solution is that it allows to quickly
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recover from the failure of PE-CE links in BGP/MPLS VPNs although no MPLS
tunnel is used on those links.

To our knowledge, our solution is the first pure IP Fast Reroute technique that
allows to protect interdomain links. In [Rei04] an extension of the O2 routing
protocol [SCK+03] was proposed to recover from the failure of interdomain links.
However, this solution assumes both a new routing protocol and that theprimary
andsecondary egressrouters are directly connected.

Gummadi et al. propose in [GMG+04] a source routing technique that allows
endsystems to reroute packets around failures by using intermediate nodes as re-
lays. Measurements with a prototype implementation revealthat this technique al-
lows to recover from 56% of network failures. This end-to-end recovery technique
is characterised by a recovery time of at least several seconds. Our fast-reroute
mechanism only allows to recover from a failed BGP link, but those links are key
in today’s Internet. Our technique is also applicable for the BGP/MPLS VPNs that
are increasingly used to replace frame relay and ATM-based networks.

Several modifications to BGP have been proposed to reduce theBGP conver-
gence time. To our knowledge, the closest solution to our interdomain tunnels is
the Fast Scoped Rerouting proposed for BGP in [BLSZ03]. Withthis approach,
BGP routers try to find an alternate path for each destinationaffected by a failure
and exchange messages with the routers on this alternate path. As BGP messages
must be exchangedafter the failure to find an alternate path, the recovery time of
this BGP extension will be longer than with our solution. TheRoot Cause Noti-
fication proposed in [PAN+05] adds to the BGP messages an information about
the reason for the BGP message. Another method to tag BGP messages was pro-
posed in [CDZK05]. This solution is much similar to RCN but assumes multiple
routers per AS. Our solution is orthogonal to those BGP extensions and could ben-
efit from them if implemented and deployed. However, as our solution allows the
protection tunnel to recover the reachability across the network directly after the
failure without requiring the exchange of any BGP message, the BGP convergence
following the activation of the protection tunnel should beperformed by avoiding
further losses of packets. This could be achieved by using the solutions proposed
in chapter 8.

A next step to this work has been proposed in [Fil06]. Roughly, this improve-
ment of the solution relies on a per-prefix backup entry stored in the FIB, and a tight
binding of the IGP FIB with the state of the BGP FIB. Such a technique greatly
improves the flexibility of the solution, and allows a fast adaptation of the FIB of
the routers upstream to the failure location, which reducesthe overhead incurred
by the local protection mechanism.

7.10 Conclusion

BGP peering links are important in both the global Internet and in BGP/MPLS
VPNs. We have analyzed the stability of eBGP peering links ina transit AS and
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have shown that those links often fail, usually for short periods of time.
In this work, we have proposed a new technique to ensure that the packet flow

on failed eBGP peering links can be recovered within 50 milliseconds. Our solution
relies on two types ofprotection tunnels. Its main advantages are that it can be
incrementally deployed, does not require major changes to the BGP protocol and
is applicable for both normal BGP peering links and for the links to customer sites
in BGP/MPLS VPNs.

The primary egress-secondary egressprotection tunnels can be used when
there are several parallel links between two ASes. We have proposed simple BGP
extensions that allow border routers to automatically discover the bestpe-sepro-
tection tunnel to use to protect each of their interdomain links. In autonomous
systems using encapsulation and in networks providing BGP/MPLS VPN service,
our solution also avoids packet losses during the BGP convergence that follows the
deactivation of the protection tunnel, see chapter 8.

The primary egress-secondary ingressprotection tunnels can be used to pro-
tect the interdomain links that attach providers to a multi-homed stub AS. We have
proposed a simple extension to BGP that allows the routers ofthe stub AS to auto-
matically advertise the parameters of thepe-situnnel to be used to their provider.





Chapter 8

Graceful Shutdown of BGP
sessions

Introduction

When a BGP peering link is shut down, packets can be lost even if the change is
predictable or the peering link is protected with a Fast Reroute mechanism. This
transient unreachability is caused by the mechanisms that are used in iBGP to dis-
seminate routes inside Autonomous Systems. Indeed, routers can lack of alternate
paths to some destinations, which makes them unable to reroute towards alternate
BGP nexthops, and this, even if alternate paths have been learned by other border
routers of the AS. This is unfortunate as customers often payfor multiple peering
links with their providers, while providers are not able to provide a fast recovery
when one of the peering links fails or is manually shut down. In [ND05], a service
provider listed requirements for a mechanism that would make it possible to shut
down a peering link without introducing transient loss of packets.

In this chapter, we discuss the mechanisms that can be used toimprove the
convergence of BGP. Firstly, we show how additional information can be dissem-
inated inside the network to ensure that each router has previously received alter-
nate routes to allow a fast convergence. Secondly, we discuss how a "make before
break" convergence can be implemented in a network, to provide a mean to per-
form graceful shut down of peering links without increasingthe memory load on
the routers. This second solution is attractive as it requires the implementation of
very few features, and does not increase the size of the routing information bases
of the routers. Several options exist for the make-before-break solution, we will
describe them and explain their respective trade-offs.

In section 8.1, we present the problem of transient unreachability in the case
of a peering link shut down or the reception of a route withdraw. We explain how
routes are propagated inside an iBGP topology and why this reduces the availabil-
ity of alternate paths. The next sections cover the solutions to this problem. In
section 8.3, we present techniques that can be used to improve the dissemination
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of alternate paths inside an Autonomous System. In section 8.4, we show how a
make before break convergence can be perfomed today withoutimplementing ad-
ditional mechanisms. We also present mechanisms that can beused to cover the
case where no alternate paths are present at the time of the shutdown operation.

8.1 The problem of transient unreachability

In this section, we explain how transient unreachability ofexternal prefixes can
occur when a route withdraw is received by a border router, orwhen an eBGP
peering session is closed, and this even if alternate routeswere available in some
routers of the network.

8.1.1 Route propagation inside an iBGP topology

Egress routers of a domain propagate paths received from their external peers if
they actually select the path. Indeed, routers only propagate their best path for
each destination. An egress router that received multiple paths from a set of its
peers will thus only propagate at most one of the paths. Thereis also a set of rules
in the BGP Decision Process (DP) (local-pref, ASPath length, MED) that can force
a router to prefer a path learned from an iBGP session over a path learned from an
eBGP session. This impacts the knowledge of alternate pathsin the network as
only the egress router will know about those paths. In the context of Virtual Private
Networks, the same problem can occur if the same route distinguisher is used for
two distinct exit points towards a given site.

When an iBGP Full Mesh is used, each router of the network knows about as
many paths towards a prefix as there are Egress Routers in the network that selected
a path received from an eBGP peer. Indeed, when an Egress Router selects such a
path, it will propagate it towards all its iBGP peers. A lack of alternate paths can
still occur if all the routers of the network select the same Egress Router for a given
prefixp.

When Route Reflectors are used, the lack of alternate paths can be worsened.
For example, an Egress RouterR1 that selected its own path towards a prefixp
will only know about this path if the routers and Route Reflectors to which it is
connected with an iBGP session have also selected the path viaR1. This means that
even if more than one path is selected in the network, introducing route reflectors
can cause lack of alternate paths on some routers.

8.1.2 Transient Unreachability

The way iBGP works can thus lead to routers having one single route for a prefixp
inside their Adj-Rib-In. This means that once this route is withdrawn, those routers
will transiently be unable to select an appropriate BGP nexthop for a prefix, and
will drop the corresponding packets until an alternate pathhas been found.
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Figure 8.1: A dually connected client

To ensure the resiliency of their connectivity, neighbouring ASes are often con-
nected with more than one link, but even in that case, some routers might lack of
paths during the convergence. In Figure 8.1, we show a clientAS2 that is dually
connected to one provider AS1. As AS2 pays AS1 to carry packets, AS2 can use
the MED attribute to force the routers of AS1 to send packets towards the prefixp
via R20, which has the lowest MED1.

Now, let us look at the propagation of BGP routes inside AS1, and let us con-
sider that there is an iBGP full mesh in this network.R10, R11 andR12 select
R10 as their best nexthop for prefixp. R11 does not advertise its own route via
R21 because this is not its best route. Thus, we can see thatR12 andR10 only
know about the route viaR10.

Let us assume that the linkR10 ↔ R20 is manually shut down. R10 will no
longer consider its route towardsp and will send a withdraw towardsR12 andR11.
R10 andR12 will transiently consider thatp is unreachable. They will recover the
reachability ofp only afterR11 has removed the withdrawn route from its Adj-
Rib-In, run its Decision Process, selected its route viaR21, and finally sent it to
R12 andR10. Upon the link shutdown, it is possible that a large amount ofroutes
are in the same situation, so that the convergence process can be quite long.

Now let us consider in Figure 8.2, that the client AS2 does notuse the MED
attribute, and that the provider uses route reflection.R10 and R11 both select
their own external path towardsp, and each router sends its best path to its route
reflector,RR1. Tie-breaking inRR1 will force it to select and propagate one of the
two paths. Let us assume that it selects the path viaR10. Once again,R10 only
knows about one route for prefixp, so that a transient unreachability can occur
when the link is shut down.

Policies commonly used in the Internet also have an impact onthe propagation

1Agreements on communities can be also be used between AS1 andAS2 to achieve the same
goal. By tagging a route with a community defined in the agreement, AS2 can have an impact on the
local pref that will be set by AS1 to the route.
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Figure 8.2: A dually connected client, without MED

of routes inside each Autonomous System. When a route is received from a client,
it is always prefered over the routes received from providers or peers. This means
that all those alternate routes are hidden and only known by the Egress Routers that
receive them on their eBGP session.

To illustrate this, let us consider Figure 8.3. In this topology, AS2 is a customer
of AS1 and AS4, which are customers of AS3.R12 hides the route for prefix
p via AS3, as it prefers the client route viaR11. If the link R11 ↔ R21 is
shut down,R10, R11 andR13 will have no alternate path and will only recover
the reachability of the prefixp afterR12 parsed the iBGP withdraw sent byR11,
performed a DP update, and propagated the route viaAS3.

Note that ifR30 had prefered the path viaAS1, a route withdraw should have
been sent towardsR30 to let R30 change its decision and propagate the alternate
path toR12. In this case, not only the iBGP topology has an impact on the conver-
gence, as a DP update in an external router is needed. In such ascenario, alternate
paths exist, but their unavailibility is not caused by iBGP route propagation inside
the network. We will show in section 8.4 how to provide a graceful shutdown
mechanism in such a context.

We will firstly discuss in section 8.2 the forwarding schemesthat can be used in
an Autonomous System, as it can have an impact on the solutions that we propose.

The firstly proposed solution is to guarantee that at least two distinct paths for
each prefix are present in all the Adj-Rib-In of the routers ofthe AS. To do this,
we can add iBGP sessions inside the topology. We will show that this does not
always suffice. Sometimes, potential alternate nexthops hide their path because
there is a better path in the network. That is, they do not provide an alternate
path for this better one. So, we explain how propagating non best paths helps in
providing alternate paths in the network. There are severalmeans to provide this
functionnality. We will review them in section 8.3.

Sometimes, an alternate path is not available at all for a setof destinations,
even if a BGP convergence without loss of packets is possible. In that case, a
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Figure 8.3: Impact of policies on route propagation

"make before break" convergence is required. Note that thiskind of solution is
also applicable when alternate paths are available in the network. According to
this mechanism, routers first disseminate information through iBGP sessions to let
routers avoid the paths being withdrawn, while allowing routers lacking of alter-
nate paths to continue to use the initial path for a while. By doing this, routers that
have alternate paths at their disposal will select and propagate them, so that all the
routers of the network will finally be able to reroute, without ever being forced to
drop packets. When no such paths are available inside the iBGP topology, routers
will have to initiate a convergence without packet loss thatinvolves their neigh-
bouring peers. This will trigger advertisement of alternate paths towards the local
AS. We will discuss the implementation of these make-before-break features in
section 8.4.

8.2 Forwarding schemes

There are several solutions to forward a packet from an Ingress Router towards its
exit peering link.

The first solution, called Pervasive BGP, lets all the routers on the path from
the Ingress Router towards the exit peering link perform a lookup in its BGP table
to get the BGP nexthop, and then perform a lookup in the IGP table to find the
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outgoing interface on which the packet must be forwarded. The first problem with
such a solution is that transient (or even persistent) inconsistencies between the
BGP tables of the routers on the path of the packet will let thepacket finally exit
the network in a different location than the one selected by the Ingress router. Those
inconsistencies, called referred to as “routing deflections” [GW02b] can even lead
to forwarding loops. The second problem is that all the routers on the path towards
the Egress router must be BGP speakers, even if those routersare only transit
routers.

R20
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R11
R21
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RR2
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 p

R13

Figure 8.4: A simple topology

The second solution is to let the Ingress Router perform a BGPlookup to get
the BGP nexthop for the packet, and then encapsulate the packet by using a label
that will let the packet be forwarded towards the BGP nexthop[RVC01]. Routers
on the path towards the Egress router do not perform lookups in their BGP table.
When the Egress router receives the packet, it decapsulatesit, performs a lookup
in its BGP table, and forwards the packet over the corresponding peering link.
When only best paths are propagated in the network, the BGP nexthop selection
performed by the Ingress Router always correspond to the last external best path
that the BGP nexthop selected and propagated in the network.For example, in
Figure 8.4, whenR13 receives a packet towardsp, it will encapsulate the packet
with a label identifyingR10. The packet will be forwarded towardsR10, andR10
will perform a BGP lookup to forward the packet towardsR20.

The third solution is to let an Egress Router propagate each BGP path in the
network with a label identifying the corresponding peeringlink on which the packet
will be forwarded [RR99]. When an Ingress Router forwards a packet, it performs
a BGP lookup to get the BGP nexthop and the label associated with the peering
link of the nexthop. The Ingress then encapsulates the packet with the peering link
label, and encapsulates the obtained packet with the label that it uses to reach the
BGP nexthop. The routers on the path between the Ingress and the Egress will for-
ward the packet based on the label used to reach the BGP nexthop. When the BGP
nexthop receives the packet, it decapsulates it and finds thelabel corresponding to
the peering link over which it must forward the packet. It decapsulates the packet
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and forwards it along this peering link. For example, in Figure 8.4, whenR13
receives a packet towards prefixp, it will encapsulate the packet with a label iden-
tifying R10 → R20, then it will encapsulate the packets with a label identifying
R10, and forward it. When the packet arrives inR10, R10 decapsulates it, finds
thanks to the second label that it must forward it alongR10 → R20, so that it can
decapsulate the packet and forward it towardsR20. Note that "Penultimate Hop
Popping" (PHP) can be used to avoid this double decapsulation. When using PHP,
the outermost label is popped by the penultimate hop, so thatthe BGP nexthop
only has to pop the innermost label of the packet.

The main difference between the second and third solution isthat the BGP
nexthop does not perform a lookup in its BGP table to forward the packet. This
will have an impact during the convergence, as we will see in the remainder of
this chapter. In section 8.5, we show how complex it is to avoid forwarding loops
during a BGP convergence when Pervasive BGP is used.

8.3 Increasing the availability of alternate paths

Having an alternate path in its Adj-Rib-In is a good way to ease fast convergence
when the primary path is withdrawn. In fact, ensuring the availability of alternate
paths will permit to avoid the cases where a propagation of paths is necessary to
perform the recovery. As we will see in this section, having alternate paths also
allows a router to adapt to a non-urgent removal of paths implied by a maintenance
operation on a peering link without losing packets. When a sudden failure of a
peering link occurs, and the link is protected with a the FastReroute technique
proposed in chapter 7, the following convergence process isalso non urgent and
should be performed without causing packet loss.

8.3.1 Adding iBGP sessions

One possible mean to increase the availability of alternatepaths is to modify the
iBGP topology to guarantee that for each prefixp, each routerR of the network has
a session with at least one Route Reflector that performs a different route selection
for p or with one Router that selects an eBGP route which is different from the
route selected byR.

For example, by looking in Figure 8.2, we can see that if we adda session
betweenR10 and R11, all the routers of AS1 will have two routes towardsp.
The main advantage of this solution is that it does not require any modification to
the BGP protocol. What is required is a tool that will tell howto tune the iBGP
topology to provide such guarantees.

Note that in this context, Egress Routers always still propagate their best paths
only, so that their BGP forwarding table will be consistent with all the routes that
they originated and propagated. This means that when a routeis withdrawn, and an
Ingress Router switches to an alternate path, the presence of the alternate path in
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its Adj-Rib-In implies that the BGP nexthop associated withthat path has already
selected the path as its best path.

Adding iBGP sessions in the network will not always suffice. For example
in Figure 8.1, we have an iBGP Full-Mesh, and we still have routers with only
one route for prefixp. More generally, we can say that to prepare the routers to a
withdraw by ensuring that at least two routes are present, wemust break the rule
that routers and route reflectors can only propagate their best paths. Moreover, the
tuning of the iBGP sessions will have to change in time, as route advertisements
received from external peers will change. Doing this might be hard in practice be-
cause maintaining one valid and robust iBGP design is already a hard task without
considering those additional constraints [GW02b].

8.3.2 Propagation of non-best paths

In this section, we explain how routers can propagate paths that are not selected as
their best paths to improve the availability of alternate paths in the network.

Second best path propagation

This technique lets the routers of an AS pre-converge by considering the with-
drawal of their primary path towards a given destination. This can be done by using
[WRC05] or [RR01]. These protocol extensions allow BGP speakers to propagate
more than one path towards a given destination. We propose touse such an exten-
sion to force routers and route reflectors to advertise theirbest path as well as their
second best path.

The second best path of a routerR for a destinationd is the path thatR selects,
by removing the first best path from its Adj-Rib-Ins, and by adding in its Adj-Rib-
Ins the second best path of its iBGP peers for which the first best path is the same
as the primary path ofR. Performing the second best path computation like this
implies that, if the best path of a routerR for a destinationd is withdrawn, then
the second best path thatR has ford is the post-convergence primary path of the
router, so that only the route withdraw is necessary to letR find its alternate path.

If a routerR does not find a second best path for a destinationd, by applying
the mechanism described above, this means that all the iBGP peers ofR have the
same first best path asR and did not find a second best path for the destination.
This implies that no alternate path would be found for destinationd if the best path
selected byR was withdrawn. In the best case, an alternate path will be found but
it is not currently known inside the AS, so that a complementary solution spanning
over multiple domains would be required.

Redundant paths propagation

Executing the second best path computation may require too much CPU in the
routers of the network, as it forces the routers to actually perform an iBGP conver-
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gence twice for each prefix. Another solution could be to let routers propagate as
alternate paths for a prefixp, the paths for the same prefix that were received from
the same neighbouring AS. To do this, an Egress router can take advantage of the
solution proposed in chapter 7 aimed at discovering the setS of multiple eBGP
sessions with the same AS and the same policies. We will say that those sessions
are redundant. When an Egress router advertises a path for a prefix p that is re-
ceived from an eBGP peer, it can also advertise as alternate paths for this prefixp
all the paths forp coming from sessions inS. We will call those paths redundant
paths.

Compared to the previous solution, routers do not have to execute their Deci-
sion Process twice for the same destination, as alternate routes can be considered
as "attributes" of the best routes. One issue is to ensure that an Egress Router has
redundant paths in its Adj-Rib-In. One design guideline aimed at favouring this is
to let two Egress Routers that maintain redundant eBGP sessions establish a direct
iBGP session between each other, as suggested in [dSB07].

Best external route propagation

Another technique is to allow each router to propagate, inside the iBGP topology,
its best external path towards each prefix. The best externalpath selection should
respect the following rules.

1. Departing from the set of external path,

2. Remove current Best Path if external,

3. Prefer Highest Local Pref,

4. Prefer the path with Shortest AS Path attribute,

5. Prefer lowest MED,

6. Prefer lowest router address,

In the case of an iBGP full mesh, applying this scheme ensuresthat all the
routers have an alternate path for each destination, if at least one was received at a
border router of the network. However, this comes with a potentially high memory
load on the routers.

When route reflectors are used, the availability of alternate paths is ensured
if each route reflector propagates, towards each of its client, its best path and its
second best path. Additional routes can be carried in BGP update messages using
[WRC05].

Compared to the second best path propagation, we can say thatsending best
external paths is easier than computing the second best paths, as the best external
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path is selected locally, i.e. routers do not converge to findalternate paths. How-
ever, we can also say that more useless routes might be propagated in the network.
For example, let us assume that in an Autonomous System, a fewpaths towards
a given destination are available on a few client peering links. The availability of
alternate paths can be ensured thanks to those client peerings. Thus, all the routers
that peer with the providers of the AS, and that do not peer with a client providing
one of those "client alternate paths", will propagate alternate paths in the network
that are of no interest, because they have a lower local pref value and will only be
selected if all the client paths become unavailable.

A route server dedicated to alternate path propagation

To improve the availability of alternate paths in the network, we can also use one
(or more) dedicated route server that would be in charge of advertising alternate
paths inside the network. The interest of such a solution is that it lets routers of
the network do a minimal work to distribute alternate paths.The only thing they
have to do is sending their best external paths to the route server, and retrieve the
alternate path that is propagated by the route server. Compared to the best external
route propagation, we can say that useless best external paths will only be sent
towards the route server, and the route server will not propagate these towards its
clients. The solution thus concentrates the increase in memory load on a device
that is dedicated to this task.

Even if the route server is slow, we can say that as it is only there to prepare
routers to a withdraw of their primary paths, its response time is not crucial. As
the goal of this route server is only to propagate backup paths, its centralized flavor
does not make it a single point of failure, as the forwarding of packets accross the
network is not compromized when the route server is not functionning.

A route server can perform the best alternate path selectionglobally, which
means that it will select one set of alternate paths for a destination and advertise it
to all its clients, or it can perform an alternate path selection on a per-client basis.
We will begin our analysis by describing those two possible techniques. Next, we
will see how the task of the route server can be split among a set of route servers to
solve the memory load issue. After that, we discuss two techniques that can be used
to avoid that the propagation of alternate paths have an impact on the selection of
primary best routes in the network. This last point is important as we do not want
to introduce an additional potential of convergence unstability, by propagating new
paths through the iBGP topology.

Per-client alternate path selection
With theper-client selection, each router of the network should have a session

with the route server, over which it sends its current best path and its best external
path, by using [WRC05] or [RR01]. The behaviour of the routers concerning their
other iBGP sessions does not change.
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For a given destination, the alternate path that a route server would send to a
routerR would respect the following rules.

Departing from all the routes known by the Route Server, for agiven destina-
tion,

1. Remove the best and best external paths received fromR, if any

2. Prefer Highest Local Pref

3. If any, prefer paths that are already selected as best pathby their originator
This rule only makes sense if a BGP lookup is performed by the Egress
Routers when they receive packets over internal links. Its goal is to avoid in-
consistencies when router switch to the alternate path while its correspond-
ing BGP nexthop does not forward packets according to this path. Not do-
ing this favors transient forwarding loops. To distinguish, in a BGP Update
message, if a path is currently the one selected as best by itsoriginator, the
bestpath bit defined in [WRC05] can be used. When a double encapsulation
forwarding scheme is used, the egress ASBR does not perform aBGP lookup
to select the peering link over which the packet will be forwarded. Thus, this
transient control plane inconsistency has no impact on the forwarding path
selected by the Ingress Router, so that this rule is not mandatory.

4. Prefer Shortest AS Path

5. Apply MED

The MED should be applied by considering all the available paths towards
the destination. "Always-compare-med" should be configured consistently
with the other routers of the network.

6. IGP tie-break

An IGP tie-break performed from the route server point of view makes no
sense as it does not consider the distance between the receiver R and the
nexthop of the route. If such a tie break must be performed, the route server
should compute the Shortest Path Tree of R to perform an accurate selection.

7. Prefer lowest router address

Global alternate path selection
With theglobal alternate path selection, the route server will selecta single set

of alternate paths that can be used as backup paths in the network. This set of paths
must contain at least two paths with distinct BGP nexthops inorder to ensure that
all BGP nexthops receive alternate paths from the route server. Indeed, if the route
server only propagates one alternate path, the originator of that path might lack of
an alternate path.
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Departing from the set of routes that the router server has for a destination,
the selection of alternate paths with the global mode shouldrespect the following
rules.

1. Prefer Highest Local Pref,

2. If any, prefer paths that are already selected as best pathby their originator,
This rule only makes sense if a BGP lookup is performed by the Egress
Routers in the network when it receives packets on internal links.

3. Prefer Shortest AS Path,

4. Apply MED,

The MED should be applied by considering all the available paths towards
the destination. "Always-compare-med" should be configured consistently
with the other routers of the network.

IGP tie-break does not make sense as the alternate path selection is per-
formed globally.

5. Select the< x > oldest routes among the remaining routes.

The value of< x > should be tuned according to the number of alternate
paths that is desired in the network. A route server can stop its decision process
at a given step and send all the remaining routes to its peers.The step where the
selection must be stopped is the step that would let the routeserver propagate less
than< x > alternate paths for the concerned destination.

Policy-driven alternate path selection
The selection of alternate paths by the route server can alsobe performed by

focusing on the type of the primary path.
For example, if the best path for a given destination is a pathreceived from a

client, the route server can select all the client paths thatit received as alternate
paths. More generally, a route server could select as alternate paths for a destina-
tion, all the paths that have the same local-pref as the current best paths. If there
is no path with the same local-pref, the route server could select the paths with the
highest value of local-pref that can be found for the destination, or all the paths
whose local pref fall into local pref range associated with all the paths from a given
peering type.

Impact of alternate path propagation on primary path selection

A potential issue when alternate paths are propagated as regular paths is that, in
some cases, the propagation of these could have an impact on the selection of the
primary best path of a BGP router.
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Figure 8.5: A route server

We think that this should be avoided as in some cases, the introduction of the
route server itself could put the network in a routing oscillation state. To illustrate
this issue, let us consider the Figure 8.5. Let us assume thatthe Route Server is
configured to advertise only one alternate path to its clients. We can see that two
paths for prefixp are available at the borders ofAS1. One path is viaR12 and the
other viaR11. Let us assume thatR10 receives one path towardsp via its Route
ReflectorRR1. From the perspective ofRR1, the path viaR11 is better when
the IGP tie-break is applied.R10 thus only knows the path viaR11 and selects
it. The best path ofR10 is sent towards its route server,RS1. RS1 knows about
two paths, the one viaR12 and the one viaR11. Thus, the alternate path thatRS1
sends towardsR10 is the path viaR12. But,R10 actually prefers this path over the
path received from itsRR, so that the path viaR12 is now its best path, andR10
sends it toRS1. At that moment,RS1 must adapt and send another alternate path
towardsR10, which will be the path viaR11. R10 now only knows about the path
via R11, that it receives from itsRR and from itsRS. It will send its best route
towards the route server, and one cycle of the oscillation has been completed.

The first solution to this problem is to let the route server send alternate paths
with a local-pref value of1. However, this has a negative impact as it could force
one router receiving a route withdraw for its primary path toselect one of its exter-
nal paths via a provider, although the alternate path that was sent by its route server
is a valid path via a client. We suggest to solve this problem by taking advantage of
the gaps that ISPs usually leave between the different values of Local-Pref assigned
to their routes. Setting the local-pref of routes such that the difference between the
local-pref of two routes is0 or at least10, will help in degrading the alternate paths
sufficiently to prevent them from impacting the selection ofprimary path, while
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degrading them not too much to favor an as direct as possible transition to the best
alternate paths upon convergence. By doing this, the route server can propagate
its alternate path by setting its local pref value to the local pref value set by the its
orginator, minus 5. That is, alternate paths will never be preferred over the best
paths that are learned on normal iBGP sessions, while maintaining the respect of
the policies when an alternate path has to be selected.

With the local-pref shift proposed above,RS1 would have reduced the local
pref of the path viaR11, so thatR10 would not have changed its best path upon
reception of the path viaR11 from its Route Server.

Choosing one solution

We proposed several solutions relying on the propagation ofnon best paths. Se-
lecting one best solution is not an easy task as they will depend on multiple factors
such as the memory load overhead that the BGP routers of the AScan afford, as
well as the cpu load overhead. Also, the number of alternate paths available at the
borders of the AS should play a role in this decision.

However, solutions relying on route servers precisely offer ways to deal with
these constraints in a flexible fashion. Indeed, the number of alternate paths prop-
agated by the route server can be tuned according the available memory in their
clients. The cpu load is concentrated on the route server, and could be provisionned
accordingly. Also a peak in the cpu load of the route server would not harm the
availability of primary paths among the other BGP routers ofthe AS.

8.4 Make before break iBGP convergence

In the previous sections, we discussed ways to let routers advertise more paths over
iBGP sessions, in order to increase the availability of alternate paths upon a shut-
down. All those solutions unfortunately increase the RIB memory consumptions
of the routers. Also, these solutions are not available yet.

In this section, we present another mechanism to perform a convergence that
anticipates the maintenance of a peering link without loosing packets. This solution
does not suffer from these issues.

We firstly present the solution when a shutdown of a Customer-Provider link is
performed at the provider side. We tackle the problem of avoiding packet loss for
the outgoing traffic (from the provider to the customer) and for the incoming traffic.
Then, we discuss the variant when the shutdown is performed at the customer side.
It is to be noticed that in all these cases, we assumed that there is at least one
peering link to backup the peering link being shut down. In the last part of this
section, the case where this property is not verified is examined and a solution to
them is proposed.

As a bonus, we will see that the proposed solutions help in concealing the
convergence, and thus the BGP path exploration as locally aspossible, so that the
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BGP churn is reduced.
The idea underlying the scheme is the following. Firstly, a link remains up

while routers adapt to its scheduled removal. As we will see,this is not sufficient to
avoid all packet losses, because some BGP routers can lack ofalternate paths. Thus
routers are also allowed to keep using the paths via the link being shut down until
they find alternate ones. These compromised paths will be made less preferable,
so that the convergence process will take place and alternate paths will be spread
across the network.

8.4.1 Shutting down aProvider → Customer link

Let us assume that a BGP peering link is shut down. This link goes between an
internal routerPE and a client routerCE of a client AS. To avoid packet loss,
two problems have to be solved. The first one is to ensure that the routers inside
the local AS stop using the paths towards the destinations that were reached via
the PE → CE link without loosing packets. The second one is to ensure that
the routers behindCE stop using the paths for the destinations that they used to
reach viaCE → PE without loosing packets. As a consequence the packet flow
must be uninterrupted in both directions thus preserving the reachability during the
convergence.
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Figure 8.6: A dually connected client

Outgoing problem

The simple topology shown in Figure 8.6 will be used to understand the problem.
In this topology, there is a full mesh of iBGP sessions among all the routers. We
assume that the link betweenR10 andR20 will be shut down by an operator of
AS1, a provider of AS2. Let us assume thatR10 keeps the link up for a while, and
behaves as if the link was down. Consequently,R10 sends withdraw messages to
its iBGP peers for the paths received fromR20 that it selected as its best paths.
The recovery will be performed by using the paths alongR11 → R21.

A transient unreachability for a prefixp may still occur because routers may
have only known the route forp via R10 → R20 in their Adj-Rib-In. Thus they
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will drop packets destined top until they receive the alternate path. For example,
if there is an agreement between AS1 and AS2 to allow AS2 to perform incoming
traffic engineering by using communities or MED,R11 may prefer the path via
R10 → R20 over the path received on its own eBGP peering link withR21, so
that the secondary path will not be propagated towardsR12 andR10. WhenR12
receives the withdraw fromR10 for the path towardsp, it starts dropping packets
for this prefix. WhenR11 receives a withdraw for a prefixp from R10, it selects
its external route forp and propagate it on its iBGP sessions. The recovery will
only be accomplished whenR12 receives the update fromR11.

This example illustrates that ensuring the forwarding along the link being shut
down is not sufficient to provide a packet loss-free convergence. In addition,
routers should avoid the paths that will become invalid, as soon as possible, while
allowing those routers to still use these paths if they do nothave alternate paths.
To do that without modifying BGP, we must use a two-step approach. First, we
must render the affected paths less preferable than any other available path. Thus,
the attributes of those paths must be modified to impact theirquality at the very
first step of the BGP decision process, and let routers selectan available secondary
path. Second, the link must be actually shutdown and the obsolete paths must be
withdrawn.

To perform the first step, we could set the local-pref attribute of those paths to
0, and let the router performing the shutdown advertise updates for those paths. In
the example above,R10 should do this. After a while, the other routers will have
switched to the alternate paths. At this time,R10 is allowed to withdraw the old
paths. This operation will have no impact on the forwarding since those paths are
no longer used to forward packets.
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Figure 8.7: A dually connected client
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This solution is adequate in the context of VPN, where the possible alternate
paths always come from the same neighbouring ASs. It also works in the case
where the client is a single-homed AS that is dually connected to its provider.

However, the solution is not safe enough in the case of regular internet traffic,
where some alternate paths for client paths could be advertised by providers. The
topology depicted in Figure 8.7 will be used to illustrate this problem. In this case,
AS3 is a provider of AS1, and AS4 is a shared-cost peer of AS1.

During the first step,PE1 will send an update with a local-pref attribute of 0
towardsR1 for prefixp. For the same reason as described in the previous example,
R1 may not know about the path viaPE2 → CE2. In this case,R1 will select
an alternate path viaR1 → R3, which would be the only one with an higher local
pref value. But according to the usual peering relationships among neighbouring
ASs, this provider route cannot be advertised to the providers or shared cost peers
of AS1. Consequently,R1 will send a withdraw toR4 for prefixp and the recovery
will only be performed onceR receives the alternate client path, selects it as its best
route, and sends an update toR4. MeanwhileR4 will transiently drop the packets
destined top, and this unreachability could be propagated through the Internet.

A local-pref of 0 cannot always be used in the first step. However, a local
pref that is lower than any local pref assigned to client routes within the ISP and
higher than any local-pref assigned to the routes receives from providers and shared
cost peers can be used. As a result routers will keep using theobsolete path until
new client paths are advertised. Thus only update messages will be advertised to
providers and shared cost peers, instead of abrupt withdraws.

Incoming problem

The routers on the neighbouring AS must stop using the link being shutdown. In
the example topology of Figure 8.6, the routers in AS2 shouldstop using routes
passing throughR20 → R10.

The first solution is basically to contact the operators ofAS2 and let them use
the same technique as described in the preceding section. Although it works, it is
not very convenient because it requires synchronizing operating teams. Further-
more, maintenance is generally performed during the least disturbing time periods
for the client (during the night for example). The maintenance operation may re-
quire the client to assign dedicated human resources for this task, which is unfor-
tunate. It may also induce additional financial cost for the provider and the client.
Moreover this task becomes a real scheduling nightmare whenthe maintenance af-
fects multiple clients at a time, e.g. in the case of a linecard removal or a complete
shutdown for a typical provider edge router.

A simpler solution is to have the provider agree with each client on a BGP
community that would be dedicated to routes that have to be avoided by the client.
When the provider performs the shutdown, it will re-advertise its paths by tag-
ging them with this community. On the client side, the routers will have been
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pre-configured to set a local-pref value of 02 to all the routes tagged with this com-
munity. After a while, the router on the provider side will send a Cease Notification
to actually withdraw the routes and shut down the session.

This solution is applicable without modifying BGP. However, is not very fast
as it requiresR20 to re-advertise all its paths towardsR10.

Another solution is to implement a new BGP message which would simply
mean that the session will be shut down within a given amount of time, and that
theCE should adapt to it by using the techniques described above. This message
can be for instance an eBGP Cease Notification message with a new sub code or a
new dynamic capability.

8.4.2 Shutting down aCustomer → Provider link

When aCustomer → Provider peering link is shut down at the customer side,
the proposed behaviour of the routers is similar to the one proposed when the
provider performs the shutdown. We will thus briefly summarize the behaviour
that should be applied.

Outgoing problem

When a peering link between a customer and its provider is shut down at the cus-
tomer side, the router where the shutdown command is issued must set a local pref
of 0 to the routes that it received over the impacted link, in order to reroute the
traffic that was going from the Customer towards the Provider. This will force
routers on the customer side to select paths received over other peering links with
providers.

Incoming problem

When the graceful shutdown is performed by using an agreement between the cus-
tomer and the provider, the local-pref value that has to be set by the provider must
be lower than any local-pref value assigned to client routesinside the ISP, and
higher than any local-pref value assigned to routes received from providers and
shared cost peers. This will force the routers on the provider side to select paths
via other peering links with clients. After a while, the local-pref value will be
set to 0 to let routers of the provider select alternate pathsvia other peering links
(shared-cost or provider peering links), for the prefixes for which no alternate paths
via customers could be found.

8.4.3 Shutting down a Shared-Cost peering Link

The simpler solution in the case of a Shared Cost peering linkshutdown is to also
set a local-pref value of 0 on the routes received over this link to solve theoutgoing

2According to the usual peering relationships, using a localpref value of0 will not trigger the
sending of path withdraw messages
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problem, and to also use an agreement on a dedicated community to solve the
incoming problem.

SH20
SH10

SH11 SH21

R1
R2

eBGP / iBGP Sessions

AS1

AS2

p

AS3

R3

Paths towards p before shutdown   
Paths towards p after shutdown
Transient path from R1 to p

Figure 8.8: Dually connected Shared-Cost peers

However, this could cause a transient utilization of provider links to reroute the
traffic even if, after the convergence of the network, alternate paths through other
Shared-Cost links will be used. For example, in Figure 8.8, let us assume that AS1
and AS2 have a Shared Cost peering relationship. Once again,it is possible that
SH11 prefers a path viaSH10 → SH20 to reachp, so that it does not advertise
its own alternate path to AS1. When the link betweenSH10 andSH20 is shut
down onSH10, SH10 would send local pref updates to0 for its path towardsp.
R1 would then select the only alternate path that it knows at that time, which is a
provider path via AS3. Finally, whenSH11 selects and advertise its own path via
SH11 → SH21, R1 will prefer this path via this Shared Cost peering link and
reroute again.

This scenario does not lead to packet losses as for the Provider-Customer link
shutdown case. Indeed, according to the usual peering relationship model, routes
received over shared cost links or links with providers are only advertised to clients.
Thus, a router switching from one kind of route to the other will not send BGP
withdraw messages to its peers. However, the operators of AS1 might not want
to transiently use alternate paths via providers if paths via shared cost peerings
are available. The reassignment of the local-pref to the routes becoming invalid
should then be done with a value that is lower than all the onesassigned to Shared-
Cost routes, but higher than the local-pref values assignedto provider routes. As a
second step, a local-pref value of 0 should be re-assigned tothose routes to face the
case where no alternate path can be found for some prefixes over other Shared-Cost
peering links.
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8.4.4 The single link shutdown case

When there is only one peering link between two ASs, it is not ensured that the
reachability can be recovered locally to the two ASs, upon a shutdown. This means
that, even if there will not be unreachable destinations after the convergence, there
are some cases where no alternate path could be directly available at the borders
of the local AS at the moment of the shutdown. Even though the clients that care
about the convergence time in their network tend to connect with multiple links to
their providers, there are some cases where the redundancy could be obtained from
different providers. For example, we could easily imagine the dual-homed stub
scenario depicted in Figure 8.9.
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Figure 8.9: A dual-homed Stub

In that scenario,AS2 buys Internet connectivity from two providers,AS4 and
AS1, and is connected with a single link to each provider. Now letus assume
that the link betweenR11 andR21 undergoes a maintenance operation. Before
the shutdown,R30 in AS3 reaches prefixp advertised byAS2 via AS1, and we
can easily imagine thatR31 does the same, for traffic engineering reasons. If a
local-pref value of0 is assigned insideAS1 on the routes learned over its peering
link with AS2, this will not affect the selection of the best path forp because this
is the only known path inAS1.

To recover the reachability ofp in AS1, R30 in AS3 must be notifed with a
withdraw fromR12 that its path top via AS1 is not valid anymore. The withdraw
would be propagated toR31 which would then select its alternate path viaAS4,
and then propagate it towardsR30. Finally R30 would advertise this path toAS1.
If the convergence is done in the regular way, packets top will be dropped byR30
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between the reception of the withdraw fromR12 and the reception of the path
update fromR31.

If AS1 andAS3 have an agreement on some dedicated communities to perform
graceful shutdown of their peering links,R12 could take advantage of it.R12
could tag the paths for which it cannot find an alternate with this community, and
propagate an update toR30. This will notify R30 that those paths will become
invalid within some time.

If there is no agreement betweenAS1 andAS3, then the normal convergence
process will take place when the BGP withdraw messages will be received byR12.
These withdraw messages will be propagated upon the actual shutdown of the peer-
ing link. That means that even though the initiation of the recovery using withdraw
messages will be delayed, the LoC will not last longer than ifnothing had been
tried to preserve the reachability of the affected prefixes during the process.

If such a convergence process without packet loss is required to spread through
multiple ASes like in this scenario, we would recommend to implement the solu-
tion using transitive BGP path communities, as a transitiveeBGP cease notification
message is meaningless. Indeed, even though a cease notification message would
be meaningful at the location of the shutdown, e.g., onR21 ↔ R11, remote AS-
BRs must only propagate information about the obsolescenceof the best paths via
this particular peering link, and not the other paths, so that in this case the infor-
mation must be transmitted on a per prefix basis.

There is a tradeoff between the convergence concealment brought by the solu-
tion, and the opportunity to span the convergence without packet loss across mul-
tiple ASes. If an ASAS1 transits the “obsolete’ communities beyond its borders,
then a shutdown initiated by one of its neighboring AS,AS2 might letAS1 prop-
agate updates although the convergence could have been concealed betweenAS1
andAS2.

A way to solve this problem is to usecascades of standardized communi-
ties and define relations between them. We could for example standardize 5 val-
ues of communities that would be used to tag obsolete paths. The values, say
Obsolete_Path_Communityi (OPCi), with 0 ≤ i < 5. The transitivity of such
community would be defined as follows :OPC0 is not transitive. A path which
is tagged with a communityOPCj, must be tagged with the communityOPCj−1

when advertised over an eBGP session, and the communityOPCj must be re-
moved from this path.

With this technique, the operator performing the shutdown could shut its link
down by attempting to conceal the convergence at most, usingOPC0. If traffic
continues to flow along the peering link undergoing the maintenance after some-
time, this means that the neighboring AS does not find an alternate path, and hence
should start exploring beyond its borders.

Such cascades can also be used to progressively control the type of peering link
over which alternate paths can be selected.
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8.4.5 iBGP Aggregate Graceful Withdraws

When a peering link is shutdown, all the routes that were received on this peering
link will have to be removed from the Adj-Rib-Ins of all the routers of the AS. In
order to perform a faster convergence, a new kind of BGP message can be used to
specify that all the routes received from this peering link must be removed.

Aggregate Withdraws were defined in [RPAW05] to be able to withdraw a set
of routes sharing a property. Typically, the property is thepeering link being shut
down. To detect that a route was received from a given peeringlink, communities
can be used [RPAW05]. If next-hop-self is not used in the network, the next-hop
can be used as it identifies the peering link by itself. The solution can be used to
gracefully remove sets of VPN routes if different route distinguishers are used for
all the routes.

In the normal BGP case or in the context of VPN without distinct route dis-
tinguishers, the issue of transient unreachability must besolved, so that we have
to perform an "Aggregate Set-Local-Pref 0" or an "AggregateWithdraw" by us-
ing theTIME_TO_WITHDRAW feature. This must be done to allow routers
that only have the route being withdrawn for a given destination to receive alter-
nate routes before updating their FIB, so that the destination will not be transiently
considered as unreachable.

When a router receives an aggregate graceful withdraw specifying a given
property, it must set the local-pref of all the routes verifying this property to 0,
and propagate the aggregate graceful withdraw. This will force routers and route
reflectors to select and propagate alternate routes. After awhile, an aggregate
graceful withdraw can be propagated, using the same property, in order to remove
the routes (whose local-pref was updated to 0) from the Adj-Rib-Ins of the routers
that still have it.

We can also specify aTIME_TO_WITHDRAW in the aggregate grace-
ful withdraw in order to force the receiving router to reflect, in its FIB, a poten-
tial lack of BGP route in its RIB only after the specified time.In this case, it is
not necessary to flood an additional aggregate withdraw message. The value of
TIME_TO_WITHDRAW must be defined according to the number of routes
that are concerned by the withdraw.

8.5 ASes using Pervasive BGP

In autonomous systems using pervasive BGP, the solution described above can
lead to forwarding loops. The main problem in such networks is that each iBGP
message that causes a change in the FIB of one router may causea transient for-
warding loop. Such forwarding loops have been detected in large ISP networks
[HMMD02].

To illustrate the problem, let us consider again the topology shown in fig-
ure 7.10. IfAS1 is using pervasive BGP and we modify the primary egress router
to send an iBGP update with thelocal-pref attribute set to0 then destination
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1st BGP 2nd BGP 3rd BGP 4th BGP Comment
message message message message
R2 : U0

R1
R3 : U0

R1
R2 : UR3 R1 : UR3 D always reachable without

loops during convergence
R2 : U0

R1
R3 : U0

R1
R1 : UR3 R2 : UR3 transient loopR1-R2

between third and
fourth message

R3 : U0
R1

R2 : U0
R1

R2 : UR3 R1 : UR3 D always reachable
without loops
during convergence

R3 : U0
R1

R2 : U0
R1

R1 : UR3 R2 : UR3 transient loopR1-R2
between third and
fourth message

R3 : U0
R1

R2 : UR3 R2 : U0
R1

R1 : UR3 D always reachable without
loops during convergence

R3 : U0
R1

R2 : UR3 R1 : UR3 R2 : U0
R1

transient loopR1-R2
between third and
fourth message

R3 : U0
R1

R1 : UR3 R2 : U0
R1

R2 : UR3 transient loopR1-R2
between second and
fourth message

R3 : U0
R1

R1 : UR3 R2 : UR3 R2 : U0
R1

transient loopR1-R2
between second and
fourth message

Table 8.1: Transient loops caused by the updates of the FIBs with pervasive BGP

D remains reachable. However, during the iBGP convergence, the ordering of the
updates of the FIBs is important. In table 8.1, we summarise what happens during
the eight possible orderings of the FIB updates. In this table, Rx : U0

Ry indicates
that routerRx has updated its FIB after the arrival of the iBGP messages with
local-pref set to0. Out of the eight possible orderings, only three are always
loop-free.

Avoiding transient loops in autonomous systems using pervasive BGP is a dif-
ficult problem.

Firstly, a loopfree pervasive BGP convergence must be performed by respect-
ing orderings on a per prefix basis. Indeed, when theMED attribute is used, the BGP
decision process does not result from a lexicographical ordering [GW02a]. As a
consequence, a routerR may need to change its BGP nexthop for a destinationp2,
as a result of the failure ofR1 − X1, even if its current best BGP path towardsp2
was not via this link. This will be the case if the path top2 via R1 − X1 is the
path received fromASx with the best MED value, and it is not selected byR. This
happens when there is a closer BGP Nexthop forp2, via another neighbouring AS,
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let us sayASz, and the second best MED path forp2 via ASx is closer fromR
than the firstly selected route viaASz. R will then change its FIB by selecting this
path as it becomes the MED best route top2 from ASx.

To illustrate why this absence of a lexicographic ordering would lead to a per
prefix ordering, let us consider the topology of figure 8.10, where the linkR1−X1
fails. On this link,AS1 received the MED best routes fromASx for destinations
p1 andp2. The secondASx MED best route forp1 is received viaR2 − X2, and
the secondASx MED best route forp2 is received viaR6 − X6. AS1 receives a
route top2 on the linkR5 − Z1. R3 andR4 will select this route due to the IGP
tie-break in the route selection forp2.
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p1
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p2
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R2 R5
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AS x

path to p2 before the failure

path to p2 after the failure

path to p1 before the failure

path to P1 after the failure

Figure 8.10:R3 − R4 conflictual update ordering with MED

WhenR1−X1 fails, R3 andR4 will update their FIB for destinationsp1 and
p2. Unfortunately, respecting the order that is necessary fordestinationp1, actually
reached viaR1 − X1, will cause a forwarding loop for destinationp2 on the link
R3−R4. In fact,R3 is going to forward packets with destinationp1 to R2−X2,
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via R4. But asR4 was reachingp1 via R1 − X1 andR3, R4 must update its FIB
for destinationp1 beforeR3. R4 is indeed a child ofR3 in the tree composed by
the paths used to reachR1 − X1. But if R4 updates its FIB beforeR3, R4 will
firstly decide thatp2 should now be reached viaR6 − X6. As R4 is usingR3 to
reachR6 − X6, packets with destinationp2 will transiently loop betweenR4 and
R3, asR3 is still forwarding packets with destinationp2 towardsR5−Z1, viaR4.

BGP cannot afford such a constraint given the number of destinations that can
be affected by the failure of a single link.

Secondly, ensuring routers forwarding consistency for a prefix, from an Ingress
to its selected Egress point would force routers to perform their FIB updates based
on the same knowledge of the alternate paths towards this prefix. iBGP dynamics
are far from ensuring this property, so that complementary mechanisms, e.g., route
servers, would have to be used to populate the rib-in of the routers to achieve this
goal.

To conclude this discussion, we think that solving this transient inconsistency
problem when routers use Pervasive BGP would require a much more complex
solution than deploying an encapsulation technique, whichbrings other gains. So,
to us, it is not worth the effort to push such solutions forward.

8.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, we tackled the problem of shutting down an eBGP peering link
without loosing packets. We have analysed the aspects of iBGP that lead to tran-
sient unreachabilities in the case of the shutdown of an eBGPpeering link.

Three main ways to solve this problem have been investigated.
The first one is to establish additional iBGP sessions to increase the availability

of alternate paths in the routers.
The main disadvantage of such a solution is that it requires athorough mon-

itoring and analysis of an Autonomous System, and a responsive mechanism to
adapt to changes in the set of routes received at the AS borders. Moreover, there
are many cases where establishing more iBGP sessions cannothelp in achieving
the goal.

The second solution is to change iBGP to ensure the availability of alternate
paths across the domain. This can be done by introducing features like "BGP
external best" and BGP multiple paths advertisement. Currently, internet-drafts
suggesting to advertise multiple paths over a BGP session donot define how to
select the paths that should be advertised. They rather define the changes in the
BGP update message format that should be used. We investigated different ways
to select the external best path to be propagated and to select the set of alternate
paths that a router would propagate to its peers. A combination of such features
with route servers can be performed to increase the availability of alternate paths
while concentrating the work load on dedicated platforms. Hence, routers would
not risk to waste resources in selecting backup paths while an urgent convergence
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on primary paths is required.
This second type of solution is attractive, but increases the memory usage of

BGP tables, which could be an issue in currently deployed routers.
Thirdly, we investigated ways to perform a graceful shutdown of a link by ini-

tiating a make-before-break convergence, ensuring that routers lacking of alternate
paths are able to use the obsolete ones until they receive alternate paths. One im-
plementation of this solution can be done only using router reconfiguration, so that
the solution can already be applied by ISPs. We also examinedways to implement
the solution in the routers themselves, and ISPs would benefit a lot from them,
sparing management costs and preventing reconfiguration mistakes. Standardiza-
tion could also help as it would reduce the configurations that are required to apply
the solution.

We think that what has been proposed in this chapter is reallyinteresting for
an ISP as maintenance operations are common events in ISP networks. Also, the
solutions described here can be applied to let BGP converge without packet losses
after the application of a Fast Reroute scheme used to protect eBGP peering links.
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Conclusion

This thesis was aimed at improving the reactivity to topology changes of intrado-
main and interdomain unicast routing protocols. Its motivation is that IP routing
protocols do not provide guarantees on the convergence timein case of failure.
That is, the reactivity of IP routing protocols to a failure depends on characteristics
of the topology such as its shape and size. The TCP/IP protocol suite has been de-
signed with a best effort perspective, and the convergence time of routing protocols
has not been a concern for years. But the emergence of applications like Voice and
Video over IP, online games, and the use of IP to transmit realtime and mission
critical information shifted the Quality of Service requirements to more ambitious
levels.

As a consequence, Internet Service Providers (ISPs) face more and more strin-
gent Service Level Agreements (SLAs) in terms of service restoration time. From
a business perspective, a stringent SLA is not a problem as customers have to pay
a higher price. However, current IP routing protocols do notallow ISPs to guar-
antee a fast restoration of service at a low cost. Another concern for the ISPs is
that maintenance operations unfortunately lead to servicedisruption despite their
predictable nature, and can jeopardize the respect of such SLAs.

As a first approach, we evaluated in chapter 2 the limits of current link-state
intradomain routing protocols, also called Interior Gateway Protocols(IGP). The
analysis was carried out by using white-box measurements performed on Cisco
12000 routers as the input for simulations of the convergence of IS-IS in large ISP
networks. From this chapter we learned that even though a fast intradomain con-
vergence can be achieved, the number of prefixes advertised in the IGP and the way
ISPs design their topologies do not easily allow a sub-50 msec convergence. We
also proposed some recommendations to achieve the shortestpossible convergence
time with IS-IS.

At the interdomain level, the regular convergence process of BGP renders a
sub-50 msec target completely unrealistic, even when alternate paths are available
close to the failure. We detailed several reasons for such a long convergence of
BGP in section 8.1.2. It actually takes seconds for BGP to recover the reachability
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of affected destinations, so that additional schemes are absolutely required for BGP.
Based on the fact that both intra domain and inter domain routing protocols

cannot easily provide a fast recovery in case of failure, this thesis investigated ways
to work around this problem.

Thefirst building block of this thesis is to provide a local restoration in case of
failure, triggered by a “nearly atomic” operation. That is,we had to allow routers
to locally recover the forwarding of packets as soon as they detect the failure of an
adjacent link or router. In other words, the recovery shouldnot require a distributed
component, like for example the dissemination of information about the failure
throughout the network. Also, routers must be able to trigger this local restoration
by performing an operation whose duration is fixed.

Solutions already exist at theintradomain level, using MPLS fast reroute tun-
nels established with RSVP, and their pure IP counterparts are currently under
investigation by the IETF. In chapter 3 we evaluated these pure IP Fast Reroute
techniques on different ISP topologies. What we learned from this study is that
among the proposed solutions, the simplest, most scalable ones are not able to pro-
tect all packet flows from the failure of links in real topologies, and the importance
of this issue depends on the shape of the topology graph. On the other hand, the
only solution providing 100% protection coverage of links and nodes (NotVia) is a
computationally expensive solution that does not scale very well. As a conclusion,
we argue in favor of a combination of Loop Free Alernates (LFAs) and NotVia,
to provide a lightweight protection for the links and nodes whose surroundings al-
low the utilization of LFAs, and enable the heavy machinery of NotVia only when
LFAs cannot apply.

At the beginning of this work, no Fast Reroute solution existed to protectinter-
domain BGP peering links from failures. In chapter 7, we learned from an analy-
sis of ISP data that such failures were as frequent as intra domain link failures,
and most of them were short-lived. We proposed a fast reroutesolution relying on
slight modifications of BGP, which is capable of letting redundant peering links
between transit ISPs used to protect each other. We also proposed a solution allow-
ing stub ASes to quickly protect a peering link with a provider by using a peering
link with another provider.

When a local restoration is performed, the flows of IP packetsaffected by this
restoration do not follow optimal end-to-end paths. That is, these packets do not
follow the paths that they would have followed if a normal convergence of the rout-
ing protocols had been initiated after the failure. We arguethat when the considered
failure is short-lived, this is not a problem as the optimal end-to-end paths will be
used again once the failing element is brought back to service. However, when the
failure lasts long, this transient mismatch should be solved and the network should
be allowed to use the post-convergence optimal paths acrossthe network.

This is where thesecond building blockof this thesis finds its place. We argue
that a convergence to the new optimal paths w.r.t. a failure should be performed
without packet loss. Also, when the event triggering a convergence is not a failure
but a topological change due to a maintenance operation, thepacket forwarding
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service should not be disrupted.
In chapters 5 and 6, we proposed two different solutions to this problem, for

link-stateintradomain routing protocols.
The first one, “ordered FIB updates”, relies on a slight modification of IS-IS

and OSPF. The solution orders the updates of the FIB of the routers by ensuring
their consistency during the convergence phase. We proposed the solution, proved
its correctness, and studied by simulation the time required to transit from the initial
forwarding state to the optimal one without loosing packets. We conclude that even
in large ISP topologies, the overhead is marginal compared to the convergence time
obtained with the normal, non loop free, convergence process.

The second solution that we proposed is based on a progressive reconfiguration
of the metrics of the links whose state is modified by a maintenance operation. Its
strength lies in the fact that no standardization is required to apply it, as it does not
involve changes in the IS-IS or OSPF protocol. In the absenceof a faster, protocol
built-in solution, this second technique is the only solution that a provider could use
today to avoid forwarding disruptions when it reconfigures its internal topology.

In chapter 8, we proposed a simple make-before-break solution to be applied
when aninterdomain peering link is shut down by an operator. We also proposed
different flavors of this solution. The first one is based on reconfiguration of BGP
routers to be performed before the maintenance, in order to avoid packet losses
due to a lack of alternate paths in the BGP routers. Thanks to this reconfiguration
prior to the shutdown, routers will be able to keep using the obsolete paths until
the reception of alternate paths from their peers. A fully automatic solution has
also been proposed, and can be used to avoid packet losses during the convergence
following the activation of a BGP Fast Reroute protection tunnel. This second
solution requires standardization.

Perspectives

The study of the convergence time of IS-IS is already obsolete as improvements
are continuously brought to both software and hardware of routers. An evaluation
of routers performances regarding IS-IS and OSPF and a studyof their impact on
the convergence time in large networks should be continuously performed as new
software and hardware are released.

Additional aspects of the IP Fast Reroute suite for the IGP should be studied.
It would be interesting to analyze the impact of such techniques on the traffic, and
compare them with the solutions not considered by the IETF like Multiple Routing
Configurations and Failure Insensitive Routing. Also, we need to study the impact
of such solutions on the provisionning applied by ISPs.

We need to study more extensively the applicability of our BGP Fast Reroute
solution w.r.t. the policies that are applied on redundant peering links between
neighboring ASes. We also have to investigate with ISPs if this solution is suffi-
cient, or if more complex solutions are required.
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For the loop avoidance scheme relying on metric increments,we intend to an-
alyze the applicability of this technique as a support for loop free convergence
after the sudden failure of a protected link. To do this, we have to study potential
implementations of the solution in the router themselves. Also, we could study
the metric sequences by only considering the destinations that are prioritized by
an operator. Indeed, it is likely that long metric sequencesare due to destinations
that are not important for the ISP. Using data on prioritizeddestinations, we could
probably further reduce the length of those sequences whileprotecting important
destinations like nodes tracking prefixes related to VoIP gateways.

The graceful shutdown mechanisms for eBGP peering links would need to be
experimented in real environments, and we need to interviewmore ISPs to decide
if the gain provided by the standardized solution is worth the engineering effort.

A major topic that was not considered in this thesis is Multicast. At the time of
this writing, we traced the main lines of a Fast Reroute solution for Single Source IP
Multicast, as well as a graceful shutdown mechanism. As a further work, we need
to publish those solutions and get feedback on them from the research community.
Also, we would like to investigate potential loop storms in bidirectional PIM and
find solutions to these.
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